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many vessels loading and many ready
but the season did not begin as
It is impossible to tell
usual.
just what will be carried over, but the
figures are from one who is as good an
authority as any in the State.The sardine factory owned by the Russell Packing Co., at West Tremont, was burned
Monday morning. All of the buildings
and machinery on the premises were destroyed, including 100 tons of coal in the
coal shed owned by Frank I-unt.
The
cause of the fire is unknown.
The loss
is estimated at $0,000.
The machinery
anil building were insured.
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load,
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In Bkief.
Gov. Walcott of Massachulias nominated Judge Oliver Wendell Holmes, son of the late poet, to suc.■ituary .F.imily Reunions.. Northceed the late Walbridge A. Field as Chief
New> of Brooks Josephine M.
a Prize.
Justice of the Supreme Court of Massapage 5.
chusetts.
Judge Holmes is *>S years old
Belfast.. .County Correspondence,
aud a graduate of Harvard, class of *61.
erning Local Industries.
PAGE t>
He is a veteran of the Civil War and holds
B->meo. ..Economic Aspect of the
the degiee of LLI). from Yale.Alfred
The Hatless Fad
Literary
--..Register of Deep Water Yes- Gwynne Vanderbilt, son of Cornelius
11.. mm-.-ck. Outclassed.
Vanderbilt; William 1\ Burden, son of
PAGE 7.
James A. Buulen; Finest Iseliu, son of
ngh Riders..The Late Col. Iugersoll..
Humor. .Safety --I Sailing Craft. Adrien Iselin, Jr., and Douglass CochU lining. Examinations of Teachers.
rane left New York city July 2Gth for a
p j.-i lsim Secretary Alger De- year’s tour of the world.
Special car No.
ui.roc k's Atlantic Voyage.
4‘JR, generally used by Cornelius VanderPAGE 8.
the
live day’s run
'-uiiuy Correspondence..Ship
bilt, will carry them on
Births.. Marriages. .Drams.
to Vancouver, which ends the first stage
of ihe journey. They planned to sail from
Vancouver for Japan on the Empress of
V\ s OF 1 ME WEEK.
India on July 31.The New York SuIt is now a settled preme Court has rendered a decision that |
M. 1TKKS.
the Waterville Bicycle Club live employes removed from New York
'lie fall meet of the Maine Divicity departments by their Tammany su- j
L. A. W., on Labor Day. The periors were illegally removed, and must j
The decision applies to
1-ave all been appointed and be reinstated.
accessary is to arrange the minor about three hundred other cases, and that
the meet.Judge Emery of number of faithful Tammany heelers must
Las succeeded Chief Justice regretfully abandon their positions to their
he senior presiding justice at
rightful occupants.Henry W. Cramp,
w term.
The chief justice will vice president of the ( ramp shipbuilding
the August criminal term of company, has denied the statement pubiiigor and he desired to take a lished iu a Washington special to a New
York newspaper that serious defects had
eime the opening of the term,
been discovered iu the hull design of the
•cut F. O. Beal of the Eastern
Fair Association has set apart new battleship Maine, now in course of
August JO, as Governor’s construction at Cramps. The publication
referred to stated that Cramps had made
inor Powers and his staff will
_The blueberry crop iu the lines of the hull much finer to secure
ery abundant, if reports from extra speed, bringing her displacement
iu down to 12,300 tons.The monument to
the State may be trusted,
vuing and old are turning out Founder Rathbone of the Pythian order
fashioned berrying time.The was dedicated at Utica, N. Y., July 2Gth.
.Ambassador Joseph II. Choate in ad;e in Waterville brought about
of liquor at the depot in that dressing the Staffordshire Agricultural
w i-ek_It is
probable there may society iu England July 26th, said that he
England Fair at either the kite believed no question could ever arise to
Orchard, but the Eastern interrupt the constant peace which had
held the United states and Great Britain
,ie Fair will do business as usual
'•land in Bangor and every sou together for the past eighty live years.
:ei of Maine who can get there
Adolph L. Leutgert, the wealthy sausage
maker of Chicago who was serving a life
i :esent.Knox county doctors
-d a medical society for fraternal sentence in the State prison at Joliet for
The First meeting the murder of his wife, was found dead
purposes.
in his cell July 27th.The marine court
u land, and the Rockland memled a banquet.It is to be at Halifax, which investigated the loss of
there is truth iu tin* report the Red Cross passenger steamer Portia,
V. W. Thomas is endeavoring on Big Fish shoal, to the westward of
Mother township of Maine to Halifax harbor on the night of July 10th,
Last week New has condemned her commander, Captain
by Swedes.
brated the 20th anniversary W. J. Farrell, as responsible for the
\;d of the first settler of that wreck, and has suspended his master’s
town.The
many friends certilicate for six months, but gives him a
Maine of Capt. Mark L. mate’s certificate for that period in conthe 12th U. S. infantry, will be j sideration of his heroic conduct in saving
know that lie has returned \ the lives of those on board, all of whom
A
;ied States.
••mpanied by escaped except a little boy.\ccording
! to
the >r. Petersburg correspondent of
-ey and l.is children, lie arrived
the London Mail the Russian government
S.
eise<» .Jul> 22lid on the l
Indiana.The people oi Mus- | has introduced a compulsory passport sysinland, who have long enjoyed a tem for Ta Lien Wan and Port Arthur
ej'tion from raxes, may lose it |1 preventing Englishmen and Americans
much advertising.
This is- from traveling the e.The New York
.ated off the mainland iu the i Evening l ost admits tliur the stones it
hay and seems to be a muni- j printed about brutality among American
It sent no represeuta- soldiers in the Philippines turn out to bo
itself.
M.
eetiug of the State assessors ! inventions. It should have known Ameri■Mi
last ; can character too w*-il to creed such slanassessors of Lincoln,
ders in the tirst place.The national
-ay- ijo t axes and is presumably j
w\ though of course it is with- ; Democratic committee lias decided to remove its headquarters to St. Louis.
This
'.■> «*f Maine and has been a part
and Bremen; and the Maine will probably help Bryanism, tor Missouri
Mm take such action w ith it as I is a hot bed of the most radical DemocUnited
States
to take.Following an es- ; racy.The
transport
Hancock, having on board the soldiers of
ustoin at the Maine General
•rtlami, Drs. Abbott, Starrett | tlie First Nebraska Regiment. II. S. V.,
■:J i. who have been on duty the ! arrived at San Francisco last Saturday
out, their places being taken from Manila.since the death of Leu: F,. Small and Walter Tobie
gert, the Chicago wife murderer, two aland Dr. Sturdivant of Dexter. leged confessions
by him have been
>es to his home in Sullivan,
brought out.Judge George White,
of
aud
judge
•.r to ins home at Warren, and
probate
insolvency for Norm11 to one of the New York j folk county, and the oldest judge in Mas•
f« *r a year there, in a course sachusetts, iu point of service, died late
j
is specially interested.
These Saturday evening at his home in WellesHis age was 80 years.A landslide
went into effect July :; 1st.At I ley.
>n of the 32d
Maine Regiment resulting from a cloud-burst caused an
in IsOs, it was decided to accident on the Erie railroad a mile east
Hi,
of Lackawaren, N.
Y., last Saturday
next reunion at the 8(h Maine
on Peaks island,
Portland, the i night in which two persons were killed
decided by the executive com- ! outright and 20 others mo re or less injurThey have selected Wednesday, j ed.The Brooklyn base ball team stood
at the head of the National League July
as the date.The Maine Wesa
percentage of 090. Cleve•mninary and Female College, j 30th, with
Boston
is being greatly improved by a | land was at the foot with 169.
tion to Sampson Hall, which is j held second place.Miss Eliza Sanford,
84 years of age, oue of the 10 surviving
i’g completion.A new plan!
opted in the races at the East- daughters of the Revolution named on the
Fair this year. No face of more ] pension list, died July 31st at Mountainheats will be trotted.
P'nder j side Hospital, in Montclair, N. J.Mrs.
■nt ndes when a horse has not ! Kate Chase Sprague, wife of a former Govat at the end of the fifth heat he i ernor of Rhode Island and the daughter
the stable.
Under the new : of the late Chief Justice Salmon P. Chase,
of the horses will go to the stable I died at her homestead, “Edgewood,” in,
: of that heat, unless of course, 1 Washington suburbs, early July 31.
;>es have won two heats each.
If Rear Admiral William T.Sampson has filwins two heats and three others ed a suit for $700,000 in the Supreme
each, the money will be divided Court of the district, libelling the Spauish vessel of war Maria Teresa and miscelto their standing in the race at
•t the fifth heat.The coroner’s laneous stores aud supplies captured upon
22nd her and other Spanish war vessels.
auelled at Rockland
setts

;uier.
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from Sail Domingo, will proceed

Base Ball.
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July
investigating the death
Sherwood, reported July 28th.

urpose of

the effect that Mr. Sherhis death, about noon July
• m the effects of a dose of
cyanide
-Rum, whether with suicidal inher wise the jury was unable to
.The State summer school
ms opened at Norway, July 30th.
way and South Paris choruses of
me
furnished
Musical festival
The school is held in the High !
and
will
continue
two
Riding
nder the charge of experienced
m.A new and rather remarka- !
of Bangor’s commerce this
'if receipt of immense quantities
k* from other ports.
Years ago
md Brewer produced about live
at

is to

me

to

j

■

cks

annually, nut oi late me
has dropped off.
This year
.leal demand tor bricks on ac'he construction of an immense
'll at Miiliuocket, the Eastern
Hospital for the Insane in Bangor
large buildings, and the local
not nearly sufficient to meet the
Alvin B. Brown, superintendForest City Cemetery, Portland,
Mentally drowned in Portland
by falling from a boat, Saturday
The United States naval acad—

1

i'.,

I

j

■lining ship, Annapolis, Commander
i, arrived at Bath July ghth from

with 58 cadets on board.
The
;i'"iis will remain here one week,
which time there will be an ini' of
the Bath Iron Works where
uted States monitor Florida, two
boats and several other craft are
A visit will also he
onstructiop.
to the steel
shipbuilding plant of
•'
Sewall.The estimates of the ice
the Kennebec river for the first of
1 shows
534,000 tons on hand of the
“*J tons
put up last winter. It is exfrom the present outlook that
■’
450.000 tons of ice will be carried
this fall. At the present time there

Washington
Whisperings.
The
President has come to the conclusion that
the raid on Pension Commissioner Evans
is unjust, and will make no change in that
office.
It is said in regard to Mr. Evans
that all through the raid upon him he has
borne himself with dignity aud has shown
a frankness and willingness to explain his
acts that have gone a long way to inspire
public confidence in him.Information
from the Klondike up to June 29 has
reached the State Department from United States Consul McCook at Dawson. The
Consul says that ten millions will cover
the gold product for the past 12 mouths,
and adds that reports from Alaska indicate that more gold will be found there
than will ever come out of the Klondike.
Typhoid has broken out six
weeks earlier than last year and there are
several hundred destitute persons in Dawsou w ithout means to get out.
The gambling fraternity is reaping a rich harvest.
.The Secretary of Agriculture has decided to change the regulations recently
issued for the free admission of cattle into
Cuba for next year, so as to provide for
the location of department inspectors at
Cuban ports instead of American ports as
was
This
originally contemplated.
change is intended to permit the admission of cattle from other countries upon
the same terms as from the United States.
.The State Department has received
confirmation of the assasination of President Ileureaux of San Domingo from the
American Consul there_The report of
the Treasury bureau of statistics shows
that the total imports for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1899, were $097,110,854 against $610,049,054 for the previous
The total domestic exports were
year.
$1,204,124,134 against $1,210,291,913 last
year.A naval vessel is to be sent immediately to San Domingo. Secretary Hay
has made the request that Secretary Long
take this action, and the Machias, now
at San Juan, P. R., and only a day’s run

Belfast.

The first serious labor trouble in the history of Belfast occurred the past week between the shoe manufacturing firm of
Critchett, Sibley & Co. and their employes.
Last Saturday the firm posted in the various
the factory a new schedule of
prices of labor together with the following

rooms

of

The Belfasts won last Friday’s game in this
city against the Rocklands, by a score of 10 notice:
to 2.
There was a good attendance of spec- To our Employes:
No material changes have been made in
tators and the playing on both sides was
for five years. During this time
highly satisfactory. A new pitcher was in your wages
nearly all the shoe manufacturers have made
the box for the Belfasts, Horace Newingham large reductions in the prices paid their help.
of Cherryfield. He is an all-round ball We find now that we cannot successfully
compete with other manufacturers on the
player, and is equally good in the box, be- basis
We
of our present prices for labor.
hind the bat, on bases or in the outfield
are compelled to adjust the labor expense
while his batting record is excellent. He is of our shoes to the surrounding conditions.
We alone cannot sustain the wages of the
a member of Ellsworth Hose
Company, and, shoe workers. We must be governed largely
after attending the firemen's muster in Ban- bv tlie
prices which others pay. In making
gor to day, will come to Belfast for the sea- this reduction in prices at this time we have
endeavored
to more nearly equalize the
son.
Following is the score of Friday's
We
workers on various
game:
BELFAST.

AB. R. BH. TB PO. A

Johnson, c...3
G. Darby, lb. 5
Berry, 1. f. 5
H. Patterson, 3b. 4
Hazeltine. r. f. 4
Vickery. 4
McLellan, 2b.4
B Darby, s. s. 2
Newingham, p. 3

1

1

0

0

1
4
1
0
0
1
2

1
3
3

1 7
0 15
1

1
0
0

7
3

P.

1

0
0
0
0

1110
0
0
1

0

1
1
1

0
1

4
4
2

Total.33 10 10 14 27 11
Rockland.

4
s.4
Kobinson, 2b. 4
Moran, 1. f. 4
Alden. 2b. anil c. f. 4
E. Kennistou, c. 4
11. Kennistou, p. 4
Hall, c. f. and 2b. 4
s.

McLoon,

r.

7

ae. r. bh. tb po. a. e-

Veazie, lb.
Fehan.

i
2
1
0
0
2
0
0
1

f. 3
43

1
0
0
0

0
0
0

2
1
1
0
0

3 11
1
0
1 4
0 0
0 3

0

0

0

0
0

10
0 0
2

4

0

0
1
3
0
0
3 3
0 2
18
2 1

1
3
1
0
1
0
1
0
0

3

24 18

7

Innings

12345078 9 Total
Belfast.2 2 l 1 1 1 2 0
10
Rockland.0 00000020
2
—

Stolen bases. Belfast, 4; Rockland, 2
Two-base hits, Patterson, 2, Veazie, Tliretbase hits, Patterson.
Bases on balls, Belfast, G; Rockland, 1. Struck out by Renistou, 4 ; by Newingham, 7. Passed balls, Belfast, 1, Rockland, 1. Umpires, Smith and
Knowlton. Scorer, Fred Patterson.
It is understood that the Printers-Policemeu game will he Saturday, Aug. 20th.
The second game between the Hooters
and Tooters will be played on the Congress
street grounds, Saturday, August 12th. The
Belfast Baud will he in attendance.
Some correspondence was hail last week
for a game between the Be! fasts and Camdens Saturday afternoon, but some of the
Camden players were unable to come, and
the game was postponed.

Early in the season Dilworth offered a hat
hag as a prize to the Belfast player making
the

number

of runs.
For two
between Fred Johnson
and Herman Patterson, hut Patterson won

greatest

games
in

it

was

Frelay's

a

tie

gatue.

Future games are now hooked as follows
for the Congress street grounds; Friday,
August 1, Belfast vs. Pittsfield; Saturday,
Aug. 5, Belfast vs. Camden. The Camdens
claim to he the champions of Knox county
and Belfast, will be obliged to do her best to
hold her place at the head of the amateur
teams of Eastern Maine.
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Labor Trouble in

at once

that island.
This is a measure of precaution rather than of necessity at the
present time, for Minister Powell has not
suggested any such action to the Government.
to

Yacht

Takitesy

hound at

Last.

New Yoke, July 27.
Frank Westiu, a
carpenter, was arrested tonight at the

Hudson River yacht club li inse, charged
with stealing a yacht belonging to Joseph
F. Appleton of Boston.
The yacht is
named Takitesy.
The vessel was taken
about midnight on June 13 from Juniper
point, Salem neck, Mass., and was found
today at the clubhouse, foot of 02nd st.
and North liver.
The yacht is 30 feet
over all,
$ 1-2 feet beam, 5 foot draft,
weighs 5000 pounds and is sloop rigged.
When the vessel was taken there w ere also stolen a
buoy with the letter "A”
painted on it in white and 30 feet of hawser. The vessel is valued at $1000.
Westin refused to say anything about the robbery. Mr. Appleton lias a summer home
at Salem, Mass.
Yellow

Fever at

Newport

News.

Newport News, Va., July 30. There are
30 cases of what is believed to be genuine
yellow fever at the national soldiers’
home near Hampton, and three deaths
from the disease were reported today.
There were several other deaths at the institution yesterday, hut it cannot he stated that all of them were caused by yellow
fever.
Newport News and Hampton will
iiuarautiue against the soldiers’ home tomorrow
morning. The government authorities at Old Point have already adopted the step that no street cars are allowed
to enter the reservation.
Immense

Production of Iron.

The report of
Washington, July 30.
the geological survey on the production
of iron ore for the year 1898 has been completed by special agent John Birkenbine.
The year recorded the maximum iron
ore production for the United States, a
total of 19,278,3(59 long tons.
This was
1,700,323 long tons, or 10 per cenC in excess of the previous maximum of 17,518,040 long tons produced in 1897, and over
1,250,000 tons above the record for Great
Britain in 1880, when 18,020,049 long tons
were mined.
Sudden

Death

of John

Rockland, Me., July

31.

Blethen.

During

a

visit to that place, John Blethen, superintendent
of the granite quarries at
Spruce Head, owned by the Bodwell
Granite Co., died suddenly at Warren,
this morning.
Mr. Blethen was one of
the most prominent men of this community, and at the time of his death was a
director in the Bodwell Granite Co., a
director in the Methodist church, and
vice president of the Y. M. C. A.
The deceased was 50 years old, and is
survived by a widow and one son.

Revolution in San Domingo.
Cape Haytien, July 31.
From a dispatch just received from a reliable source

is learned that a revolution will be proclaimed tomorrow or the day after in the
republic of Santo Domingo in favor of
Don Juan Isidro Jimiuez.
According to this despatch the entire
western portion of the republic has declared for Jimiuez and he is the only candidate for the presidency throughout the
rest of the country.
it

Universalist Sunday Schools.
The UuiversaWinthrop, Me., July 28.
list State Sunday School picnic was held
at Maranocook today, there being a large
attendance from different sections of the
State. Addresses were made by Rev. E, F.
Pember, Bangor; Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker,
Auburn; Rev. S. G. Davis, Deering, and
Rev. Asa M. Bradley, Winthrop; the last
gentleman upon the subject “Stopping of
Gaps.” Music was furnished by the choir
and members of the Sunday Schools of BanThe visitors enjoyed themselves in
gor.
sailing and boating upon Lake Maranacook,
and in various games upon the grounds.

parts.
earnings of
have taken the earnings of the lasters as a
for
standard
adjustment of
comparative
other earnings.
We expect to be able to give you full employment at the new prices. Do you realize
how much steadier your work is through
the year than most shoe workers in New
England ? The large amount of shoes which
have beeu made in our factory for the past
season illustrates to you that you earn large
wages as compared with any other employment hereabouts continuing steadily through
the year, when you have a full volume of
shoes to work on. With the changes which
we are making in prices and in other respects
we are confident we can keep the factory
full of work, and this will be better for you
even at a slight reduction of prices than to
work but a part of the time at more price.
Trusting that the changes which we are now
compelled to make will result, as we think
they will,to the material benefit of yourselves
and of our community as compared with
what might occur if we allowed your wages
to remain as they are, we remain, your
friends and employers,
Critchett, Sibley & Co.
The new scale of prices made somewhat
different reductions on different classes of
work ; quite a number remained unchanged,
and a few who were receiving small pay
were slightly increased. The earnings of the
piece workers of course varies from week to
reductions would amount
to 50 cents per day. The same proportionate
reduction was made to those who work by
the day.
Immediately after the notices were posted
the hands in the various rooms met and
chose a committee, one member from each
room, aud it was decided not to consent to
the reduction, but to go out when the cases
week, and

on some

hand were finished. Monday foreof the crew went out. Monday
evening a meeting of the employes was held
then in
noon

most

Odd Fellows’ Hall and it was decided not
to return to work until the old prices were
restored. Tuesday the committee met the
firm, and held a conference, at which the
offer was changed to a general reduction of
in

second meeting, held
Tuesday evening, the employes decided to
adhere to their former decision and to insist
upon the former scale of wages. Conferences were held again Wednesday between
the committee and the firm and when The

5

per

cent.

At

a

Journal went to press no agreement had
been reached.
The firm sends The Journal the following
statement of the case:
To the Editor of The Republican Journal.
The local public may expect to see
Something in this issue of The Journal with
regard to the disaffection among the employes at our factory which lias been apparIt should not be forgotten
ent this week.
at any time that our business is strictly a
private business and tlie public at large have
no more right to inquire into it or to criticise
its management than they have to do so to
the affairs of any merchant doing business
on Main street or any other business in our
city. Nevertheless the acknowledged importance of the industry through the cash
so
payments for labor is
great to the
welfare of our city
the citizens
may
be pardoned for keeping an anxious watch
over the ebb and tluw of the business, ami
we feel justified in letting them into our
confidence so much as to ailow you to publish the circular letter which st tes our
honest reason fur making a reduction in
the pay of our employes and the fair and
impartial method of adjustment which we
It is impossible to state at
have adopted.
this writing what this reduction will amount
to-in per cent, b.it we know it is less than 5
per cent, of our pay roll, uot 10 per cent, as
is stated by a correspondent of an out of
town paper, who also styles it a “big cut in
prices.” Do you tbink this a “big cut?” Did
you ever hear of a smaller cut? If any
necessity ever arises in business houses for a
reduction of wages are smaller reductions
frequently made?
We are pleased t.o record that the deportment of our employes during this period of
absence from their accustomed places iu our
factory has been quiet, orderly and respectful to their employers.
Their committee
has had a number of long sessions with us
and we are confident they have a much better and more charitable judgment as to the
necessity of the reduction and the fairness
of its application than they had before meeting us in this way. The difficulty is to con| vey to ail the employes the same information as to equities which their comWe onlyjask for ourmittee have received.
: selves that the interested public will give us
i the credit of being honest in our statements
! and will not credit all the “cock and bull”
stories which wTe hear are in circulation.
Critchett, Sibley & Co.
A representative of Tne Journal had an
interview Wednesday afternoon with the
chairman of the committee, whom addition
the history of the case as recited above
stated that many of the employes were
working for as low wages as they could
possibly live on. That wages here are as
low or lower than in other places similarly
situated, and that they do not think the
condition of the business at present calls for
the reduction. Factories in other places are
increasing their help and their rate of wages,
and this factory is and has been doing a
large business, and has large orders on
hand. The committee speak in the highest
teams of their treatment by the firm at the
various conferences, and the disposition on
the part of the members to treat with them
to

fairly

and

Yachts and

The following rescript was handed down
at the Law Court in Portland Saturday:
Waldo ss. Chas. A. Schieren & Co- vs.
The Belfast Light & Power Co.
The evidence fails to show that the defendant ever had in its possession or under
its control the articles alleged to have been
converted nor any of them. The non suit
was
rightly ordered.
Exceptions overruled.
A Vessel’s

Log in Rhyme.

Shipping Commissioner Tibbetts has in his
possession the log of the schooner M, Luella
Wood, taken in 1883, on the trip from Rockland to Charleston, S. C. Capt. Frank Aylward was then in command and the log is
especially interesting and amusing from the
fact that it was written in rhyme, with a
touch of Capt. Frank’s well known humor
thrown in at frequent intervals. fRockland

Courier-Gazette._
Fire at Vinalhaven.
Portland, Me., July 28. A special to the
Press from Vinalhaven states that a fire at
the Bodwell Granite Co.’s works at the
Sands, early this morning, destroyed several
of the buildings, ruined the machinery and
damaged considerable stock. Loss, $5,000.

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL.

Boats.

Mrs. B. B. Grant of Boston is visiting relain this city.

S. B. Holt sold his new row boat Hazel,
briefly described in The Journal last week,
to Mr. Dodworth, whose summer home is at
North Shore, Northport.
Mr. L. C. Cummings of Portland has sold
his sailing yacht the Halcyon, and bought
a fine steam yacht in New York.
The new
steamer is 90 feet over all, 85 feet on the

J. S. Holt of Boston
days the past week.

was

in

Belfast

a

A. R. Nickerson of Boothbay Harbor
in Belfast on business last week.

Geo. A. Quimby and family and Miss
Chase are spending a short vacation at the
Pines, Quantabaeook.

Miss Charlotte, daughter of A. T. Colburn of Toledo, Ohio, arrived Saturday to
visit relatives here.

Mrs. Wales L. Miller arrived Monday
from a visit to tier daughter, Mrs. Aunabel
Underwood of Lewiston.

Saturday from
the reunion of

Mr.

Mrs. E. S. Hayward and
Mass

are

son

4.13.16

Kebayuu. 4.14.06

Prescott of

visiting her mother,

Henry Carrow of East Belfast, who
recently injured by a team running
him, is gaining quite rapidly.

was
over

jb. u.

Belfast.

The Lower

ill last Thursday

his place as brakeman on the passenger
train was taken by Orrin J. Dickey.

in

cockpit was tilled twice. The new mast
stepped here is 32 feet 6 inches long aud a
stout stick.
The Quero and Ouauaniche
sailed for Dane Harbor in the afternoon.
Next to arrive was the schooner yacht Lorelei of Ellsworth, Capt. Frank S. Lord. The
Lorelei was built in Boston in 1870, aud is
ten tons net.
She was to be in the race off
Union river August 1st.
Soon after the
Lorelei anchored, the schooner yacht Diana
of Boston came iu.
She is 14 tons net. The
Lorelei and Diana sailed Friday morning.

structure and

Judson E. Cottrell, who has been confined
to the house several weeks by paralysis, is
rapidly improving, and is able to walk out.

is

John Wilson, sou of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
B. Wilson of this city, has received an ap-

thorough

one

pointment

as

postmaster at Bertha, Lake

Mrs. Joseph H. Jolley of Everett. Mass.,
Vertie Patterson <>f Booth bay, arrived
Sunday to visit relatives in Belfast and
Saturday Cove.

Pleasant Occasion.

also proposed.
now

at

low

water.

examination

steel bridge od will submit pi.m- of both.
The City Council will then be m a position
to act

intelligently

in the

Transfers

in

n

attev.

add

to

Step by step, as one
rises to popularity, we reached the city, and
at a little past ten the last forlorn occupant
of the buckboard entered her dwelling, declaring that in spite of mud and rain it had
been a grand success. And when the members of the League again visit the Knowltou cottage ‘‘may we be there to see.”
Maine’s

Grand

Army.

The 13th annual encampment and muster
the department of Maine, Grand Army
the Republic, w ill he held at Camp Benson,

days, commencing Saturday,
Newport,
Aug. 12, and continuing till Aug. 21. During the encampment a program, which will
consist of civic aud military displays, will be
carried out. The Newport grammar school
cadets, who have been drilling for some
time, will be present each day aud will give
drills, while the guard mount will be by the
old soldiers, as will the dress parade each
day of the encampment.
Religious services will be held both Sundays of the encampment.
The Corinna band will play every day and
evening, and there will be bicycle race's and
for 10

other athletic events.
Tuesday, Aug. 15, will be Sous of Veterday, and Wednesday, governor’s day,
Gov. Powers aud staff and Mrs. J. 1). Stanwood, president of the State Woman’s relief
corps, and her staff will be present.
Saturday, Aug. 19, will be children's day.

ans

Largest

Stock for Years.

The stock which sell. Helen F. Whitten,
Capt. Frank Woolard, made on her recent
bank cod trip, $7,300, is the largest recorded
at this port for a number of years in any
branch of the fisheries. The vessel weighed
off 290,000 pounds of cod and the high line
share was $170, the vessel carrying nine
dories. [Cape Ann Advertiser.

Meservie, Morrill,
land in Morrill.

boro,

to

C

rs

Mesr

Martha McFarland

Ul-

s.

Jocob T. Fairfield, do
.an ! in
Islesboro Uhas. W. Lord. Brooks, to Fred
H. Hasty Th< rndike ; laud in Thorndike;
John Sanborn, Belfast, to Addi- Bold
s.
do.; land and buildings in Bel; nt. S. }[
to

Searsport, to Harriet N Stickin Searsport. Helen A. Knowl-

Pike et als
ney,

do.; land

ton.

Morrill,

land in
to

to Louisiana Kuowltor. do.,
Morrill. A. P. Heyw. od. HoiuL-n.

Lucy J. Beal, Bangor; land and huihLngs
Abbie K Greeley, Palermo, to

in Islesboro.

Clara B. Newkall. do
in

land and buddings

Palermo.
Good 1 emplars.

aud Mrs. Chas. A. Pilsbury, Miss
Marjor.e D. Pilsbury and Mr. L. H. Mnreh
Mr.

little past six o’clock nearly forty persat down to the well spread tables,
whose menu comprised almost everything
eatable and all of the first quality. None
seemed to be restricted in regard to diet
ami the good things simply disappeared,
and it was not till the early hours of morning when we forgot just how Mrs. Knowlton made “that coffee.”
A eight o’clock the buckboards arrived and

of mud.

Lstate.
■

Mrs. Annie L. McKeen and Miss Flora
Burgess arrived from Waltham. Mass., last
Friday, with two children of their sister,
Mrs. Nellie Goodwin, who is in feeble health.

A

later we slowly dragged ourthe open road which was one

Real

The fo,lowiug transfers :n ■■■ ii -»t 11• were
recorded in WaM.» .unity l.'-gs' ;• .• f Deeds
for the week ending Ar.g. J. :. Janes
Ii. Taber. Unity, to Isaiali U. I'.;,.-, do
land in Unity. Joel \v«.rk, Brooks.
Wtn.
II. Work, do ; land in Br
>s
'-.e
F

The Journal received a pleasant call Friday from Messrs. A. E. Brunberg, Secretary
of the Rockland V. M. C. A., aud E. W. Porter of the Bod well Granite Co.

Waldo District Lodge will meet, at the
Head of the Tide, Belfast, on Saturday
August 12th. The session w:' open at 10
o’clock a m. Picnic dinner will he partaken
of. the local lodge furnishing beans, brown

left by Monday morning’s train to join the

sons

of
of

substitute for the wo. den draw
steel, A steel aud iron bridge

or

Florence Clough will return to-day
from
visit in Natick. Mass.
She will be
accompanied by her two cousins. Albert and
Abigail Meade.

the pleasure of
their guests was omitted. Tables were arranged on the board veranda and those,who
desired had an opportunity to indulge in the
favorite game of whist. Fruit punch was
served through the afternoon and the music
by a band of traveling musicians added a
pleasant feature to the occasion.

onto

Bridge Question.

Miss

nothing that could

sea

had

He made a
of the bridge, took
and
pieasurements, made soundings,
will make a report in a few d tys to tl. City
Council. He. will give estimates of the ust
of rebuilding in riprap, and aUo
m
mu

nee

and Mrs. Kuowlton in the role’oi host
and hostess, played a star engagement ami

rolling

or

examination

Co.. Cal.

Mr.

selves out

of iron

ment is

The members of the Charming League j
with iuviteil guests were delightfully entertained by Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Knowltou
at their seaside cottage at Northport Camp- ;
Rev. G. E. Edgett was summoned to RockGround last Thursday. The raiu of the preland Tuesday to attend the funeral of his
ceding day had effectually laid the dust, i friend. John Blethen. win died very suddenand the ride there by buckboards ami prily iu that city Monday.
The
vate carriages was most enjoyable.
Geo. W. Lane of Bloomer, Wisconsin, is
bay was beautiful and the white sails of the
visiting relatives in Waldo county. He has
and
smaller
boats
made
a
very
many yachts
been away since 1SU7. He is a brother of
picturesque scene, and when a few hours
Otis W. Lane of Brooks.
later in the afternoon, a heavy shower came
Mrs. Cornelius Sullivan of Charlestown
up it only added to our enjoyment, as it is
rarely one has a chance to see the effect of and Miss ElLi Perry of Cambridge, Mass.,
such a powerful rain on the mirror-like sur- returned home Saturday from a visit to
Jerre Sullivan ami daughter.
face of the water.

few moments

who

The present'city governgiving the matter a thorough
Hon. Parker Spofford and ’wife of Bucks- investigation before deciding upon what
nn Friday last Hou. Parker
port and Mr. J. Carleton Sherman of Boston shall be d<me
were the guests of Mrs. G- G. Winslow this
Spofford of Bucksp'TT. a civil eugiiu-er f
experience, came here and. accompanied by
week.
Poor, Alderman Shales and Street
Clinton E. Eastman of Westbrook return- Mayor
Commissioner Walker, made an inspection
ed home Mouday from a visit in East Belof the bridge at high water, using a b ..at.
fast. Mrs. Eastman and child will remain
Monday lie came again aud made a further
awhile longer.

model to Spruce IV. She was built
the vicinity of New York, aud was sailed
to Dark Harbor by one of Islesboro's daring
sailors, who came around Cape Cod and run
her to Monbegau in a gale, during which her
similar

a

Charlie,

son

The lower bridge has for years been a subject of discussion. and now it looks as though
something is to be done. A favorite idea
with many has been to riprap the present

and

leaping salmon) is about
feet water line, and is of

of

Norton of Portland speut Sunday in
He returned Monday, accompanied

Mrs. Xorton and
j by
I been visiting here.

Critchett cottage, Quantabacook.
was

Dunbar

Miss Johnson of Cambridge, Mass., and
Mr. Osrnun of Brooklyn, X. V.. are guests
of Miss Charlotte B Frost. Church street.

Geo. W. Hill and family of Boston arrived
last Friday to spend the summer at the
Ambrose Morrison

H.

Mrs. Leda Berry and daughter aud Miss
Lewis of Portland arrived Monday to visit
friends in Belfast and Stockton Spriugs.

C. M. Washburn.

W. S. Brown, principal of the Dexter High
School, and bride, were a.i ihe Kevcic House
a few days the past week.

Last Thursday was a great day for yachts,
and the visitors at anchor, added to the local
fleet above the steamboat wharf, made up a
pretty marine picture. First to arrive was
the sloop yacht Quero, owned by Dr. Richard Derby of New York, a summer resident
at Dark Harbor.
She had in tow the knockabout Ouauaniche, which is sailed by the
doctor’s two sons.and was brought over to receive a new mast made by I.W. Parker. The
Quero was built at Boston iu 1878 is 42 feet
over all aud 21 tons net.
The Ouauaniche

Edward

Fred Shultz of Providence, R. [ arrived
yesterday by steamer Penobscot to visit Ins
uncle, Henry Ii. Dawson of Monroe.

Mrs. G. W. Fowler and daughters Stella
and Georgia of New Jersey, are visiting E.
M. Flanders in this city.

4 12 33

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Ira Chandler ami child of
New Haven. Ct., arrived Monday to visit
relatives in Belfast and Morrill.

of Miss Edith Mason.

Hyde Park,

and

Plymouth, Mass are visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dunbar.

Mrs. Payson of
vacation in Bel-

Miss Josephine DuQuette of Worcester.
Mass., arrived last Friday and is the guest

Very

Mrs. George O. Tibbetts and infant daughNina have gone to Bangor after a few
day’s visit in Belfast.
ter

fast and Northport.

A

Maurice I. Thompson lias gone to Bridge’
Mass., where he has employment in a
shoe factory.

Mrs. S. A. Burns of Plymouth, Mass,, is
Mr. and Mrs. S. D
Brown.

Mrs.

wife of Natick. Mass.,
Mrs. H. B. Cunning-

and

Mr. and

water.

visiting her parents,

sailed here. On the last leg the boats
nearly abreast, when the topmast on
three of them broke giving the race to Bab.
The other four boats were topsail sloops aud
larger than the winner, which was in the
lead over the entire course. Summary:
Corrected
Name.
time.
Bab. 4 07.56
Beatrice. 410.46

21

guests of
ham.

street.

were

for

Harry Morrill
are

Miss May McGann of Taunton. Mass., is
Mrs. Gilbertson,
No. 24 Union

ever

all,

Mrs. Geo. E. Hall of Roseindale, Mass., is
visiting her mother, Mrs. F S Batchelder.

visiting

The first race in a series of three fora S100
^
Dr. Isaac Hills returned
cup offered by P. G. Condon of Tuxedo, N. |
Y was sailed in Frenchman’s Bay. July 27th, 1 Boston, where he attended
ever a 30 mile course.
Five boats entered the Hills family.
and the knockabout Bab, owned by Edgar
Rev. F. L. Payson and
Tott of Philadelphia, won the prettiest race Lisbon Falls are spending a

name

Mrs. H. G. Barker of Gardiner was a guest
of Miss Blanche L. Sullivan the past week.

Misses Bertha I. and Helen Bird went to
Rockland last Thursday for a short visit.
Capt. B. A. Pillsbury of Baltimore visited
friends in Belfast and Bucksport last week.

fine steam yacht Malay, built for him last

over

Mrs. C. I. York and children of Windsor
visiting her father, Henry C. Marden

are

Mrs. Frank Horgon of Portland is visiting
Mrs. Isaac Shuman of East Belfast.

year.

feet

Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Crawford and
child of New .York are visiting in Belfast.

Charles E. Paul arrived home Saturday to
spend the remainder of his vacation.

ill the principal ports on the way to Salem,
rhe Adelita was chartered for several seaious by Dr. C. G. Weld, who has a summer
borne at North Haven, but who now lias the

(Indian

Llewellyn Bruce went to Mechanic Falls
yesterday to work in a shoe factory.

was

M. C. Freeman of Vassalboro visited Mr.
and Mrs. W. R. Howard last week.

The steam yacht Adelita of Salem arrived
from Castine last Thursday and sailed Friiay for Salem. Her owner, Roger Upton, is
cruising on the New England coast with his
family and a few friends. They will call at

30

Frank S.Toothaker of Swampscott, Mass.,
is visiting relatives in Belfast.

few

Miss Abbie Coffin of Lowell, Ma3S., is
stopping at John N. Stewart’s.

The famous yacht America, winner of the
so much in evidence now-a-days, was at
Camden last week on her way to Bar Harbor. She has been rebuilt several times, but
tier sailing lines are the same as when, in
1353, she showed her stern to the English
yachts off Cowes aud brought home the cup
that is to be sailed for this year by the Columbia aud Shamrock.

home

Miss Mabel R. Mathews returned Monday
from a visit in Hiram.

Miss Gladys Daily of Bangor is visiting
friends in Belfast.

•up

Rosaland.

Miss Inez Crawford has returned
from Augusta

Miss Rose Hannon visited friends in Liberty the past week.

line, 11 feet 6 inches beam and 5 feet
Her name is the Lucile and
r inches deep.
tier speed is said to be 191-2 knots. She was
built by the Herreshoffs.

Auaqua.

Miss Inez Hanson is visiting in Albion.

tives

water

candidly.
Law Court Decision.

NUMBER 31.

1899._

Maine Press excursion

toWashington county.

E. L. Gowen and family of Taunton, Mass.,
who have been a guest of his sister. Mrs. Ora
Gowen Cha lmers, for a week, left this morning for Waldo county on a visit of several

days.

1

|

fWaterville Mail, July

bread, tea and coffee. Tickets iioiu any staon the Belfast branch to Citv| omt and
return will be sold for one fare. The following order of business n announced Opening
tion

28.

Mrs. Theodore C. Hall of Larchiuont. N.
J., and Herbert A. Eaton of Montclair, N.
J., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.Wm. H. Quimby at Rock}- Point, Pitcher’s Pond.

District Lodge degree : report of c nimittee
credentials; initiation: appointment of
special committees; intermission for liuner:
opening in subordinate degree; address of
welcome by Arlene B.Walton; response; reports of lodges and committees, unfinished

in

on

Mrs. Mary Butterfield of Chicago is at W.
Marsh’s. She was Miss Mary Wilson,
daughter of George Wilson, formerly of this
city. She left Belfast thirty-five years ago
E.

business; new business; good of the .tier;
collection; reading of records ; closing.

and this is her first visit to her native town.

Secret

Miss Kate Bickford leaves today fur BrookV.. to resume her position as soliust
iu the Grace Methodist church.
During the
vacation season union services have been
held in this church and Madam Maeonda
has been soprano soloist.

lyn, N.

Mr. ami Mrs. George Starkey of Washington, I). 0.. are visiting in Belfast. This is
Mr. S.’s first visit here, although liis father,
the late Geo. L. Starkey, lived here several
years.
was

His mother,

Lowney, will be

whose maiden
Belfast soon.

name

in

We are sorry to take the honor of the
oldest native Bucksport resident from uncle
Zeuas Homer, but Miss Cynthia Stubbs of
North Bucksport came into this world of toil
and trouble two years before Mr. Homer,

j

Societies.

Silver Cross. Knights of Pythias, ha* been
for some time looking tor a budding. <>r a
lot on which they can build, to a.
unmodate a larger ball than their present
quarters, and have some sn.uoO raised n r
that, purpose. The committee is now negotiating for the McClintoek block on t-Jie corner i»f Main and High street.
It is a large
4-story brick block, with a gable roof, and
has a large hall fitted up in line style by the
Odd Fellows. One trouble with the build-

ing for

the

entrance to

purpose is the lack of a suitable
the ball. If the Knights buy it

they will provide a suitable entrance and
also put on a different roof, and make a general repair of the bui ldiug.

being !M), and is making neckties for her
Cruelty to Animals.
grand-nieces. Miss Stubbs seems in danger
of bein g an “old maid” but then, there are
J. W. Deane of Freedom. State Ageut for
others—especially in Bucksport. [Bucksport the Prevention .f Cruelty,having received a
Herald.
large number of complaints of butchers and
John F. Perry of Minneapolis made a brief lamb-buyers in various parts of the county
visit recently to Vinalhaven, where he was carrying lambs and other young animals in
the guest of C. B. Vinal. Mr. Perry was a a cruel and inhuman manner, by tying their
member of the 28th Maine Regiment, and legs and transporting in common express
during his stay met a number of his old and road wagons from 3 to 10 miles, wishes
comrades. There were 28 Vinalhaven boys to call the attention of all to Statutory Proin this regiment and the surviving members visions, R. S.. Chap. 124, Sec. 20, and states
are Edgar Roberts, James Calderwood, Silas
that he will prosecute to the full extent of
Garrett, Charles Swears, Hiram Bradstreet, the law all future violations of above Chap,
Richard Arey and Rufus Arey, 2d.
or Sec. where sufficient proof is obtained.

CIVILIZATION.

H Does Your

The Reformation distributed matters of

religious belief among the people and abolished absolute spiritual power.
We may
uotice a parallelism in the progress of
civil and religious society.
Early Christian society of Feudal times was merely

BANKS.

Incorporated

Are your nerves weak?
Can’t you sleep well? Pain
in your back? Lack
energy?

the association of such as chose to associate themselves together. They enjoyed
freedom so far as they were able to defend
their tights.
The cl.inch gradually submitted to the clergy, bishops and councils,
thus establishing an aristocratic form of
government. In civil society, the people
clustered around some powerful noble for
The
protection of common interests.
Court of Rome triumphed over the church
and the corresponding step in civil government was the triumph of monarchy, but all
the steps in the development of church
government were in advance of the corresponding movements in civil society. In
the loth century,an insurrection broke out
against spiritual monarchy or absolute
power in the church, at least a century in
advance of the corresponding step in the
attainment of civil and political liberty.
In the ltith and 17th centuries religion and
intellectual liberty were achieved. In later
years absolute temporal power has been
abolished and the rights of civilization
have been established.
From the 13th to
the loth century the various elements of
were
fused into two elements,
society
nation and people.
During the 16th cenwe
see
tury
power being centralized in
-civil society and the intellect being liberated in the religious world.
Religious
progress being in advance of civil or political progress caused intellectual and religious liberty to prevail at the same time as
absolute monarchy.

Appetite poor?

bad?
These

Boils
are

sure

poisoning.

MERCHANT TAILOR*

Established 1837.

Established 1849.

Established 1826.

Established lsn-

Hen Hazeltine, Treas
Pres.
F. G. White, Sec’y.

Wescott,

Cashier.

Established 1854.

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT.

offers

few of the essential

a

things,

safety, promptness, accuracy and

AYER’S

viz:

a care-

ful attention to details, supplemented by
all the courtesies that are usually extended by an obliging and fair dealing Bank.

Gutters, Mouldings, Hard Wood Flooring, Brackets, Window Frames, Door
Frames, Stair Work, Columns, Band
Sawing.
KILN DRIED LUMBER,
O. E. FROST. Supt. and General Manager.

BOOKS AND STATIONERY.

PILLS,

Established by John Dorr 1833.

P. WOODCOCK &

j*|

J(
SON,

C.

DOORS,SASH,BLINDS

FANCY GOODS,
...and...
ARTISTIC ROOM PAPERS.

Established 188!.

C.

SWIFT, JR.,

A.

\Y.

DEALER

Average hay Crop in Maine.

Bangok, Me., July

20.
Notwithstanding the reports of a short hay crop in
Maine, the farmers generally appear to be
satisfied with the yield.
Up to July 1
there was reason to fear a shortage in the
crop, but in the succeeding two weeks the
grass thickened rapidly, and now appears
to be up to the average, except, possibly,
in the coast counties, and even there the
fields that have been properly cared for
will give a fair yield.
Inquiry among the farmers of Penobscot and
Hancock Counties indicates
that the only fields under the average are
those that have been allowed to run out.
A prominent Orrington farmer says that
his crop in fields that have been well kept
up is larger than for years, only the old
and neglected fields falling short, and he
thought that this condition prevailed
everywhere in this part of Maine.

prophet

refined and worth

rically opposed

living

noble,

would be diamet-

to Miss

Anthony.

International Council of

This
is the

women

mostly broadly representative body of
women in the world,
and Miss Anthony
was the most
distinguished delegate.
Through the efforts of such women, these
meetings of brainy and highly cultured
women have become possible.
When she
began her pioneer work, fifty years ago, it
was no uncommon thing for her to be
hissed and howled down by the mob
universal which

right
given

to

speak

in

denied

public.

to

women

the

The ovations

her wherever she goes are
to her greatness, for

tributes

question Susan B. Anthony is the
woman

fitting
beyond
greatest

of the age.
Elnoka M. Babcock.

CHASE.

hand, for sale
lowest prices.

constantly

on

at

goods

the

We make a

ars,Fitrrr,Confectionery

Ton u co, 'li.

|
..

Meats, Coi'xtrv

P.

Q

LOMBARD,

Spring Streets

STORE,

RICHARDS,

F. V. COTTRELL.

MEN’S

A.

DRY AND

Hats, Caps, Ere.
Bathing Suits.

Specialty.

12 Main Street.

IN

FANCY

QEORGE

W.

BURKETT,

US

L

Jobbers of

GRAIN, FEED, FLOUR,

f.

DRY GOODS,

William B. Swan. President.
Edward Sibley. Treasurer.
Established 1856.

T. SHALES & CO.,

ODD FELLOW BLOCK,

Main Street.

FANCY GOODS, SMALL WARES.

A. FRENCH &

CO„

and GROCERIES,

Ladies’

specialty
plete

of

ROBES,

full aud comline of
a

Cotton Underwear

done with

£ITY

MARKET,

E. F.

SEA FOOD.

Block,

storage and salesroom,
15 Washington Street, Poston.

Cold

BELFAST BRANCH OF

CREAMERY,

A. C. Wilson,

BUTTER

High, Cor. Main Street.

AND CREAM,

P ASTEURIZED CREAM A SPECIALTY
CREAMERIES AT

BUCKSPORT AND BELFAST.

Dealers iti

....BEEF, POKE, HAM". M
POULTRY, LARD. Hli
-and COUXTKY I'lD

1.

Havforp Bun

i.

SON,

LOBSTERS, ETC.,
Main Stbeet.

kr

Steam

WOOD &

&

Twenty

First-Class American and

OVER

BELFAST

NATIONAL

CHA9. H. FIELD,

CORDAGE, sEIl

BANK.

( II VN

i’AINTs AND OII

Agents

~.

for

E.

S.

to order.
(iowrni.’it

Union Marine Insurant *•
Ship Buokkrs.
Wirk 1.
31 Front Strki

SI

SON,

»

i

11

L. MITCHELL
113 HIGH STREET

LAMPS,
TIXWAKE,
KITCHEN

Crosses.

and

HILLS BUILDING. PHENIX ROW.

DWIGHT

P.

THE

^

PALMER,

FAMOUS

P.

STICKNEY,

Manufacturer of ami Deal*-.

IN

MEN'S FURNISHING

KAN*

BRITT AXIA, J Al’AXX t

GOODS,

HATS AND CARS.

Books, Stationery

O"

GLEXWO"

STOVES, FU11XACES,
DEALER

(■

PM .V

Established 1>_

Established 1SS2.

QUIMBY,

:

SAIL MAKERS and dealer*

MEN'S OUTFITTERS.

Established 1849.

C’O

STOVES AND IEW O

Metal Wreaths

Main Street.

X

Awnings, Tents and Carpets

No. 44 Main Street.

MARK

S. LORD

Successors to J. W. Fred.

Apparatus and

Also PENSION ATTORNEYS.

GEO. A. QUIMBY.
v

Engines.

Representing fourteen leading American
and European Companies.

OFFIOE

OYSTERS,

Steam

MARBLE

Foreign Companies Represented.

CLAMS,

[\

MACHINIST AND STEAM FITTER,

Stevens.

FIRE and PLATE GLASS INSURANCE.

FISH,

T. READ.

QEO.

Manufacturers of and dealers in

Temple,

GARDNK

Established 1".

Established 1882.

Masonic

X

SAIL MAKER."

Established 1SJ5.

pIELD

DUTCH,

FRESH and PICKLED

of all kinds. Belting, etc. Hall’s Pateut Counterpoised Polishing Machine for Granite and Marble. Hall’s
Patent Stave Jointer, Thomas B. Hussey,
Unity, Me., Plows ami all kinds iron castings.
A. C. BURGESS, Manager and Treasurer.

MARBLE WORKS.

Agency

DEALER IN

Agent,

M. 1.

Bl.la

Shafting, Pulleys, Hangers

MONUMENTS, TABLETS,
Headstones, Marbi.e Shelves,
Iron Vases, Bouquet Holders,

Established 1885.

ALONZO

Manufacturers of.

and Sewing Machines,
Manufacturer of Roller Bushings.

INSURANCE,

Dealer in.

Howes’

BURGESS

CO.,

Bicycles

PATTEE &

BRAMHALL, Proprietor,

Made from Separated Cream.
Creameries at DEXTER and BELFAST, Me

AND FOUNDRY

INSURANCE.

JAMES

DEALERS IN

CREAM, STERIALIZED
MILK and BUTTER,

MACHINE

Fittings,

dispatch.

C. E. Stevens.

s'

i,

Fstablisued 1*7

Dealer in

5!) MAIN STREET.

Established 1870.

FISH

Howi

MACHINISTS.

BLANKETS, WHIPS, WOOL

FISH MARKETS.

£ILVER

PURE SWEET

Floor Boards.

BROTHERS,

...Jobbing ani> Carriage Trimming...

and In-

40 Church Street.

_CKEANIERIES._
LAKE CREAMERIES
F. J. GERRY & CO., Prop’s, Dexter, Me.

Spruce Sheathing and Spruce

MATS. TRUNKS, BAGS,

fants’ Furnishing goods,
64 MAIN STREET.

dispatch.

Also Dealers in

HOSIERY and GLOVES.
a

v k in
l.aril. Ham and all kinds of
Season.

“Eclipse” Turbine Water Wheels. Winches,
Pumps, Derricks. &e„ Mill Gearing, Steel

HARNESS MANUFACTURERS,

SMALL WARES,

We make

I’l'EK.

Established 1>7A

IN

CORN, FLOUR, FEED, HAY

BEEP.

Dhkssf.d Pixf I.umufk.
Pine and

IN

HEDGE’S IMPROVED CIRCULAR SAWMILLS.

No. 74 Main Street.

5TEVENS

l:-

rori.Tin.

LIME, SAND AND HAIR,

...

done with

& BROWN

MEATS'.

Cf.mkni',

\ i.i.

/Successors to Belfast F"undr> Co.\
and Belfast Machine Works.
V
/

WOOL MATS, ETC.

s^'Jobbing

I’lAXo TFXKin

PoilTLANI) Ck.M EXT,

gELFAST

TRUNKS, BAGS,

FANCY GOODS,
DEALEliS

Hoffman Ro<fn;»

MACHINE MIOPs.

McDonald,

arpenter,

HF.AI.I

LUMBER,

Belfast Foundry Co. established 1820
Belfast Machine Works 1*7".

CARPETINGS, ETC.,

37 Front Street.
Proprietors Belfast Roller Mill,
Proprietors Brooks Grist Mill.

<

Telephone Connection No. 22 Front Street.

BLANKETS, WHIPS,

&

EMERSON

MAIN STREET.

1’IANi

Mason a- Hamlin.

pOGG

CO.,

Established 1st 10.

Importers of Salt.

33, 35,

Briggs,

Hughes A- s m,
Baumeistei,
,'aeob Bros.,

I’Bi'YlMnN Ki

HARNESSES.

HARNESSES, ROBES,

Coal.

President.

PINE. SPRITE A IIE.Mi.ni K

for

Paints,

A

COOPER

Off. No

AI.I, K IXI)' OF

Established Isuo.

Manufacturer of aud Dealer iu

SEEDS AND

PROVISIONS.
in

Axi.as Ready Mixed

Established 1800.

CO.,

Gen. Agent

Carriage Stock.

SPECIALTY.

A

I>. Ii. SouTiiwoimt.

Window and Picture Gi.as>.

Oriental Powder Mill.

WRAPPERS

onlay.

House.

BURGESS,

1S14,
John Peirce A Co.,
Marker A Mura'tss,
1ST').
W. K. Moris,mi A Co., J8S7.

...HARDWARE, IRON AND STEEL....
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES,

Incorporated 1891.

SWAN & SIBLEY

to

;

_Ml 'I' Al, HOOD
Mason A Hamlin,

I UMBER.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

HIGH STREET,

sets, Notions, Etc.
LADIES’

C.

Successor

\s..

S. PITCHER,

Rai,i'H D. SornnvoKTH, Cen'I Maimer
Telephone Connect ion.

Main Street.

ALBERT

GOODS, SHAWLS
and Blankets, Silks, Velvets, Trimmings, Hosiery, Underwear and Cor-

CORN AND FEED.

Dealers

First-class teams furnished nittht

JOHNSON,

MASONIC TEMPLE,

p

HACK

ANT) TRANSIENT STABLE.

vere

.A/1

Established

LIVERY CO..

LIVERY, SALE,

(,i

itiee.

I’LVXOS AXD l iRl

Connected with Windsor Hotel and Re-

Proprietor.

DEALER

Clothing,

Established 1854.

g ELF AST

in

Incorporated i:i lspo.

BLANKETS AND ROBES.

• '■0

Ftxismx't,
Done at short
Bkavfr St..

AMMUNITION. SLEIGHS. WHIPS.

Successor to A P. Mansfield,

a

JONES,

STOVER

HOUSE PAINTE

LIVERY STABLES.

COLUMBIA and HARTFORD CYCLES.

Established 187s.

pRED

15.

Q

Street.

Established in 1So7.

[i

I’AIXTIXi., r.U’KI! ITaxoin
Wasiiixi;, Kai.somin',, il

PARKER,

Proprietor,
High

s

vi v

Established l.-sj

Hacks to and from all boats and trains.

4s and 50 Maiu Street.

DRY GOODS.

Boys’ Clothing

S. A

-AGENT for.

W. II.

107 M

PAINTERs.

UNITED LAUNDRY,

Bailey,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

DEPARTMENT

Umbrellas,

JHE

HALL,

HARDWARE, PAINTS, OILS, LEAD,

FURNISHING GOODS,

Y’ouths and

W.

JOHN

MOULDINGS,

CLOTHING,

Searsport Agent.

AND STEAM

{-j AND

~>2 Main Street.

BELFAST

JHE

DEALERS IN

Rubber

E. F. Wiiixco.ni!,

Established 1SU0.

Established 1888.

CLOTHIERS.

READY-MADE

Cnrm.-n SniKicr, opp. oint: ,v Field's.

Established L>s'.<.

CARRIAGE MAKERS’ SUPPLIES.

DEPARTMENT STORE.

COTTRELL,

I XDERWEA1

STEVENS.

HJFiFJF.RS OF

Light Turning and Scroll Saw ing.

&

HOSIERY.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.

Cor. Church and

Pattern and Model Making,

5TAPLES

MILLINERY AND FAN

RETAILERS AND

Carriages

Main Street.

A.

...and...

FURNITURE REPAIRING.

|

&

jyyASON

OFFICE:

Established 1807,

HENRY STAPLES.

•>

HARDWARE.

CABINET MAKERS.

40

j

HARDWARE.

DENTIST.

Windsor Hotel.

j

MAIN STREET.

43

Repository Rear

i

Pikhhxk. Etc.

Successors to George A.

PICTURE FRAMES AND

or

.1. M. sTF.VHXs.

Established 1S09.

SANBORN,

Acid

LAUNDRY.

HAND

JHE

FANCY GROCERIES, PROVISIONS...

Main Street.

CARRIAGES AND HARNESSES.

M.

MISSES ELLIS

JHE

Bleach,

i.

CHURCH STRE

id

Chemicals at

Established lsiiii.

made of Prison

Rhenix Row.

no

SMAL

F.N

Maine.
92

specialty

Work,

Hand

GOODS,

UNDERWEAR am) IIAI

LAUNDRIES.
All

FANCY

ETC.

Rei.iAni.E lO.rAiiiiNi..

JACKSON,

Established 1800.

g

TEMPLE

HATTIE M. Bi

f|I5S

JEWELRY

WATCHES,

SILVERWARE,

Established 1S.3P.

Belfast,

CARRIAGE REPOSITORY'.

A

of Jas. Boss Filled

specialty

DIAMONDS,

in stock to sc';.

CHURCH STRE I I

FLOCK, CORN, FEED,

short notice.

and Harnesses for the past 39 years.

TRIMMED BONNETs

constantly

JEWELER,
TEAS

CUNNINGHAM

IMPORTED MILLINER V

AND COFFEES,

Fkksii

C. HARDEN,

H. B.

/■JBS.

and all otliei Watch Cases.

MASONIC

DEN 11ST,

^“Custom work and repairing done at

J-JENRY

POOR,

R.

WATCHMAKER and

C.

A well-selected stock of the above

103-105 Main Sim

G. R. DOAK.

QEORGE

CHOICE GROCERIES,

HF.AI.KK

Manufacturers and Dealers in
That Throbbing Headache.
Would quickly leave you, if you used Dr.
King’s New Life Pills. Thousands of sufferers have proved their matchless merit
lor Sick and Nervous Headaches.
They
make pure blood and strong nerves and
build up your health. Easy to take. Try
them. Only 25 cents. Money back if not
cured. Sold by R. H. Moody, Druggist.

F. T.

PAUL,

IN

No. 10 Main Street.

when he said that

the women who make their lives

u,

ID

II.

HOSIERY,

WORSTEDS, LACES, RIBL

Etc.

LIBBY,

BOOTS, SHOES AND RUBBERS,

GLOVES,

No. 2.T Main Street.

41 Main Street.

&

DENTISTS.

Evidently

true

A. O. SPENCER,
j. e. wilson,

FLOUR,

FANCY GOn

WARES, UNDERWEAR

SHUTTERS,

Frames,

MILLINERY,

OPTICIANS.

: : :

RUGS.

Fi nkrai Directors.

SHOE FACTORY ANNEX.

BOOTS AND SHOES.

j
j

a

Door

& COMPAX

\yELLS

::

_and_

Jon Work of all kinds done at short notice.

j

not

JEWELERS:

Dealers in
and

Established Is::,

ROOM and

MATTINGS and

§W1FT

OF

and

MILLINERY and FAM

& DOAK.

£HASE

GROCERS.

Lumber, Mouldings,Stair Rails,Balusters,
Newels, Brackets of every description, Wood Turning, Jig and Band
Sawing and Planing.

■

was

Established 1826.

Established 1887.

MANUFACTURER

FINE FOREIGN and
DOMESTIC WOOLENS

line of

DURHAM,

Window

BOOKS, STATIONERY,

large

STRAW

:

Two doors below Masonic

Bin.nrxo,

Post office Sqiakk.

SPECIALTY.

A

...BICYCLES...
A

Established 1877.

29 main street.

e

kings wrie
When Susan B. Anthony returns from
ment for means of support.
The lrlighuis reformers wished to es- the great International Council of women
tabimn t h< : system but they were unable recently held in London, she will come
to take
-'<•]• without the sanction of with an added luster to her crown of
theii allies, the political reformers.
Libglory. When we read of the ovations
erty was the common interest of all, and
tlie revolution was a struggle for liberty which greeted Miss Anthony on every side
j
ami foi the destruction of absolute
power. while in London, we cannot but feel a
This
the first collision of free inquiry thrill of
pride that she belongs to us and
and pure monaiohy.
There was a politiis an American through and through. The
o: paity and a religious
on
the
side
party
Loudon Times says: “The London people
't free inquiry, but e ,e could not
go w ithout the '-tlier.
When the long parliament ! are going wild over Miss Anthony; she is
1
assemble<1 in 1040, the ] lire monarchy
being entertained by all the lords and
party undertook a legal refoim and it was \
the United Kingdom. She dines
b"]'ed that b\ putting a stop to illegal j ladies of
usages, the wishes of the people would be with Lady Somerset, stops over night with
Hut the belief in the divine the Countess of Aberdeen and breakfasts
’i;by met.
1 ght ni
kings still remained, and the king, ; with
her, she lunches next day with the
sustained by the episcopacy, was the head
•T tin1 hureh.
The political revolution- ; Duchess of Sutherland, is received by the
ists dwl not believe that the ancient
legal Queen, and threatens every day to call
'' Oiit-is
were sufficient to secure their j
upon the Princess of Wales, who is really
•<- it;(•>.
It demanded a change in the
anxious to see the dear old lady
b'rms and sj»irit of the government.
The j very
:
ciidenc.y w as a transfer ol power from king j suffragist.”
am1
oimcil to the House of Commons.
The London dispatch to the New York
pai A little thought of the sovereign- World says: “When Susan B. Anthony,
lythe House of Commons but admit- the
great pioneer in the work of woman’s
ted it when presented to them.
The religious changes wished by the Presby- enfranchisement, arose to speak, there
terians were g eater than the political was a tumult of
applause lasting fully
changes eontem. lated, for they wished to ^ five minutes.” When we compare this
the
form of the church as well as
•change
its principles by vesting ecclesiastical au- reception with that accorded her no longer
in
the
House of Commons.
ago than in 1870, we cannot but feel an
thority
The political reformers wished merely to almost reverential awe for the woman who
transfer tlie preponderance of influence
has had the moral courage to stand by a
to the House of Commons without
changprinciple amid the discouragements and
ing theii institutions.
Another party renounced English in- ridicule to which she was for so many
stitutions and swept away all national
years subjected. In 1870 the Grand Rapids
remembrances that it might found a govTimes, Mich., said of her, in an article
ernment on pure theory as it existed in
their own fancy.
Like the preceding, headed “Spinster Susan’s Suffrage Show
this republican party was composed of a
“A ‘miss’ of an uncertain number of
religious sect and a political sect. There years, more or less brains, a slimsy figure,
were republicans of theory and
face and store teeth, goes
nut-cracker
republicans of interest, and such
religious sects raiding about the country attempting to
as
acknowledged no authority but that of teach mothers and wives their duty.
Christ.
As is the yellow fever to the south, the
mere were also tree thinkers and fanatgrasshopper to the plains, and diphtheria
ics hoping for license or gain.
to our northern cities, so is Susan B.
During 12 years previous to 1*353 all Anthony and her class to all pure, true,
1
these parties had tried their ability and lovely women.
The sirrocco of the desert
failed.
The legal reform party saw the blows no hotter or more tainting breath
constitution trampled under foot.
The in the face of the traveller, than does this
political-revolutionary party saw Royalists woman against all men who do not believe
and Presbyterians expelled from the as she does, and uo pestilence makes sadder
House of Commons and the republican havoc among them than would Susan B.
party was left master of the field,but they Anthony if she had the power. The women
were nowhere
obeyed or respected. There who make homes, who are sources of
was neither
security or justice but anarchy comfort to husbands, fathers, brothers,
sisters or themselves, who wish to keep
prevailed.
Cromw ell,formerly a fiery revolutionist, sacred all that goes to make their lives
an instigator of
anarchy, now comes for- noble, refined and worth the living, will
ward as the restorer of order and thus be as diametrically opposed to the lecturer
himself plays all the principal parts of of last evening as are most intelligent
great actors in revolutions.
men.”
Gko. M. Cole,
the writer of the above article

Take Cleveland’s Celery Compound Tea
If it fails to cure
25c. trial size free.
A. A.
your money will be refunded.
Howes dr Co.

GLAZED

TAILOR.

80 Main Suit

Specialty.

Nation a i. Bank

CHAMBER FURNITURE,

DOORS, SASH, BLINDS,
WINDOWS,

Work a

& WILSON,

PARLOR, DINING

OF

And all Kinds of Builders’ Finish.

Soliciting your patronage, this Bank

being exhausted,
dependent upon parlia-

Constipation
Purify the Blood in One Week
To Strengthen Nerves in One Week
To Cure Sick Headache in One Day

BROTHERS,

MATHEWS

Repair

Dealers iu

DEPOSITS SOLICITED.

revenues

To

Incorporated 1899.

MERCHANT

description.

UNDERTAKING

gPENCER

L- L0RD-

H.

1

CAMERASa,Ki rhoto.Osuppiies.

24 Front Street.

DOORS AND SASH.

SON,

JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS,

HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE

HAY and

MANUFACTURERS

>

One Week

Dealers iu

STRAW,

cure.

|

in

CO.,

of every

WOOD,

J. LOCKE &

|-|

70 and 72 Main Street,

COAL,

CAPITAL, $50,000.00.
DEPOSITS, $100,000.00.

Sarsapa

To Cure

FUEL & HAY

SON,

H. COOMBS &

Successors to F. G. White Co.,

NATIONAL BANK

PEOPLES

severe

Hazeltine,

President.

C. W.

Ayer’s

bo

JEWELERS.

BELFAST

Brooks,

John G.

disease.
There is a common sense

ine

independent

FURNITURE.

NATIONAL BANK

UNDIVIDED PROFITS, §00,000.

opposite nature or these
Luces a clash was inevitable.
The EngThey daily insure an easy
lish revolution was the first movement of
and natural movement of
tins meat struggle, not because the Tuthe bowels.
Tirs wore more despotic than other rulers
You will find thatthe use of
but be. ause royalty was here more systen.atif and
iu.ue mature than elsewhere.
Henry VIII. took the lead in the Eeforma»n
1 i\ reform was made in the interests
e
The incompleteness of. the
noaity.
Reb-rmaLuii
aial
the distribution of
ei t\ hastened the conflict.
pr
At the ch*sc of the 1'Ph century, the
with the pills will hasten
■1 case of Commons possessed more propIt cleanses the
recovery.
blood from all impurities and
erty than the House ol Lords. The love
of political liberty was supported by anis a great tonic to the nerves.
ci uit imstituth us n England more than
Wri.'c the Doctor.
•on ?he continent.
Our Medical Department has one
ui .st eminent phvsieians in
of ti
'The g.’eat barons made King John sign
the I'niti- 1 States.
Tell the doctor
h-/ Magna Charta in
This charter
jus; low you aie suffering. You
will receive the best medical advice
v as
ti l.i’rmed
than
nioie
30
by kings
j
Without cost. Address.
times hetween the 1:1th and liith centuries.
DR. J. C. AYER,
Lowcl Mass.
Tmi'U r!.t Plantagcuets, the House of
j
Com? Uis rook little interest in government out was bold in the defence of individual light**.
ITider the Tudors. Par'’ fiiiet::
t<" h less interest in individual
A Thousand Tongues
'gilts bur became more the instrument of
CmkUI not express the rapture of Annie E.
joverument.
Though often the mere tool Springer, of 1 ]Howard
St
Philadelphia.
n
ri«- _i>s.
it steadily increased in Pa., when she found that I)r.
King’s New DisAt the beg;oiling of the English
covery for Consumption had completely currevoluthui sjiiiiuud and political power ed herd a. hacking cough that for many years
made life a burden. All other remedies and
was cotieenttaTed in the hands of absolute
doctors could give 1 .-r no help, but she says
m«maJ c h *..
The friends of j**»litical libof
this Royal Cure— ‘it soon removed the
el A
unbiued with the friends of religpain in my chest ai d 1 can now sleep soundions ret■ *i‘in ai.-d they enjoyed many adly, something I ran scarcely remember dovantages l. t shared by the people on the
ing before. I feel like sounding its praises
continent.
Many pieced exits bad been throughout the Universe." S will every
estaldi-in-d to uphold them in their strugone who tries Dr. King’s New Discovery for
gle against tyrannical government. The any trouble of the Throat, Chest or Lungs.
piincipies of liberty bad been often em- Price .")0<\ and 81 00. Trial bottles free at
R. H. Moody’s Drug Store; every bottle
bodied in documents.
Institutions were
The guaranteed.
i legnant uali the seeds of liberty.
ci '"ii domains,
feudal lights and other
Susan B. Anthony.
rioir

C. B.

CAPITAL, §150,000.

From what poisons?
From poisons that are always found in constipated
bowels.
If the contents of the
bowels are not removed from
the body each day, as nature
intended, these poisonous
substances are sure to be
absorbed into the blood, always causing suffering and

frequently causing

National Bank 1865.

as

BELFAST

Digestion
pimples?
signs of

or

COAL AND WOOD.

Established 1836.

Head Ache ?

DIRECTORY.

BUSINESS

BELFAST

No. 0.

and Fancy

MASONIC TEMPLE.

Goods,

EXAMELED WARE.

Plumbing, Gas-Fitting and
Fixtures, Pumps, Etc., Etc.
No. 00 Church Street.

Opposite Memorial DuitdlC®'

£ *.rout CUBAN TOBACCO.
iU
of The Journal.J
As
July 1S99.

.'uiieuce

CiTiA.

knowledge

the

the world

to

one

of to-

from the

to

others from the

whence the weed deriv-

from the caravals of his

explore Cuba,

i.i

k

and the

aromatic herb, eall-

an

they found the Inaboriginal method was

wliich
ie

tires, inhaling the
V shaped tubes,
the pipe inserted in the
-nioker, and the other held
1

over

through

About the same time
coast of South America

i-

natives there
ad

were

Franciscan friar who

a

olumbus on

his

describes the

a

chew-

but not swallow-

hotting

second

habit of

the Indians dried and

,>w

weed and

“drew it

then

with distressful

sneez-

Cortez in Mexico

was

hseoveries—only
plant liyeietl and

the Az-

emblem of the

goddess

human

>r

considIn

serpent.

•gy this divinity was the
•hildreu, the Aztec Eve,
gends concerning her one
biauae to our own erring
roughl the race of men

;

■

disobedience.

As the

explored
it that everywhere the
tobacco, especially by

iicnt

j

;

further

was

universal and immemor-

.n

the tribes of the Western

g

many cases connected
solemn religious ceremou-

a

grows best in the now
Abajo of Cuba, the neighco

abaua claims the distinction

:.:utions, established by the
the middle of the sixThe industry soon grew
.idle that the Crown elaim-

1

v,

and

m

the

kept it until the refirst, the “pipe of

common

the rounds of the

plau-

ii

w

M not allow others to

:..oiiselvtrs, declined, desthose who acceded to

;'- t

ami then the

Spanish
proceedings,

a

hand in the

t

the malcontents and deAfrican prisons.

to

government constructed

>h

Fabnea de
\)
ien

Tobacas

ilabana,
building on

in

(Koval

in

17*>1—

bay,

the

irsenai. which has since
i

Tobacco-

hospital.

11arv

vegas, and when the
there were upwards of rifas

11

them in Cuba, the crop
\bajo alone worth an aui

thirty

■i

million

dollars.

the

sandy soil marr in other low, moist loealiballeria of land,
(about
>.ni

•

the rule, half of it
-;ug boniatas and platanoes
is

>■.-),

p uatoes

and

uf of life.

bananas,

the

The owner

or

tobacco-farm is called the
his

Oid

mIu."

dwelling house

mule and cattle

“bohios,”

straw-thatched
laborers.

e

es

or

the

There must also be

some

>e,

The latter

mulatoes.

are

an

average
under direction

caballeria,

d." or overseer.

keep

a

As everyand choruses

hotel,

ade—so it requires special
successful tobacco-grower.
of

who under-

foreigners

ha. if they do not actually
attain small measure of suciban vegueroes claim that
r picking tobacco
properly
iry gift with which no acan compete.
Their lingers

by instinct just

which buds

red off and leaves cut, to regilt of the plauts and strength
f the tobacco.

■•jhiba,“

or

The “genus
whatever the

is

called—and it rejoices
variety of names—attains a
nine feet and is covered
ugh leaves of a dingy green,
to

1

stronger when few leaves

s

grow, twelve

'-b to

bring the
iwed to a good plant.
The
dull pink, others greenishting different species—have
-agreeable smell; and one is
■

who does not return from

rate

vega covered with the paraI’ifest the plants.
Cubans di
■

into four classes: first the

'3

mpio”—young, thrifty leaves
■t the plant,
which are the
they have come directly uu■

uence

ss-

de

of

sun

and dew.

Tire

“deseehito”—grows next
the third, or “libre,” in-

smaller and defaced leaves,
or

“injuriado,”

•••arest the root,
die soil and more
■'

are

sure
or

those
to

-lades,

less eaten

the

all with

leaf,

names

such as

somewhat

injuriado

'injured leaves that have been

,

be

and insects.
In each of the
tioned classes there are again

iau

Preproperties of this grand
scription and what it has accomplished
for thousands of women, are more fully
described in one chapter of the People’s
Common Sense Medical Adviser by R. V.
Pierce, M. D., a splendid thousand-page
illustrated volume.
It will be sent free
paper-bound, for 21 one-cent stamps to
pay the cost of mailing only; or, clothbound for 31 stamps.
The “Favorite
Prescription is entirely free
from alcohol: unlike nearly all other proprietary
medicines for women, which merely give a temporary stimulation and are likely to induce a
morbid, unhealthy craving.
The
Favorite
Prescription gives energy and nerve-tone that
and
is
real,
healthy
permanent.
i

4:

face with destitution?

to

de

349.18
423.30

before the Civil War.

and stored

1899.

426.8

tobacco, a little continued to Fiske, Joh i.
Through Nature to
raised, perhaps one tenth of the usual
God.
1899.
crop, in the back yards of fortified villages Garland, Hamlin. The trail of the
and in the zonas de cultvo, designated
gold-seekers: a record of travel in
by
prose and verse. 1899
Weyler for the planting of gardens to susbe

send the

people

Happily

freely,

those days of darkness and
ended, and Cuba, for the first
her history, is at liberty to make
Kipling, Rudyard.

terror are

consumed.

the best

a

time in

thirty-three-acre vega should produce
thousand pounds of tobacco a year, of

of

her

But

resources.

543.15

the

twentieth century will be well advanced
before the famous Yuelta Abajo can

and

the hoe, and other poems. 1899..
pounds are “desechito,” or second; three of the
are in their
graves.
Merriman, Henry Seton (Hugh S.
thousand “liDre,’’ and so on. It is im- Neither American
occupation nor absolute
Scott.) Dross. A novel. 1899...
possible to estimate the profit, because independence can fill the place of the
Mosher, Martha B. Child culture
the price per bale varies from forty to
tobacco
trade
in Cuba, nor what it
Spanish
in the home. 1899
four hundred dollars, according to the
might have been without excessive taxa- Ollivant. Alfred. Boh sou of battle.

1214.45

class of

again
wiped
population

have been

leaf and the reputation of the

of yore.
Whole towns
out, and eighty per cent,

best the

yielding

land of tomorrow.
tiie locust is
times

more

in this

thing

production

a

The

revenue

tobacco-

future of

in the island is as uncertain as

siderably

as-

better.

borne

sanguine

facturers, who have watched the ups and
downs of tobacco for half a life-time, as-

solemn procession to the nearest church
implore the kindly assistance of .'sail

sert

and

that the old

million

dollars

output,
a

year,

worth
will

soon

truth

compels

us

to

admit it has been

known to do—cremation is the last resort,
and that unfortunately destroys the plant
its pest, for the eggs iu the soil
When the planter has
watched his tobacco grow up to sturdy

as

well

must

as

be sterilized.

plants six

eight
high,
couraging, to say the least, to see them
He cuts into
suddenly droop and fade.
the stems of a few ot them, several inches
above the ground, and finds a fragile
lace-work of fibre where healthy cells full
feet

or

it

is dis-

of sap should be—the work of the industrious and tasteful vivijajua.
As these

plants

are, so are all the rest iu the field,
and the whole crop is a failure.

Equally

voracious

is the

cachaga,

an-

other iusect that assails tobacco aud make
the

planters

life

a

burden.

it domiciles

itself at the roots of the
upon

the

edge

of

stalks,
the

leaves, and
twisting the

leaves

it

as

feeds
outer

national affair is

practically

|

as

j

bacco and wealthy syndicates have purchased lands and factories.
The area of
its cultivation has been enlarged; but not
with
best
for
results,
tobacco, like
always
coffee, is very particular about its environments.
Two years ago the celebrated
Henry Clay company of Ilabana, tried
the experiment of tobacco-raising in the
Isle of Tines: but for some unknown reason the soil there is
not suitable and the
product was almost unsaleable in quality.
Americans who are not thoroughly trained
in the whole business of tobacco growing
would decidedly better turn their attention to something else.
Faxxie Brionam Ward.

since the war, foreign
lias been interested in Cuban to-

drug

its

eats

The American delegates at tlie l’eace
Conference at The Hague have rendered
an
important service by securing the
amendment of Article -7 of the arbitraAnother
tion scheme in a manner consistent with
little green worm, the identical shade of
the established American policy.
the leaf through which it travels, leaving
As drawn, this article declared that the
nothing behind hut. the midrib. A fat signatory Powers might consider it their
“duty” to call attention to the existence
jointed worm, shaded from pale green to of
the permanent court to any of their
yellow, big around as your thumb and j friends between whom a conflict was
several inches long, eats like the lean kine threatening, which should always be re|
If the
of Egypt, but luckily are uot so numerous. garded as a tender of good offices.
had accepted this, as
The “rosequilla” gets into the hearts of \ American delegates
effect
would
the
have
been
to
| drawn,
tlie buds and multiplies so amazingly that
place the United States in precisely the
iu twenty-four hours the plant is a total same position as any of the European
The declaration would have
wreck.
And there are others, too many Powers.
made it the “duty” of this country, as
to enumerate.
To rid the vega of these
much as of any European country, to inauimalculae, the surest way is to pick tervene in European quarrels, and, by the
them off by baud; and when the prayers same reasoning, to admit European intervention in quarrels of our own.
The first
to San Marcial have not brought
relief,
of the American delegates was to
the tropical night sometimes witnesses a attempt
secure the
substitution of some other
strange scene-a proce ssion of all the hands word for “duty” or the inclusion of some
definition
of
on the place, headed by the owner and
“duty” which would obvitailed by the overseer, each with a tiny ate this difficulty. This being impossible,
they made the position of the United
lamp attached to his shirt-Iront, moving States still more plain by securing the adwith slow regularity down the long drills dition of a clause expressly declaring that
nothing in the article should be interpretof the field, “hugging tlie plants.
ed as imposing on the United States any
I hough tor two long
centuries the
obligation to interfere in European afVuelta Abajo was Cubas Klondike, yieldfairs, or vice versa.
By this modification of the arbitration
ing enough tobacco for the island factories to send out about two hundred and proposal an important principle is affirmed, or rather reaffirmed, for this is,
fifty million cigars a year, there has not in substance, the Monroe doctrine. With
been sufficient tobacco raised in Cuba of the general principle of international arlate to supply the home demand.
Every- bitration the United States is in hearty
It has acted on that principle,
accord.
body remembers Weyler’s celebrated de- and lias accepted in
good faith the results
cree of ’90, forbidding the exportation of
At the
flowing from its application.
Cuban tobacco, and how the insurgents present conference the American delegates have been among the most forward
got even with him by burning the crops, in
framing a working scheme for a permagreen and growing, and all the stored to- nent international tribunal.
But it would
bacco they could lay hands on.
it is esti- be both
embarrasing and superfluous if,
mated that moie than forty million in assisting the accomplishment of such a
we should find ourselves required
pounds of the very best tobacco in the result,
to subscribe to the declaration that it was
world was thus wantonly destroyed. The the
“duty” of the United States to interMarquis of Teneriffe, who seldom acted fere for the settlement of European quarwithout deliberation, had his reasons for rels and to admit European interference
in our own affairs.
From that complicathe order.
He knew that the war was
tion the good sense of the American delecarried
on
Cuban
largely
by
cigar-makers gates has saved us. [Boston Journal.
in Tampa and Key West, every one of
whom gave liberally from his weekly

them, into little tunnels,
a
rapidly increasing family.
pest is the loathsome “verde,” a

brown and freedom from discolor- Habana factories to close.
The test of the finest is in the happened; Americans did

buy

And
up all

so

it

they

of

at

the

31
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youth, strengthened

pure,
The

experiences <f

For Over

stantly and untiringly for his interests in every way, brings to
happenings of his neighborhood, the doings of his friends,

his home all the

n*‘ws

and

the condition and prospects for different crops, the prices in home markets, and, in fact, is a woeklv visitor
which should be found in eveiy wide-awake, progressive family.

pride in the

Flour is famous for
purity, for its
nutriment, for its
whiteness and light-

Just think of it!
Send all

ness. for everything
that got-s to make

Both of these papers for only sg.00 a year.
to The Republican Journal Publishing Co

subscriptions

Belfast, Me

For First-Class Monumental Work

good, pure, wholeHold

everywhere.
Will. A. C003IIIS MimNCi COo, i
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The
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BEFORE AND AFTER USING.
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t1 at will suit y«
AK
kin's* t ,„n :.!’t list <1. Fmcign arc) I>* mestic
work neatly executed from original designs.
co

diseases of the
or-

gans of either
Nervous Prostration, Failing or

lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors, Mental worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
per box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.
MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO., Prop's, Cleveland, Ohio*
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STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

C. R. HARRISON.

WOOD
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A
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IIKAL

FOR SALK BY R. II. MOODY.

Fifty I ears.

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for

WALDO SS.

Supreme Judicial Court,

April Term, 1899.

fifty years by millions of mothers for
children while teething, with perfect
Hatth II. Simpson vs. Herbert II til.
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
And now on suggestion to the Court that the deall
gums, allays
pain, cures wind colic, and fendant, at the time of service of the writ, was
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is
pleas- not an inhabitant of this State, and had no tenant,
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every agent or attorney within the same, that his goods
or estate have been attached in this action, that
of
the
world.
part
Twenty-five cents a bot- he has hail no notice of said suit and
over

their

tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

Ventilating

a

“The York Weekly Tribune" which enables them to furnish
both papers at the trifling cost of M..00 per year.
Every farmer and every villager owes to himself, t<> his family, and to the community in which lie lives a e >rdiai support of his local newspaper, as it w uks con-

Its

as

on

and ripened

half

into an alliance with

They believe in pure food
and have an un-

sex, such

con-

acknowledged the country over as the
leading National Family Newspaper.
Recognizing its value to those who desire all the news of the State and Nation,
the publishers of The Republican Journal (your own favorite home par t r) have entered

purity of their products.
Rob
Roy

Vice President Fifield; on Banquet, Comrades Fifield,
Mitchell and Stearns; on Reception, board
of officers and their wives and daughters.
Remarks were made by Comrades Gorham
D. Gilman, John Conness, Fred Pease
and others, and there was singing, led by
Comrade Bowen.

and

teachings,

by the
century.
its merits, and on tho

over

Jt has lived

League.

Cold water,

the

as

cordial support of progressive Americans.
It is “The New York Weekly Tribune,”

members of the
Anti adulteration

flour.

friends

their homes and iiresides.
As a natural consequence it enjoys in
its oid age all the vitality and vigor of its

are

some

new

to

bottom.

flour.

for it

won

fidence in the information which it brings

same.

but

nothing

lias

with faith in its

day.

Rob Roy
Flour
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the House in Summer.

“Admit sunlight at least a part of the
day in as many of the rooms as is possible,
especially in the sitting-room, diningroom
and kitchen,” says the writer of
“Five-Minute Talks on Good Health,” in

attachment,

it is ordered, that notice of the pendency of this
suit be given to the said defendant, by publishing
an attested copy of this order, together with an
abstract of the plaintiff's writ, three weeks successively in Tiie Republican Journal, a newspaper
printed at Belfast, in the County of Waldo, the
last publication to be not less than thirty days before the next term of this Court, to be holden at
Belfast, within and for the Coil d tv of Wald*;, on
the third Tuesday of September. 1899, that said
defendant may then and there appear and answer
to said suit, if he shall see cause.
Attest:—TILESTON WADLLN, Clerk

(ABSTRACT

OF

PLTF.’S

the Ladies’ Home Journal:

“Every room should be aired daily and
given the benefit of the sunlight, if not of
the sunshine directly.
Should you close
the house or a part of it during the day,
do not do it so completely as to shut
out the moving air, but iuvite it in
through the open window at the bottom,
and after its

mission of purification is
accomplished give it free egress through
the windows opened at the top.
The dirt

may find its way in also, but better some
dust and some air than no dust and no
Bear in mind that a cool room in
air.
summer is
not desirable nor healthful if
the coolness has been purchased at the
Do
expense of fresh air and sunshine.
not fail to have every window of every
living-room lowered from the top, if only
a few inches.”
Harris P. Gould, a graduate of the
University of Maine in 1893, has been appointed assistant entomologist of the
Maryland Agricultural college and experiment station, and has begun a systematic
inspection of the orchards of the State.
Mr. Gould was connected with the Maine
Experiment staation for a time after his
graduation and is looked upon as a promising young scientist.

Proposals for Sewers.
Sealed proposals endorsed
Proposals for constructing Sewers” and addressed to the City
will
be
received
by the committee
Clerk, Belfast,
on sewers of Belfast, until Monday, August 7,
M.
for
the
construction of
at
5
o’clock
P.
1899,
the following described sewers and all materials
therefor, or so much of them as may be determined by said committee:
Front Street from Miller to Spring, 280 feet,
1 manhole.
Spring Street, from Front to Cross, 240 feet,
1 manhole.
Spring Street, from Cross to end (west) 775 feet,
1 manhole.
High Street, from Spring to end (north), 250
feet, 1 manhole.
Cross Street, from present terminus to Spring
Street. 270 feet.
Beaver Street, from High to end (west)350 feet.
Sewers to be laid in accordance with the plans
of Wheeler & Parks, which plans, together with
the specificati ms, may be seen at the City Clerk’s
office.
The City Council reserves the right to accep
any one of the proposals or to reject all.
CHAS. P. HAZELTINE.
Chairman Committee on Sewers.
Belfast, July 10, 1899.
4w28
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PILES!

yw
A Cake of Fine Toilet Soap in Every Package.

powder
>

PILES!

FRED ATWOOD

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for

Winterport,

t

Me,

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE
Representing

Over

Twenty

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT,

PLATE

Million Assets
GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.

E§~STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.
Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors. Administrators and Trustees. |
Correspondence solicited, j <eal estate bought and sold

Maine Central R, R.

1

TIME-Ta ble.

WRIT:)

Action of assumpsit upon an account annexed
the writ for three hundred dollars.
Writ dated December 1, 1898.
Date of real estate attachment, January 2, A.
D. 1899, at four o’clock aud thirty minutes in the
afternoon.
Writ returnable to and entered at the January
term, 1899.
Ad damnum, six hundred dollars.
Plaintiff’s attorney, Ellerv Bowden, Winterport.
Me.
A true copy of the order of Court with abstract
3w29
of the writ.
Attest —TILESTOV WADL1N, Clerk.
to

Washing
VlfnmftlK
UiVnC

(w

is

President Pear and

Reaffirmed.

a

the

long life, but devotion to the true
prosperity of the American

a

years rolled by and the original members
of its family passed to their reward, and
these admirers are loyal and steadfast to-

adulteration at the

Nominations,Comrades Conness, Wells,
Stumpcke, Mitchell, Boynton, McAvoy,
Jordan, Bowen and Ballou;on Invitations,

—

way along
to shelter

dirt

are

on

store.

Monroeism

Hunters

It’s

Old!!!

interests and

Lane.

The monthly meeting of the Society
of California Pioneers of Xew England,
at the
United States Hotel,
Boston,
July 20th, was well attended. President Pear was in the chair.
Routine
business was transacted.
Treasurer Hayward reported a balauce on hand of $558.48.
Secretary Foster reported the death
of Comrades Lewis F. Gove of KensingX.
II., June 29; Nicholas Bovey of
ton,
Salem, and John H. Taber of Xew Bedford, July 4. The following were admitted to membership: Kimball Webster of
Hudson, X. II., who went to California
April 17. 1849, and David Morrill of Cornish, Me., who went out in 1851. It was
voted not to hold the August monthly
meeting, as the annual meeting will come
on Sept. 9.
Committees were appointed,

Eczema, scald head, hives, itchiness of
the skin of any sort instantly relieved, permanently cured. Doan’s Ointment. At
any

no

no

usual

door-nail.”

j capital

There is

top;

nutritious
millers of

♦Presented.

“dead

a
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359.32

tion of the messages and papers of
the Presidents. 1789 1897. Vol. 9 of.. 308. R 39
Warner, Charles Dudley. That fortune.
A novel.
A sequel to the
‘‘Golden house.” 1899.
210.23

Maivial, win* is known to be the special doubled in Cuba; while others are equally
When that fails,
patron of the vegueroes.
strong in the opinion that the industry as
as

of Rob

tions.). B-Sa
♦Richardson, James D. A compila-

thirty

Years

Fifty-eight

Barrel

Saladin and
the fall of the kingdom of Jerusalem. 1898. (Heroes of the na-

manu-

the proportions of a plague, the
Cuban way of checking it is to go in

sume

of

1045.12
Ol 5 b

1898

Poole, Stanley

BLOOD

M 55 d

1898.
Pierson, Clara Dillingham. Among
the forest people.
Illustrated.

both

to

vegueros; but too late to accomplish much
that year.
This year, if excessive rains
do not injure the crop, they will do con-

hundred

When its visitations

so.

enormous

S. S. 3. FCI? THE

is the only remedy which can build up and strengthen
old people, because it is the only one which is guaranteed
free from potash, mercury, arsenic and other damaging
It is made trom roots and herns, and has do chemicals what»Ter
minerals.
In it. S S S. cures the worst caseB of Scrofula, Cancer. Eczema. Rheumatism,
Tetter, Open Sores. Chronic Ulcers, Boils, or any other disease of the blood.
Books on these diseases will be sent free by Swift Specific Co., Atlanta. Ga.

People

Paine, Albert Bigelow. The hollow
tree.
Illustrated by J. M. Conde.

and manufacturers made advances to the

lazy

It is to tobacco wliat

wheat, only

to

an

A novel.

Markham, Edwin.

tion—the close alliance of the island with
the old “Compania Generale Tobacos”

veguerois

is the most industrious

grace.

Both
Ends

Barrack-

212.19

as

Rlnnd and I ifp

The Maine|topographical survey party,
located at Bucksport, has been joined by W. F. Griswold, of Washington, D.
C., who will do the triangulation in four
sheets, one of which is the Bangor sheet,
lie started in at Bald mountain and is
working towards Bangor.

338.8

1899.
The man with

flourish

If RluPC Thom
II

in Early

1224.27

which live hundred pounds may be “deseclio,'’ or best. Probably two thousand

,4s«'L0“.r,N~trir;m.'3
Blessing to nearly
sickness among

all of the
Older people can be avoided.
Most elderly
Ullww I llulll people are very susceptible to illness,
iGUpIGi
but it is wholly unnecessary.
By keepu
’nS tho*1, blood pure they can fortify themselves
NPW
Hull UIUUU QIIU LllOi so as to escape three-tourths of the ailments
from which they suffer so generally.
S. S. S. is
the remedy which will keep their systems young, by purifying the blood,
all
waste
and
thoroughly removing
accumulations,
imparting new strength and life to the whole body. It increase*
the appetite, builds up the energies, and sends new lifegiving blood throughout the entire system
Mrs. Sarah Pike. 477 Broadway, South Boston, writes:
I am seventy years old, and had not enjoyed good health
for twenty years.
I was sick in different ways, and in
addition, had Eczema terribly on one of my legs.
The
doctor said that on account of my age, I would never be
well again. I took a dozen bottles of S. S. S. and it cured me
completely, and I am happy to say that
I feel as well as I ever did in my life."
Mr. J W. Loving, of Colquitt, Ga., says: “For eighteen years I puffored tortures from a fiery eruption on
my skin, l tried almost every known remedy, but they
failed one by one, and I \va3 told that my age, which is
sixty-six, was against me, and that I could never hope
to be well again. I finally took S. S. S„ and it cleansed
my blood thoroughly, and now I am in perfect health.”

Riff Ponnlo
UIU

summer months, fruit is a
little importance and many
and
interesting
helpful hints have been
given for the benetit of the consumer or
the preserver.
Of the fig as grown and
utilized in California; of the melon and
its relatives; of the proper serving of various fruits—their uses on the menu and
recipes providing for present and future
consumption, is information to be gained
from the August issue of Table Talk.
Other topics of interest are “The Early
Training of Children;” “Dishwashing as
it Should be Done;" Walking as a Fine
The readers of this
Art,” etc., etc.
paper are offered a sample copy of this
magazine if they send name and address
to Table Talk Publishing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Departmental

ditties, and Ballads,

S. S, S. is a Great

1146.14

Room ballads. 1899.
Lust. Adelina Cohnfeldt. A tent of

ten

NEVER TOO OLD
TO BE CURED.

The Yachting
Losdon, July 21.
World issued today, contains a
long arti- I
cle on the Shamrock’s chances in thecontests for the America’s
cup. Starting upon the
assumption that the Vigilant and
Brittania were equal, the writer argues
that the Shamrook showed herself to be
capable of beating the Britannia in a moderate breeze 25 to 26 minutes over a 30
mile course.
With time allowance the
Shamrock’s net superiority would be 15
to20 minutes.
As the Defender’s superiority over the Vigilant in sailing the same
course is estimated at six minutes, and
the Columbia’s superiority over the Defender is assumed to be three minutes, it is
estimated that the Columbia’s superiority
over the Vigilant is nine minutes. Therefore according to the Yachting World’s
article there are excellent grounds for belief that in the present condition of both
yachts the Shamrock will win.

now

and translations. With illustrations by J. K. Lawson. 1899.
The
Holder, Charles Frederick.
treasure divers: a boy’s adventures in the depths of the sea.
1898.

the doom that bet'el

to

1047.3

Hewlett, Maurice. Earthwork out
of Tuscany.
Being impressions

tain the reconcentrados—for to
give the
Evil t>ne his due, I do not believe the
arch murderer deliberately intended to

white-ash which will remain intact at the end until “the weed” is half
A

517.13

Elson, Henry W. Side lights on
American history. National period

After the in-

surgents had destroyed the plantations

rewage to the cause of national liberty. To
lescechitoes segundos, etc. The prohibit the export of the leaf would throw
distinguishes these grades and all these men out of employment and de,v numbers, which to the expert
prive the insurgents of an important
’he names.
Connoisseurs readiiy source of revenue.
Weyler also believed
■r‘-',iish the choice qualities when that dealers and manufacturers in
the
;wl even in
many cases the vegas United States would purchase all the
produced them, by their tintings tobacco ou hand in Cuba and force the
''

cigars.
nearly
Cachalot: round the world after
play into Weysperm whales. 1899.
discharging his Cheever, Harriet A. Little Mr.

them.
made from it burn

523 21

1899.
T. The cruise of the

Van of China.
employees, knowing that all would suffer
and many actually starve to death; but Davis, Oscar Kiug. Our conquests
in the Pacific.
what else could he do, being himself face

The

with

maps.

broke his heart to have to
ler’s hands, so to say', by

aut, consider her ways and be wise. CerSometimes tainly the huge, native ant, the vivijajua,

refused to accept the
ami like the strikers of

and

Bullei), Frank

It

that of the Alaskan Klondike.
boon as
American control was assured, after the
signing of the protocol, tobacco buyers

inspector,

who

iwers

x

output being 00,000

may have had the Cuban vivijajua in mind
when he advised the sluggard to go to the

Crown

and observations of an
American in Mashonaland and
Matabeleland. With illustrations
tures

from that source.
The proprietor of “La
Honradez” told me that before the decree
his factory made up five thousand pounds
of tobacco every day, the
average daily

I have been intending to write to you ever
•ince my baby was born,” says Mrs. Stiles in
au interesting letter to Dr. R. V. Pierce of Bufiu regard to what your Favorite
falo, N. Y..
Prescription lms done for tne. I cannot praise
it enough, for 1 have not been as well for five
years as T now am. In July last I had a baby
boy, weight u lbs. I was sick only a short time,
and since I got up I have not had'one sick dav.
I have not had any womb trouble since I got up.
I was not only surprised myself but all of my
friends here are surprised to see me so well,”

governments.

bluod-money.

«.'!t

tne coming ot a new and
precious baby
into the world first feel, is that thev may
not themselves be
able to go safely
through the trying ordeal, and secondly
comes the fear that the
darling little
baby’s life or health or general wellbeing may somehow be sacrificed.
But there is no real need of apprehension in either direction. If anv woman
who is expecting to become a mother
will follow the example of Mrs. Orrin
Stiles, of Downing, Dunn Co., Wis., the
most perfect conhdence may he felt in
the happy outcome of this critical period,
both for the mother and the child.

life is spent in a warfare that knows no truce.
The Psalmist

of

out

1899. 1127.36
Allen, Grant. Miss Cayley’s advents
ures.
1899..A1 45 m
Archibald, Henry O., compiler. Bel-

ton and

revolutions

grew

Adams,

diplomatic transactions between WashingMadrid, tobacco continued to be
fast resident and business direcexported by the thousands of bales as
long as any remained on the island, in the
tory. 1899. 917 415
face of the prohibitive decree; and on Barnes, James. The hero of Erie,
Oliver Hazard Perry. 1898. (Young
every pound of it Weyler pocketed a
heroes of our Navy.).
325.5
liberal commission. After the plantations
Brooks, Elbridge Streeter. The
were ruined, the great factories of Habmaster of the Strong Hearts: a
ana, some of which employed from 700 to
story of Custer’s last rally. 1898.. B 79 m
men
and
had
to
shut up for
1,000
girls,
Brooks, Elbridge Streeter. The true
want of the leaf to work on; the Florida
story of Benjamin Franklin, the
cigar towns were filled with hundreds of
American statesman.B-F 85 b
idle, half-starved Cubans, and the insur- Brown, William Harvey. On the
During the
South African frontier: the advengent army felt keenly its loss of revenue
subject of no

dread

which women
who are looking forward to

smoking; cigars

The Shamrock’s Chances.

Aggeggioug During: July* 1800.
Nature
John Coleman.
studies in Berkshire. With illustrations in photogravure from original photographs by A- Scott.

private

in the same

has been a prompter of iniring the previous century

the price upon the crops
that Spain got the ul-

a

had

to serve

own

Some years, too, the pests that invega.
fest the plant make sad havoc, and at

~iic

:

her
The

even over

own.

Captain-General

Belfast Free Library.

connection; and he served them so well
that in spite of starving Cuba and impoverished Spain, he left the Island a
multi-millionaire. Under pretence of some

precedence

near-by

At any rate, history is exnt that in 1S42 Columbus
v

shrewd

schemes of his

preserve

her little one.
Its life and
health take

j

authorities

hipelago—some

could get before the decree, purposely delayed in the execution, took effect. The

“SAVE THE BABY!”
The first instinct of
the mother-heart is

_
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Boston

Gen’1! Manager"'Boston

The Pump

That Pumps

SPRAY
PUMPS

Double-acting, Lift.

Tank and

Spra>

—PUMPS

—

+Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Georgf.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Boothby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, June 22, 1899.

Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drug- SUBSCRIBE
gists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland,JOhio
I
For sale by R, H. Moody.
ly
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which all may stand.
Equalization of
taxation is a very difficult problem and
we doubt if it can ever be satisfactorially
on

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
BELFAST, THURSDAY, AUGUST 3, 1899.

solved;

Journal Pub. Co.

plied

| Business'Mauser.

RY,

CHARLES A. P1LS1U

ting

He

dropped completely out of sight of
late, aud we miss his portly presence and
big brain from the political kaleidoscope.
Secretary Long says that Admiral
Dewey will go to Boston in the flagship
Olympia the latter part of October. Boston will no doubt have the beans ready.

soon

be

Americanizing

the natural laws of

as

and commerce are allowed fair

many of

They

miv

in

holding

on

to

that the

of Pv.m* have

men

jf the

are

sound money
their opinion

changed

The Bangui' Commercial has invested
genial labor commissioner, s. W.

Matthews, with tiie title of Colonel; but
the gentleman himself disclaims the right

designation,

Journal backs

and

the Kennebec

bin

Mow it is our
up.
idea that any man who 1ms attained a certain ;e_i -not over >,_■ years—and a certain
gull, and who is a pretty good fellow, is
entitled to be called colonel,

Iso

here’s to your health, Col. Matthews.
It is

good

to

front the

ter

hear

once

more

shipcarpeuter’s

on

the wa-

adze and the

ring of the calker’s mallet upon the iron.
The

schooner

new

on

the

stocks,

undergoing repairs on the raildocks,furnish employment
craftsmen in this city and vicin-

ity who had found little to do of late
And while, the prospect for building vessels lieu- in the future is not very
years.

bright,

there seems to be assurance of a
continuance of repair work, for which
Belfast has first class facilities as well as

experienced workmen.

by laud and water are
day. Merry parties occupy

more

in detail in

following

issues of

A telegram was received here last Thursday announcing the death iu Worcester,
Mass., of Charles Parker of that city.
Mr.
in order Parker was well known in this city, where

every
the cottages and camps on the sea shore or by
Hie ponds, the blackboards are on the
go
from morn till night, and the white
of

wings

pleasure

craft dot the blue waters of
beautiful bay. It is well to improve
these midsummer days,for all too soon
our

we

shall

have

warnings of the coming of
•Jack frost and the advent of winter.
The Maine

Temperance Record says of
Congressman CharlesE. Littlefield: “We
ne

proud

vocate

Good
1 ast

to

claim him

as an

of strict temperance

Templar of m;
Grand Officer,

earnest

ad-

principles,

a

ny,years standing, a
and an honest man.

Like the noble brother whose death caused the vacancy which he is thus called to

fill, we Delieve he will still further win
the love and confidence of those he is
to
serve in this higher
sphere, and will take
lank with the ablest statesmen who have
represented Maine in the halls of Congress.
Bath lias forty-six miles of wooden
sidewalks which cost at the rate of
#1,000
per mile and about four miles have to be
rebuilt every year.
Instead of laying out
so much money on plank walks this
year
the street department will build a stretch
of asphalt walk which will he
cheaper in
the eud than plank.
[Richmond Bee.
The Journal recently had
something to
say on this subject, but had no figures as
to

the first cost of wooden walks.

In the

j

j

opinion of experts, however, it requires
the building of three miles of
plank walk I

!

each

year to maintain them in proper
If that calls for an
expenditure of #3,000 each
year it would seem !
that the change to a more durable walk
!

condition.

would be true economy.

two

an

down-easters who

were

cast

Union,

upon

desert island.

One had a jack-knife
the other had fifty
cents, and they
traded until they had two dollars and a
a

and

half apiece.

With due allowance for exaggeration, there is a moral to this story;
and that is, do your trading at home.
If
you make your purchases out of town
the money is lost to the
community; if
you buy of local dealers it remains in
circulation

here, and does good wherever
it circulates.
The Belfast business directory, published
that

city

has

on

the 2nd page, shows

goodly number of substantial business houses,
embracing all
lines, and carrying stocks fully up to, if
not in advance of, local demands.
They
deserve, and should have, the local patour

a

ronage.
We have received the first number of
The Farmer’s Forum, a

cottage lots

a

guest

at

are

Misses Isabel and Cora Rich of Dixmont
are

at

the Winterport cottage.

Fred E. Critchett and party of 6 were registered at the Ocean House July 30th.

here Monday
Forty passengers
morning fromjthe steamer City of Bangor.
landed

A.

child

H. White of Brooklyn, N. V., wife and
are visiting Mrs. Harlow for two weeks.

Mrs. H. S. Crowell and Mrs. Charles Rand
of Brewer are stopping at the Crowell cottage.
Mrs. C. H. Leavitt, Dixuiont, is stopping
for a short time with Mrs. Thorndike on Bay
street.
Misses Della. Mattie ami

Bucksport are stopping
on Broadway.

at

rauuie

Stubbs ot

the Stubbs cottage

It is proposed to grade Bay View Park beBay street and tit it for a public lawn-

low

tennis ground.
party of the North Shore residents took
backboard ride to Camden via the TurnA

a

Mrs. Henry Ambeck of Auburn visited
her uncle.H. H. Andrews.at the White Rock
the past week.
M. Chalmers and family are here for a few
weeks. They are in the Ferguson cottage
on

Main street.

An

excursion party of 1**0 Bangor and
people arrived on the Cath-

South Brewer

erine Thursday.
E. H. Haney has taken the Ferguson coton Bay street and will occupy it the

tage

rest of the

season.

The B. S. Ferguson family of Boston and
Mr. and Mrs L. C. Putnam of Belfast went
to Turtle Head on the Orca last Thursday.

Me.

Hills. Dr.Isaac Hills of this city attended
the reunion of the Hills family at Revere
Beach. Mass., Friday, July 28th. The meeting was held under the auspices of the Hills
family Genealogical and Historical Association. and all persons bearing the name of
Hills or connected with it by marriage were
invited. Dr. Hills reports a most enjoyable
He was a
occasion and a large attendance.
member of the reception committee.
Drinkwater. Last year a reunion of the
Drinkwater family was held on the Micajah
Drinkwater farm in Lincolnville. The idea
did not take definite shape until late in the
season and the notice was necessarily short,
and many who were elegible were not notified. It was then decided to hold a meeting
with a view to organizing a family associa
tion in the summer of 1899. The Drink,
waters of this part of the country are de
scended from five brothers who settled at ornear Penobscot Bay:
James, Ammi, Micajah, John and Zenas. A committee who
have the matter of this year’s reunion in
charge have appointed John S. Fern aid (of
the family of Zenas, by marriage) to be
temporary secretary and he invites all bearing the name of Drinkwater, descended
from that family or related to it by marriage
to send him their addresses that they may
be notified of the time and place of holding

monthly journal
published at North Scarboro, Me., W. H.
McLaughlin, editor and proprietor. Its (he meeting.
motto is “equalization of taxation—econO
While the Forum B«ui dw
omy in expenditures.
is the exponent of what is called the
Blfutsn
•f
farmers movement, this is a platform up-

TOHIA.
»Tha Kind You Haw Always Bougiit

Mrs.

a

Your correspondents were exemplifying
the hay makers degree last week.
Miss Flora E. Webber of Belfast is workas compositor in the Yankee Blade office.

William C. Rowe is enjoying a visit from
his little granddaughter, Blanche Hall of
Pishon’s Ferry.
Mr. and Mrs. T. I. Huxford spent last
week at Northport and intend to go again
later in the season.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Chase and daughter
Marie are at Northport for a few weeks,

occupying the Gorham cottage on Park Row.
Mrs. Rebecca Miles returned to her home
in Fitchburg, Mass., Tuesday, after a two
weeks’ visit to relatives in Brooks.
Chester Forbes is home for a vacation
after an absence of two years.
He has
been in Bostou, where he has a good position.

Mrs. Miles Nesmith ami Mrs. John Hunt,
formerly Clara and Augusta Forbes, are
visiting friends in town after an absence of
several years.
Mr. Fred Nesmith of Portland is visiting
at T. 1. Huxford's.
He is a son of Carver
Nesmith, formerly a well known citizen of
the town, but now remembered only by a
few of the older residents.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Go wen and daughter,
Gertrude of Taunton, Mass., are visiting
Mrs. G.’s father, C. E. Lane.
The family
took a buekboard ride to Nurthport, Monday,
ami another to Monroe and Frankfort, Tues-

day.

pike Tuesday

Jones, Mrs. H. F. Tilton and
he has spent several summer vacations. He
Miss Edith Harding of Newport are at the
was foreman of the machine
shops of the Gray cottage on Ruggles Park, guests of
Richardson Manufacturing Co.
His age Mrs. R. A.
Deering.
was 55 years.
J. Wilson Jordan and Master Joseph Jordan of Lowell. Mass., and Mrs. M. A. BenjaMrs. Abbie Harding Morgan died at her
Blue
home iu Winterport. July 2<>th, after a pain- min of Carmel are stopping at the
Water cottage on Broadway.
ful sickness.
Mrs. Morgan
was born in
Bucksport, Oct. 29, 1819, the daughter of
Sunday was a quiet day here. The day
Ezekiel Harding. For many years she was
a successful teacher.
In early life she be- opened with rain and fog b it cleared later,
came
a
member of
the Congregational and the steamers from Bangor to Belfast
church of Bucksport. She married S. N.
few passengers.
Morgan of Winterport iu 1857. Her quiet brought very
aud unostentatious ways soon commanded
Benj. Ferguson and family of Dorchester,
universal love aud respect from young aud
who have been stopping at the little
old. After years of severe pain ami suffer- Mass.,
near the White Rock, are now occucottage
without
a
to
ing
murmur, thinking only
make those around her happy, her heroic pying the Goodspeed cottage.
Christian life has passed out. Approaching
G. S. DollofT, A. J. Cluffez and Joe Hiuks
it slowly, fearlessly with faith, surrounded
by loved ones she sleeps. The deceased went out to Pitcher's Pond last week after
leaves to mourn their loss, a son, Seth N. bass and
perch, and had very good luck.
Morgan, chairman of the Board of Select37 large sized fish.
men; Mrs. R. S. Rundlett aud Mrs. Charles They caught
Emery, daughters of her husband.
The new arrivals at the Brown restaurant
include: Miss Grace Stevens, Newport; Isa
Family Reunions.
M. Smith, Newburg; Miss Lillian Russell
The Clement's family reunion will he Smith, Boston; Mrs. H. Claflie, Dorchester,
held at Frederick Ritchie Grange Hall. Mass., Mrs. O. C. Crosby, Glastonbury,
Waldo, oil Thursday, Aug. 17th, instead of Conn ; Miss Edna Dow,
Newport.
the 14th as before announced.
with a crew of
Mears,
Superintendent
Hkrkick. The annual reunion of the
Herrick family will be held with Mr and workers, has commenced to make much
Mrs. George Herrick of Belfast, Tuesday,
needed improvements on Bay View Park, a
Sept. 5th. All relatives of the family are sea-wall about one hundred feet long is to be
expected to be present.
built, a large space of waste land will be
Hatch. The tenth annual reunion of the
and a tennis ground laid out.
Hatch Family Association will be held at graded,
the Hatch homestead near Centre Montville,
Following are the arrivals at the Waquoit:
Aug. 16, 1899. Every one by the name of S. R. Wiley, John L. Danforth, Bangor; S.
Hatch and every one descen ded from the
Hatches are invited and urged to be present. M. Britton, J. E. King, Boston; Isabelle
[E. Judson Hatch, Sec’y, Groveville, Maine. Hayes, Waterville; Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Norton. The sixth annual reunion of the KnowltOD, Malden, Mass.; Mrs. S. F. Goffe,
Roscoe
Nortun family will be held at the home of Phillip Goffe,| Woburu,
Mass.;
Mr. Robie F. Alexander, Belmont, SaturFranklin,
Bangor.
day, Aug. 19. All relatives and descendants
of the Norton family are cordially invited
A large party at the Bucksport cot tage inand respectfully urged to be present.
A clude: Miss Marion
Stover, Bucksport; Abpicnic dinner will be served.
bie Wood, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Annie Chute,
Burkett. The sixth annual reunion of Dedham,
Mass., Florence Camp, New Britthe Burkett family will be held Thursday,
Conn., Martha Waterman, Hartford,
August 10th, 1899, with A K. Burkett, Bur- ian,
kettville, Me. All members and connections Conn., Susan Thompson, West Brookfield,

If the weather should
are invited to attend.
old story, told to illustrate ;
prove unfavorable, it will be held the first
fair day.
Annie L.
the commercial instinct of the
Burkett, Secretary.
Yaukee, of

There is

new

Joseph Harding and B. F. Jewell of Dixmont arrived last Thursday.

area

The summer season is now at its
height,
and, weather permitting, picnics and excursions

Wentworth from Waterville is at the
White Rock.
Mr.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Webber and family
Sargent, Levi Rogers and Marion Brown,
Belfast; bouquet, Mr. Hosea W. Rhoades of Bangor are spending a short vacation at
and Mr. Edwin S. Perkins, Belfast; wreath
the Sargent cottage.
consisting of 21 pansies from Miss Olive
Hon. L. M. Staples and wife, Mrs. L. C.
Blood; bouquet, Mrs. I. F. Gould, Prospect; Johnson and B. K. Ware of Washington are
b uquet, Mrs. J. F. Libby; bouquet, Miss
at the Burkett cottage.
Ora Libby; bouquet. Lizzie and George
President Bird of the Manhattan Bank of
Frye; wreath, Miss Jenny E. Wiley; bouNew York, and Mrs. Bird are the guests of
quet. Miss CatherineL. Littlefield, Prospect;
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Dougan.
bouquet. Miss Bessie Cross; wreath, Miss
Mr. C. B. Swan and family of Old Town,
Maggie Woods; bouquet, Mrs. C. Blood and
who have been passing a few weeks at their
Miss Tliirza Blood.
cottage, returned home Monday.

and

way and in the
many

an

GROUND.

M.

the others
to

The county has

hearted.
ICis age was 21 years, 10
months and is days: He was married June
21st to Miss Florence Hefferman of Canton,
Mass., who accompanied the remains to
Morrill, where the funeral was held Friday,
July 28th, Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Belfast,
officiating. The bearers being Leo Sargent.
Levi
Rogers, Orris Vickery and Frank
Brown.
He was the only son of John and
Ida Cross of Morriil, and leaves one sister,
Miss Mattie Cross, beside bis wife and parents t
mourn their sad
loss.
The floral
a
offerings were many aud beautiful:
broken wreath from father and mother;
large basket of liowers from his wife; basket from his sister Mattie; pillow. Mr. and
Mrs. Ben
pond lilies. Mr and Mrs. Russell
Cross; bouquet, Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Hatch*
Stockton Springs; bouquet. Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. Littlefield. Prospect; bouquet, Mr.
and Mrs. Chas. Wiley, Belfast; basket. Mr.
and Mrs. 1 H. Jackson; bouquet. Messrs. Leo

>ur

clearly

homes.

2,700

generous

Chicago platform.

to this

islands offer innumerable sites for

Harry F. Cross of East Morton, Mass, formerly of Morrill, Me., died at Morton Hospital. Taunton, Mass., July 25th, after a short
illness from appendicitis. An operation was
performed, but too late to save him. He
was
a young
man
of sterling qualities,
industrious, temperate, frugal, kind and

them.

anywhere

ars

H. F. Gibbons of Old Town and family
at the Simmons cottage.

OBITUARY.

go convention is reatlirmed “the election
<‘i a Republican President in 1900 becomes
1 i.j
absolute ceitaiutv.”
No evidence ap<

ponds and streams invite the fishermen, big game abounds in its woods,
and its picturesque coves, promontories

Mrs. C. S. Brackett and daughter Gail
of Newport, Me., are at H. H. Pilley’s for a
few days.

The Journal.

are

In ibo opinion of the Baltimore Sun, the
leading Democratic paper of Maryland,
the instant tlie silver plank of the Chica-

;

Mrs. Olive Stewart of Clinton is
the Flood cottage.

CAMP

Ellis

Farmers

generally done haying or
The hay is of good quality, but

J. Dow cut over one
hundred acres in t hree weeks with four men
and four horses, but the 100 tons of hay of
last year are little more than fifty this.
than usual.

M.

Harriet Buzzell died at the insane asylum
in Augusta July 22d, aged about fifty-live
Deceased was a daughter of Anyears.
drew and Clarissa Buzzell and is survived
by two sisters, Mrs. T. D. Jellison and Mrs.
Margaret Evans, both of Brooks. The fuservice Sunday
were conducted by
Friend (J. G. Huzzey. A profusion of flowers were
contributed by neighbors and
friends.

neral

I. S. Staples and T. I. Huxford have sold
the horse Paris Boy to John Currier of the
firm of Currier, Cameron & Co. of Ames,

bury. Mass. The price, though private, is a
big one. Paris Boy was bred in Paris, Kentucky. and is six years old. His breeding
was of the highest that the Blue Grass region
affords. Sired by Hauedallah 2 21 and by
Mambrino 2 20, by George Wilkes, dam by
Happy Medium. He himself showed a trial
mile in 2 21 at 4 years old. Mr. Staples, who
knows horses and deals in good ones, says
that

desirable horses

never

sold better.

Edward Shibles of Knox, who has built a
new aud fine residence on the site of the one

burned, decided
house warming a
His Brooks

to

give

an

old fashioned

week ago Saturday night.
friends entered into the spirit of

the occassiou with enthusiasm. Robert MeTaggart with three horses and a hay-rack
took up the Brooks baud while a large number went by other conveyances.
Edward
knows how to entertain a company and the
festivities continued until near twelve
o’clock, when all departed well pleased.
Some of the older boys from Brooks assured
Bro. Shibles that he need not be afraid to
call on them at any time when he wished to
get up another entertainment of that kind.

Josephine

M. Patterson Wins a Prize.

The San Francisco Call has the following
in regard to Miss Josephine M. Patterson, a
daughter of Capt. M. F. Patterson, who late-

ly visited here after

an absence of 32 years
in China. Her mother was formerly Miss
Ellen E. Lancaster of this city:
Alameda. July 22. Miss Josephine M.
Patterson of this city has won the coveted
place of contralto soloist of Gilmore’s military band, in competition with some of the
greatest vocalists of New York City. She
left Alameda last autumn for the metropolis
to complete her musical studies.
Those
who attended her farewell concert were
thrilled by her astonishingly strong voice,
and predicted a great future for the local
songstress.
There was a long list of applicants for the
position which Miss Patterson has won,
most of whom were well-known New York
vocalists. The hall in which the voices were
tried has a seating capacity of 10,000 persons,
and to sing successfully there is considered
the most severe test to which the voice cau be
put. Miss Patterson sang a selection in English, one in French and one in Italian, and
was engaged at once.
E. A. Couteurier, the
conductor of the band, stated that her first
song won for her the prize. She will travel
with the organization throughout, the United States, and will visit San Francisco in

February.

Mass., Mrs. Arthur Turner and Harold Turner, Boston.
Ernest B. Chaffee and Herbert J. Nichols
started from Boston Thursday morning on
their wheels and arrived at Old Orchard at
5 that night, 122 miles.
They stayed there
until Saturday morning, where they started
about 6 and arrived in Damariscotta about
3 p. m 80 miles.
They started Sunday

morning

at

10 and arrived here at 6. 45 miles.

Arrivals for the week at Northport Hotel
include J. E. Holt, Boston; Chas. Ervine,
Damariscotta; Mrs. Black, Portland; B. L.
Fletcher, Caribou; Mr. and Mrs. B. C.
Adams, Misses B. A. and A. C. Adams,
Camden; Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Miller, Bangor; Mrs. J. C. Nichols and Miss Maude.
Searsport; Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Plummer,
Misses Plummer, Philadelphia.

Following are the prices of farm produce
Aug. 1st: Green peas 25 cent per pk ; string
beans, 25 cents; potatoes, 25 cents; butter,
20 to 22 cents per lb.; eggs, 16 to 18 cents
per doz.; native cucumbers, 2 to 3 cents
each; native cabbage, 6 to 8 cents each;
spring lamb, 15 to 18 cents per lb.; spring
chicken, 18 to 20 cents per lb.; tinker mackerel, 6 cents each; blueberries, 8 cents per
box; raspberries, 10 to 12 cents per box.
TBMPLE

HEIGHTS.

Helping Hand Circle, King’s Daughters of
Belfast, took a backboard ride to Temple

Soak the hands thoroughly, on retiring, in
a hot lather of CrmcrRA Soap, tlio rr^-t
effective skin purifying soap, as well as purest
and sweetest for toilet, hath, ami nursery.
Dry, anoint freely with Crticura Ointment,
the great skin cure and purest of emollients.
Wear old gloves during night. For sore hands,
j-.-hiuir. burning palms and painful frun-r
ends, this one night treatment is wonderful
Sold

Props.,

throughout
boston.

world. PottbkD. v n
(\
r.
How to have Beautiiu IHamls.” tree

the

<

NOTICE. The subscriber
he has been duly aphereby gives noticeofthat
the estate of
administrator
pointed
THOMAS M» SWEENEY, late of Searsport,

ADMINISTRATOR’S

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payBENJ. O. SARGENT.
ment immediately.

Searsport, July 11,1899.—3w31

THE.

.OF

Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.,
(Successors

to the F. G. White

Company)

HADDOCKS, PLYMOUTH VEIN, SCRANTON,
and LATTIMER LEHICH.
Stove ami

Ejra: and

Chestnut.

Delivered and put in (In barrels.
in Dump Carts..
Prices at Wharf.

CUMBERLAND COAL.

(irate.
#5.80
5.05
5.40

.fth.OO
5.85
5.i>0

^ di8®ol’.nt of
from

25c. per

15 OFTEN VEST

WOOD OF ALL KINDS.

^

coal

guaranteed satisfactory in weight, nuality and delivery.
E^*t>pecial attention given to delivery”outside city limits.

All

j Telephone
Connection 18-4

we

OE51Bi?i

Guarantee

from above prices will be allowed all customers for CASH settlemeni
delivery of their coal, provided their orders, in ton lots or more, are given before September
coat delivered at OUR convenience any time before
Xovember 1, 1899.

NOTF
v I

i

tou

!

Resolutions of Respect.
Whereas, Our Divine Master above has
fit to remove from our midst our
worthy
and beloved sister, Mary Payson, let us
sorrow not as those that have no
hope, for we
read that the dust shall return to the earth
and the spirit to God who
gave it. God
takes away those we love, but let us look
forward to a reunion in another world where
sickness, sorrow, pain and death can never
come, and when we are called to lay down
our employmeut on earth,
may we meet our
sister in the glorious home above not made
with hands eternal in the heavens and hear
that welcome voice say, ‘‘well done,
good
and faithful servant.”
Resolved, That we extend to her husband
and parents the fervent sympathy of Silver
Harvest Grange in this time of bereavement \
and may they he comforted by the assurance
that the Divine Master above doeth all
things well.
Resolved, That while we mourn that we
must lose her, we are glad that we were
permitted to know her, and we feel that her i
patience unde: suffering and her gentle j
charity to all, remain a memorial of her to
our everlasting benefit.
Resolved. That our altar be draped in

seen

mourning

for

thirty days

as

a

mark of

our

respect.
Resolved. That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to her husband, one to her father,
one placed upon our records, and one sent
to The Journal, also to the Bangor Commercial.
Myra A. Keller.
J rxEV W ext wort
Geo. Hartson.
A Trained

YOUR WAICH,

)

YOUR CLOCK,

_

-^

Can be

|

Can be repaired to give satisfaction.

JEWELRY, i

YOUR

SILVERWARE I

OUR STORE. ;

YOUR

properly fitted with glasses.

EYES^___

Satisfaction

guaranteed. We are sole u
CELERKATEl) "LE.MAIHE FRENCH CIIYSATI." <;|.\ss|
The most perfect and finely finished lenses made, jycall in. Your
eyes r.

H. J. locked son.

Yacht
HO

feet

aver

all,

inUUUU

|

Inside Ballast. t.HoO /Its. lead.
She is one of the staunchest antI

yachts in these wafinely fitted up for
pleasure sailing or cruising.—
Sleeping accommodations for four
Has fiO fathoms of galpeople
most seairorth //

-—

ters,

sure

WATERVILLE TRUST AND SAFE
DBP SIT COMPANY.
Now called the Waterville Trust Company.
31
By 8. 8. BROWN, its Attorney.

CLOCKS and
CAN ALWAYS BE FOUND AT

lieam, 70 feet, li inches.

•.

And whereas said applicants claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage, and the conditions of said
mortgage have been broken
Now, therefore, by reason of said claim and of
said breach of conditions, the undersigned, the
Waterville Trust and Sale Deposit Company, now
called the Waterville Trust Company, by its attorney, therefor duly authorized, hereby claims a
foreclosure of said mortgage, this nineteenth day
of July, A. D. 1899.

JEWELRY, WATCHES,

Xante, Engle,

Graduate of Boston City Hospital Training
have used Comfort Powder
for years. It. has no equal for curing irritation of the skin.*
Cures prickly h it. •*. /
111a, tender feet, and is a sure preventive
and cure for bedsores.

Whereas t’ie WISCASSET A N l) oUEHE< ]; viL
ROAD COMPANY, a corporation hy iaw
duly
established and having it:- place ot l»usine>s at
Wi.-casset, Lincoln County, Maine, by its indenture and mortgage fully set forth in'the application hereinafter recited, which application is
hereby reftrred to for that purpose and made a
part of th.s paragraph, conveved in trust n the
WATERY iLLE TRUST AND SAFE DEPOSIT
COMPANY, now culled the ll'of, rvilh 'Trust
Company, a corporation by law duly established
and having its place of business at
Waterville,
Kennebec County, Maine, tor the benelr ,*t the
owners or holders of the bonds of said Railroad
Company hereinafter referred to, all of the railroad constructed and to be constructed between
said Wiscassel and Pittsfield, Maine, and all the
land am. estate which said Railroad Company now
has or .u.«y hereafter purchase or otherwise acquire, for the building, completioi and equipment
and use of said road, and the franchises of said
Railroad Company, and all other property and
rights of property more fully set forth in the application hereinafter recited, which application is
Hereby referred to for that purpose and made a
1 art ot this paragraph.
And whereas said indenture and mortgage was
given to secure the first mortgage gold bonds of
said Railroad Company to the amount in the
aggregate of six hundred thousand (GOO.UOO)
dollar?, payable in United States gold coin of the
present weight and fineness, in twenty years from
the date thereof, with interest thereon from their
date at the rate of five per centum per annum,
payable semi annually on the first days of February ami August of each year, in like gold coin,
upon the presentation and surrender of the coupons for such interest, to he attached to said
bonds as provided therein.
Ami whereas the condition of said mortgage is
as follows
“Provided, nevertheless, that if said
RaiU'oad Company, it successors or assigns, shall
all
said
bonds
and coupons as they severally
pay
shal become due and payable, tl en all said bond's
and coupons and this indenture and m irtgage
shal he void, and all interest in said propem
hereby conveyed shall cease and determine and
beet me void, and satisfaction shall then forth
witl be duly entered by the Trust Company, nr
its successors in said trust.’'
Ami whereas the holders of a majority of all of
the bonds aforesaid now outstanding have made
the following application in writing to have said
mortgage foreclosed:
“To the Waterville Trust and Safe Deposit Company, now known and called the Waterville Trust
Company, a corporation bv law du y established
and having its place of business at Waterville,
Kennebec County, Maine.
" nereas the W lscasset and Quebec Railroad
Company, a corporation by law duly e tablislied
and having its place or business at Wiscasset,
Lidooln County, Maine, by its indenture and mortgage dated August 1, 1896, duly recorded in the
Lincoln Registry of Deeds, Vol. 299, Page 310;
Kennebec Registry of Deeds, Vol. 415, Page 2u8;
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Vol. 245, Page 91
Somerset Registry of Deeds, Vol. 234, Pages 277
to 291, and in the Town Records of the town of
Wiscasset, Rook 5 of Mortgages, Page 62, conveyed in trust to the Waterville Trust and Safe
Deposit Company, now ki own ami called the
Waterville Trust Company, f«.»r the benefit of the
owners or holders ol the bonds of said Railroad
Company hereinafter specified,all the railroad constructed and to be constructed between said Wiscasset and Pittsfield, and all the land and estate
which saiii Railroad Company ma\ now have or
may hereafter purchase or otherwise acquire for
the building, completion and equipment and use
of said road aud the franchises of saiii Railroad
Company, and all other property and rights of
property, present and prospective, which saiii
Railroad Company may now have for the use of
said road between the limits aforesaid, and which
it may hereafter acquire therefor, aud including
all the machinery, implements and rolling stock
purchased or to be purchased by said Railroad
or otherwise acquired, and all interests
Compan; in
or rights
telegraph lines or telephone lines,
constructed or to be constructed, and finally, all
the property, franchises or estate, real or personal,
which said Railroad Company may have or may
hereafter acquire in its railroader the use thereof,
or otherwise, whether the same be in said indenture and mortgage specially mentioned or not, be
tween said Wiscasset and Pittsfield aforesaid.
And whereas said indenture and mortgage was
given to secure the first mortgage gold bonds of
said Railroad Company to the amount in the
aggregate of six hundred thousand (600.000) dollars payable in United States gold coin of the
present weight aud fineness, in twenty years from
the date thereof, with interest thereon from their
date at the rate of five per centum per annum,
payable semi-annually ou the first days of February and August of each year, in like gold coin,
upon the presentation and surrender of the coupons for such interest, to be attached to said bonds
as provided therein.
And whereas the undersigned are holders of a
majority of all the bonds now outstanding and
issued by the Wiscasset and Quebec Railroad
Company, under and by virtue of said indenture
and mortgage.
And whereas default has been made by said
Railroad Company m the payment of the interest
due upon said bonds on the first day >f February,
1897. the first*day of August, 1897, the first day
of February, 1898, and the ti st day of August,
1898, mil the coupons of more than one-half of
said bonds now outstanding were duly presented
and payment demanded by us on the 24th day of
February, A. D. 1898, and said default in tlie payment of said coupons has since continued for a
period of more than six months from said demand.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage
have by reason thereof been broken,and by reason
thereof the undersigned, the holders of a majority
of all of said bonds now outstanding, claim a
foreclosure thereof, and request you. the said
Waterville Trust and 8afe Deposit Company, to
immediately proceed to foreclose said mortgage
under the provisions of paragraph 7 of said indenture and mortgage.
Aud the undersigned have hereto set against
their respective names the amount in par value of
said bonds held by them respectively as aforesaid.
In witness whereof, we hereto set our hands
this thirtieth day of June, A. I). 1899.
NAMES.
AMOUNT HELD.”

CHOICE LINE OF

I.enyth.

School, says “I

Notice of Foreclo

A

™

I

Nurse

are

nearly so.
little, if any, above one-half the cut of last
year in quantity. The weather as been good
and the crop has been gathered in a shorter
time

BUY YOUR WINTER’S GOAL

Lehigh 25c. per ton extra.

Mias Lizzie Edwards has been spending
short vacation at E. C. Boody’s.

rich in natural resources, and richer still
in its cultivated and enterprising people.

1898

grabbed all of the paying claims and

The News of Brooks.

NEWS.

ing

of

1897 and

NOKTHPORT

en-

rivers, lakes afrfl, streams, abundant water
G. S. Dolloff of Montville is stopping at
power, forests.f timber, and quarries of
the Bantou cottage on the South Shore.
red, blue, gray, black and brown granite.
Charles Glidden of Brewer is spending a
These and other matters will be treated
short vecatiou with friends on Bay street.

cigars.

went

very hospitably received by all the residents
at the Heights, and departed with the best
wishes for their entertainers and all who
contributed to the enjoyment of the day.

Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Parkhurst of Bangor
arrived Friday.

them—all tell the same story.
it is sheer tolly to go there now;

that those who

are

square miles, about equal in size
to the State of Khode Island.
It has 180
miles of coastjine, many snug harbors,

geography
play.”

Klondikers—aud there

any age.

ing of the iron horse should have been so
long delayed, for Washington county is

of

will not end in smoke—unless it be the

Returning

sex or

The trustees have sold 15
the past week.

summer

Jacksonville, Florida, is looking for
ward to the establishing of a large cigar
factory there. We hope the undertaking
smoke of Jacksonville

blood, of either

joying the hospitalities, and the scenery,
of Washington county, a section which
but recently attained the long desired
railway communication with the outer
world.
The only wonder is that the com-

and

Cuba.

trouble about that as

no

no

Its

St. Louis Globe Democrat “Much is said
Tnere will

There is

sentiment in this

This week the members of the Maine

have

about the work of

public

to

Press Association and their ladies

to

seems

as

and in cut-

the recent session.

Subscription Terms. In advance,$2.00a year;
1.00 for six months; 5u cents for three months.
Advertising Terms. For one square, one inch
length in column,75 cents for one week, and 25
cents for each subsequent insertion.

Reed?

down excessive salaries.

in cut-

The clouds of bad blood enveloping
humanity have a silver lining in the shape
of a specific to remove them. It is Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, America's Greatest Medicine,
which drives out all impurities from the

regard, and it would have been well for
the Legislature to have recognized it at

Largest Circulation in City and County

What of “Tom”

superfluous officials

question

ing People.”

advantage,

in this State to

ing off

I HE PAPER for Maine Seafar-

“The Journal is

al-

are

ways in order. The Journal is heartily in
favor of economy in expenditures, and believes that the pruning knife might be ap-

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Republican

but efforts in this direction

27th.
There were 33 members in the party. They
met at the McCarty cottage where a hearty
welcome awaited them from the genial host,
Capt. Collins McCarty, and his family.
Tables were spread in the cottage, and loaded with a lot of good things, including hot
clam stew, tea, coffee, etc. Recitations were
given by Marjorie Coombs, Gladys Clark,
Harold Scott and Earl White. A vote of
thanks was given to Capt. McCarty and his
cook, Capt. E. D. Bird. The party were

Heights Thursday afternoon, July

“Every Cloud Has
a Silver Lining

anil

is

CASES!

300

vanized chain and two patent an-

JUST RECE!

chors, and is filled with windlass.
Steers with

wheel ;

sail covers and

cover

oil

;

stove and dishes ; tl cabins, difilled with

curtains.

goes with her.

;

has fall set of

wheel

A

tender

fine

All newly painted

ready for cruising. She is a
good sailer and perfectly safe in
and

To sell them

wc

making the
prices ever

lowest

re

know

any weather.
H ill sell very

cheap.

CHAS. R. COOHBS,

A. A. HOWES & GO.

70 Main Street, Belfast.

211

Cool
-AND-

Comfortable, Dwight P. Pali
Our

up=to=date

OFFERS

A

si

PI

!,

SUMMER SHIP

TRUSSES.

HATS, CAPS
HOSIERN

NECKWEAR
We

have

them

in

all

sizes, with all appliances,

UNDERWEAR
All
at

and fit them free.

new

up-to-date
and in st\V

prices

purses and tastes.

think it will
look these

PRESCRIPTIONS

goods

ovei

Dwight P.

Palmer.
ThAII

MASOMC

Carefully compounded from

the

in: i i

•'1

purest of drugs and,chemicals.
]

j
j
j

POOR & SON.

I

j
j

ADHINISTRATOR S SALE
AT

I

PUBLIC

AUCTION.

Pursuant to a license f oin the Honorable ,lodge
of the Probate Court lor the County >>f Waldo. I
shall sell at public auction to the highest bidder,
on Wednesday, the Oth day of September, A. D.
1800, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, on the premises in Monroe, in said County ot Wahlo, the following described real estate ot HAKUIET CATES,
late of said Monroe, deceased, to wit: her late
homestead, bounded and described as follows:
viz: bounded north by land formerly of Charles
H. Neal ley; easterly by the old town road over the
hill; southerly by land now or formerly of .Mary E.
Clement,and westerly by the road leading from
Monroe Cent* r postoftiee to the Monroe Center
school house, and being a part of lot No. 07, in
the 10,000 acre ttact, containing one acre, more
or less, with the buildings thereon.
August 3, 1800.
3w31
F. W. I1KOWN, Jr.,
Administrator of the estate of Harriet Cates.

FLOUR! FLOl
I have just received, tv
Best i’ltem Michigan I
Slow W hitt'. Hurrah's <
White ami l*illsl*ury 's Be-:
prices. Also hay hy the ;«i
At it t
retailed.
Belfast, .Tu'.y IB. isoo

HOUSE FOR
The
E. H.
ave..

two

story 11*.use

Will l»e sold at public auction, at the farm of
AARON 11. SNOW, in Jackson, on Saturday, the
twelfth day of August, 1891), at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, the following described property:
One yoke oxen, two cows, one bull, about ten tons
of hay, about ten thousand feet of spruce, hemlock and hard wood logs at the mill, four hogs,
two mowing machines, all the farming tools and
utensils, one sorrel or chestnut mare, nine years
old, had of James Barton ; one bay mare, five years
old, raised by said Snow; one hay horse, eight
>ears, had of I. Kenniston; one dark chestnut or
brown mare, seven years old, had of Jesse Connor;
two hay horses, sixteen years old, had of Bert
Lain; one buckskin or cream colored mare, six
years old, had of George Kenniston; oie bay
horse, eight years old, had of Oliver Brown; one
hay horse, eight years old, had of Will Bessey;
one hay horse, eight years old, had of Harrison
Stevens, and perhaps other horses. Terms, cash,
or note on three months so indorsed as to be discounted at the Banks. The title to all the property is without dispute.
A. G. CASWELL, Auctioneer.
August 1, 1899.—2w31

I

Mahoney f I tost.
only five minutes

has ius’ been put in th
out.
Fine Loeat ion. A'
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SEALERS'
Towns

are now

scales and

Auction.

H'l

WEIGHTS

required

measures

t

£-fr 'Complete sets furnisl
KRKD A l'\\ OOI>. 'v
June 15, 18‘J‘J.—2ni24

HARNESS MAKING
....AND

Shoe

Repairing

NEATLY AND PROMPTLY I- 'M

aatf

Jo.d’1"^

Wells Building, l‘l,""lx

For Sale

or

Re11!;t.

Brick house ou
Thurlow house.

Congress str*'v'u.-H1
»'« 1 I11"

Belfast, July 6,18tt'J.-ii'tl
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S OF BELFAST.

lHt NEW

anew

“bike” buggy.

Marriner is painting the Uni-

We will print some small jobs, at low
prices, at the Sea Breeze office.

of Probate Court will be

W. M. Robertson of Monroe brought in
230 ears of corn Aug. 1st, the first of the

,^t term

x1

Dr. W. L. West has

Tuesday at 10 o’clock.
ii- meeting of the City Council
next Monday evening.
aud mail

,4

the passenger

of

car

repair shop

the

mo

last

Friday,

went on the
excursion to Maranacook last

nry-tive passengers

marine life.

f

is

engaged for the parade this morning.

The regular meeting of the School Committee lacked a quorem Monday evening.
An adjourned meeting will be held to-mor-

Friday, evening

at 7

o’clock.

50c. and

very pleasant evening was passed with
work, refreshments and sociability.

•horseless carriage” that
It is liorseikmg the most of.
:t is drawn by mules.
[Bath

Sunday.

!

a

i.4

had

is

those "horseless
We are always up

of

one

ng time.
i:rre.

Black, who lately bought the
n Phemx Row, is giviug it a
It is the blue store no
cation.
u
as painted it red. to correspond
t,-• r
buildings, the three stores
an attractive looking block.

V

’.ns. who f<-r tlie past three
ilf has been in the employ of
Hix, has severed bis connecirm and will open the Beach
luville Beach, next week.
Mrs. Robbins have had eonrieuce in the hotel business

v

uhtedly

met

with

success,

i:iy {Star.
great turnout to listen to the
•rt by the Belfast Band on
last Friday evening,
North port and other
in carriages, and with the

miiion

from

The
up a large audience.
the Church street side of the
ach number ou the program

ug

:.

applause.
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tich! work in

some
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are

becoming

small parties
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more

poputhe reguThe Boston

up-river

and arrive back
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to
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botany,

on

st-eamers.
here for
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at
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to
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X
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Bucksport or
Bangor. The

river is beautiful. The
Silver Star to Castine

c

the

pleasant one, as is also
and return by the M. and

very
mi
ue

largely patronized.

Relic.
his

"i

on

Catherine to Bar Harbor next
Fuller particulars of the trip will

steamer

be found in

our

advertising columns.

List of advertised letters remaining unclaimed in the office for the week ending
July 28, 1899: Ladies—Mrs. J. P. Allin,
Mrs. Alvin Curtis, Mrs. Emma Everson,
Miss Ann E. Given, Laura E. Hutchinson.

Gentlemen—George Ames, Emery Bannar,
Mr. Win. Cutler, H. B. Miller.
novel photograph is to be seen in the
collection at R. H. Coombs & Son’s store.
It was taken by Miss Morey, a summer visitor at Castine. and represents the steamer
City of Bangor on perfectly calm water.
The peculiar feature of the picture is in the
reflection of the steamer, which, showing on
the swell caused by the steamer’s wheels,
appears twisted and distorted, but clear and
distinct. It is very seldom that all the conditions can be found for making such a picA

ture.

Band Concert. There will be a concert,
on the lower schoolhouse common Friday
evening at 8 o’clock with the following program

;

March, Admiral Dewey's
Cary
Overture, Hungarian Lustspiel. Kela Bela
Gavotte, Daughters of the Revolution,
Chase
Intermezz from Rusticana,
(By request.)
Selection, Mikado,
(By request.)
Waltz, Espana.
Songs of the Morth and South.
At a Georgia Campmeeting,
(By request.)
■

Congregational
last Friday was entirely suev
enjoyable. There was a
v
and the trip was to Castine
A few stopped at Castine
•vs went to High Head, and
r.ties, enjoyed every minute.
of

■'ii

W. H. Clifford of
a razor that

possession

.ed by his great grandfather
to be at least a hundred
-ars old.
With it Mr Clifford
number of distinguished gen:i«ling Theodore Tilton. Gen.
T. Barnum. Gen. .J L. Chawbernor Wm. G. Crosby, Ex-Govo
dwell and • thers.
When the
known

Mascagni
Sullivan
Waldteufel
Bendix
Mills

Accidents.
Frank Logan was knocked
senseless by a kick from a horse last Satur-

day afternoon. The blow struck him in the
stomach and by-standers thought he was
killed. I)r. Stevens was called and lie was
soon able to walk, and is
apparently as well
before. When he was a small boy a horse
kicked him on the head aud lie was in a
critical condition several weeks_Albert, a
small soli of the late Walter M. Gray, fell
overboard from a boat at Lewis' wharf Monday. He was rescued by Raymond Rogers,
assistant agent of the Maine Central, who
waded in far enough to reach him.
as

Mrs. Ellery Martin of Cleveland, Ohio,
among the number injured by dynamite
in the riots in that
city, and at last reports
was in a critical condition.
Mrs. Martin

was

formerly Adelle Blake, daughter of the
late John H. and Mary Libby Blake, and a
niece of Capt. David H. Libby.
Mrs. Martin’s husband is engaged in the
dry goods
business about two miles from his home, aud
it is her practice to go down to the store
was

every evening and ride home with him.
Thus it was that siie happened to he
passing
by the dangerous locality at the time of the

Clifford’s possession it explosion, on her way to the store.
upon it, showing
East Belfast. Mrs. Hattie Stephenson
»nd made. He lias since had it i is
having her old barn torn down aud a new
and more modern one built.
Frank Davis
N 'ins. The Silver Star received is doing the work....Mr. and Mrs. Edward
er last week.
It is known as ] Davis of Camden visited his brother, George
i speed wheel, is 5 feet in di- Davis. Saturday and
Sunday_Mr. William
will materially increase the Arnold and sister are visiting at Mr. and
at-The Castine had a busy Mrs. Nahum S. Piper-Mrs. V. D. Larrai iv.
She took the Congrega- bee. who has been sick, is reported as
being
school to Bruoksvilie aud better.... Mr. and Mrs. McDonald of Sears:hence she went to Rockland port visited Mrs. M’s
sister, Mrs. Jennie
B.e baseball team to Belfast,and
Bean last
E. W.
Mr.

ner

■

marks

returned both parties... .The
excursion from Camden
to Castine to attend a dance

>u

an

^i.t, accompanied by the LinI’oid.

•tographic studio is

an iuterHere you will find the
photography and a very ex"tion of portraits of well known
•

visit.

?•

$1.

A!1

Sunday-Capt.

pilot

Curtis,

Steamer City of Bangor, with his
wife visited at Eugene S. Achoru’s last week.
on

The Journal has received an interesting
report of a visit by two parties at the farm
of Samuel J. Gurney recently. The farm is
near the Head of the
Tide, Belfast, and is
called by Mr. Gurney, “Happy Valley.”
The place was Mr. Gurney’s home several
years

ago. but for several years has been in

enlarged portrait in crayon of other hands, aud lie has but
recently come
le is not only a
speaking like* into possession of it again.
The report
line example of that class of
shows that the place bore a good crop of
are
done in sepia aud
portraits
hay this year, all harvested in good condilive. We particularly uoticed tion. Mr.
Gurney lives on another place in
non of photos
one of the late
Waldo, but carries on both places. The visivdgore. taken a few years before itors were
given a hearty welcome and an
< perfect picture, aud in
looking excellent dinner, and were much pleased
as if Henry himself in the flesh
with the appearance of things at the farm.

druggists.

The summer school for pupils who are delinquent will open Monday morning.
Mrs. Alfaretta Ingraham of this city has
an apple blossom
geranium seven months
old which has 147 blossoms.
F. H. Francis

was

at

Swan Lake last Fri-

day and christened his new boat and a new
steel rod by capturing a salmon weighing
5 1-2 pounds.
Boat and rod proved satisfactory.
The Methodist Sunday school made its annual excursion yesterday. They went by
steamer Castine to White Head. The day
was fine and the attendance was
large.

Probably the first instance of a dog receiving mail through the post office occurred in
this city last week, when a package was
mailed and delivered in Belfast, all in regular form, addressed to “Skip Eaton. Waldo
avenue, Belfast, Me.”
*

The reunion of the

Nineteenth

Maine

Regimental Association will be held in Rockland on Thursday, August 24th. As that
will be the great day of the Northport
campmeeting the committee are unable to
procure a boat for the excursion, and it is
probable that the members from Belfast and
vicinity will go by buckboards to Camden,
and thence by the electrics.
j
Belfast Band will go to Rockland Aug. 13
to take part iu a Masonic fair.
The fair will
beheld from the 11th to the 14th, inclusive,
and the evening of the third day will be
assigned to Belfast Band for one of their

popular
will

be

and a special excursion
from Belfast to Rockland, leav-

concerts

ruu

ing Belfast at 3 p. m., accompanied by the
band, and returning l>y moonlight after the
concert.
Many of the Masons from Belfast
are planning to make the trip.

Lead better arrived last Thursloop smack Marguerite, with a
■di including fresh and corned
mackerel aud lobsters.
Pendleton caught 50 large inack-is which were set off the foot

Monday morning
Capt.
i.c out the sell. Fairy Forest for
diing trip.F. H. Francis
"*'T.

....

''idsome land-locked salmon in
ist Friday.
The fish was 27
oid very

fine, and weighed 5 1-2

opera of Colonial times,
Mill,” will he given at the
!1HH« Belfast, Wednesday and
Dings, August l»th and 10th, by
pie. including our best local
:' r the
auspices of the Y. P. U. of
iiitic

that the time be extended to the loth, which
was granted. The fact that the offer was not
rejected and that the proposed contractors
ask further time indicate that
they think
favorably of the proposition. The City Government is heartily in favor of the road and
will aid it in every way possible.
Shipping Items
Captain E. L. French of
this city is now on his way, in the schooner
Austin D. Knight, to Crandall, Fla light,
to load lumber for New York, at S3 75
per
M.. free wharfage and free towage ...The
Boston Post says ;‘‘The five-masted schooner
John B. Prescott left Baltimore July 25th,

drawing 25 1-2 feet aft, with 4525 tons of
coal, the largest amount ever brought here
by schooner.lt equals thatof the largest sailing ships and is equal to the capacity of the
average steamer.
It loaded in the quick
'M*hst church. This opera, which period of twelve hours.” The Prescott was
author of the “Frogs of Wind- built at Camden, Me., by H. M. Bean_
s Doted
for its beautiful scenery, Sell. Sadie Willcutt arrived Saturday mornoaturues. spleudid
spectacular iug from Boston in tow of tug Peter B. Brad!!"Vfd stereopticon and electric cal- ley. She was
formerly owned in Boston and
‘‘ffects and beautiful orchestra- was wrecked in the November gale last year,
1
"pera is rich in comedy, while at Vineyard Haven. She was got off and
Duiilar and tragic are uniquely towed to Boston by the wrecking company
A vein of
satire, mostly in the from whom she was bought by G. I). and W.
1 the
tory usurer Graspall, runs S. Pendleton. She has been taken on the
the opera; in fact the effect of marine railway, and it is found that her fore
■

■

'■

j

aiaukind is the theme of the work.
remarkable in this respect,
11! the
music was taken away and

dialogue left,

v

a very good play
Among the leading
scenes are the rustic and pond
the great competative drill and

^’H be left.
1

^

1

*r

of the minute
,!{!'artureAdmission
25 cents;

men

^
4

"

"ent«.

'>VQ.

tor Bunreserved

On sale at City Drug Store,

foot and false keel

are gone, and her sternThese will be replaced by
new work, a new rudder
put in, and her
bottom generally repaired. She will have
new small spars, new sails, and general repairs to her rigging-Sells. Mary L. Crosby
and Levi Hart have arrived the past week
from New York with coal for the Belfast
Fuel & Hay Co.The bkne. Mabel I.
Meyers arrived at Portland July 30 from
Boston to load lumber for South America-

post started.

|

Cottage to rent on South Shore, Northport,
after Aug. 14th. Inquire of A. P. Mansfield. ...II. A. Starrett, Main street, oilers
bargains

in wrappers, a reduction in suits,
cloaks and skirts of half price and specially
good bargains iu underwear, hoisery and
shirtwaists. Call and see them.
North Belfast, Wilbert Brier returned
to Boston Monday, after a vacation of two
weeks... Thomas Gurney left Tuesday for
Howard, R. L, where he has a situation iu
the insane asylum-Geo. U. White and
grandson George Hatch left yesterday for a
business trip to Brockton-Hatch Bros.
shipped hOO fish barrels to Boothbay Harbor
Tuesday, by soli. Bamier, from Belfast_
An ice cream social was held on the church
lawn Tuesday evening.
It was largely atteuded and was a very pleasant oebasion_ I
Rev. D. F. Atherton, who is supplying the
pulpit here for the season, is giving gen eral
satisfaction. There is a good interest iu all
departments of church work, and the con-

gregations

are

large.

The

Court House Extension.
The
County Commissioners have held meetings
recently to discuss the matter of the proposed changes in the Court House. They
are informed by the Judges of the
Supreme
Court that they are obliged to furnish fireproof vaults for the county records, and that
vaults in a non-fire-proof building will not
The Commissioners therefore think
that it will be necessary to build a tire-proof
addition to the court house, and place all
the vaults therein. This will be more exanswer.

pensive than the plan of putting fire-proof
vaults into the present offices, but less so
than to build an addition and place a portion of the vau Its in the old structure.
The
plans now on hand do not provide for the
vaults all in the new part, hence new plans
must be made.
The architect will meet the
Commissioners in this city next Monday for
that purpose.
We published last week in our Nortliport
News, under the caption of “Three Gentlemen of New
York,” an article which we
have since found to be a perversion of facts
and while perhaps doing only justice to one

—

s

|
|

New Advertisements. B. C. Dinsmore
has some fine bargains in low shoes. Call
enriy and take advantage of the cut prices..
The Bird farm at Little River is to rent. Apply to E. I). Burd at Little River after Aug.
5th... .Read the Tax Collector’s notice....

gentleman did great injustice to the other
two, whose names were not given but whose
-re you.
The Electric Railroad. Tlie Journal identity was sufficiently indicated. Had
the matter received the usual close scrutiny
E. H. Colby and son Miller of
July 20th reported a visit to Belfast of
■vit'irday night in soli. Clara with three gentlemen interested in electric rail- it would not have appeared and we regret its
!; is "f fish,
publication. Following is the letter from
caught since Tuesday, roads in the interests of a road to
Northport the
that the dog-fish are still plenparty most interested in regard to the
Compground, the result being the making of
facts:
iblesome, aud that they experi- an offer to them
by the owners of the elecA
-"e‘at deal of trouble from skates.
Sensational
Misrepresentation.
tric lighting plant, which was to be
accepted Usually the better policy is to iguore articles
there are as many skates as or
rejected on or before Aug. 1. On that day of a slanderous and auouymous character,
the trawls, and as the former
Win. H. Quimby, who represented the local but owing to so much injustice and so inauy
ss they take at least 50
per cent. owners in the matter, received word from insinuations being cast against the characters of two gentlemen from New York in an
Stances by occupying the hooks. one of the
party that owing to other business article by “Eye Witness” last week that it is
to this nearly every hook taken
engagements the party was scattered and found necessary to make public two impory
tant facts which would have changed the
lost.
Mackerel are scarce_ could not meet at that time.
They asked

';1

Swanville. Mrs. M. M. Nickerson of
Whitman,| MaSB., is spending her annual
vacation among her old neighbors and
friends-Miss Nellie Marr of Woburn,
Mass., is the guest of her grandparents,

Armor Bearer Cirele, King’s Daughters and
Sons, met July 25th with Mrs. Isa Morse. A

Belfast people, who desire to visit the war
ships of the North Atlantic Squadron, will
be given a fine opportunity by the excursion

B.

mi

noted for hanging on.
weaken your throat
and lungs, and lead to
serious trouble.
Don’t trifle with them.
Take Scott’s Emulsion at
once.
It soothes, heals,
and cures.
are

The Belfast Baud makes an excursion today to Bangor for the fireman’s muster, and

in the commuicatiou had they been
furnished. Firstly. Had the missing boy
been on the wreck he would not have beeu
in auy immediate danger, as the daughter of
one of the gentlemen was on the wreck with
two girl companions
enjoying herself. Consequently he did not deem the unreasonable
request of an excited mother of sufficient
importance to row to the wreck to simply
find out whether her sou was there or not.
However, the boy appeared ou the scene
safe and sound shortly after.
Secondly. Seated not more than one hundred feet away were five or six young men,
who placed so little importance in all that
transpired that not one took the trouble- to
tone

come

forward—showing

how

groundless

the fears of the mother before the
boy arrived. Now it stands to reason would
so many gentlemen see a child in danger
without one coming forward to offer assistThere
ance if there was
any real danger.
are
always two sides to every story. It
would be well for “Eye Witness” to keep
his weather eye open and practice on his
neighbors a little of the milk of human
kindness that he prbaches.
T. George Dopworth.
were

Concerning

Local

Industries.

Mark Wood & Son have among their recent
orders handsome marble tablets for the wife
of Simon S. Erskiue, Morrill; Beniamin F.
Thaxter, Knox; the wife of Kev. John Hamilton, Halldale; and for the wife of Samuel

Donnell, Belmont.
Harrison, Wood & Co. are making a neat
ball monument of black diamond granite for
Manley Colson of Ellingwood's Corner; a
large double tablet for the parents of Arthur
Boyd of Northport Searsport; a drapery urn
monument for Otis Drinkwater, Northport;
a large monument for Wilmot F. Ham, Jackson; and a double tablet for John M. Gordon, Lincolnville.
Ladies clean your kid gloves with La Belle
Kid Glove Cleaner, for sale only by Carle &
Jones, dealer in china, glass, lamps, wall
3m23
pnper and ten cents goods.

Centre Montville.
Mr. Ralph Carter
took a trip to Bar Harbor last week... .Rev.
Mr. Seligee of Morrill preached at the Frye
school house last Sunday and will hereafter
hold services at the same place every other
Sunday at 2:30 in the afternoon.... Mr. C. R.
Richards of Washington, D. C., is visiting
the family of James O. Bartlett.... Waldo
Countv Grange will hold its next meeting
with Union Harvest Grange in September.
-Miss Edna Thompson visited friends in
Belfast last week'.... A party of about fifteen
from this place visited the Camden mountains last week and brought back about
eight bushels of blueberries.... Miss Dearborn of Boston, Mass., is spending his vacation with Mrs. O. A. Ramsay.

Halldale. Richard Raynes, who has been
visiting his b rother, A. F. Raynes, returned
to his home in Bangor last Monday-Mrs.
G. L. Poland and children of Medford, Mass
and Mrs. J. B. Poland and daughters of
Fitchburg, Maas., are visiting at W. E.
Poland’s_J. w. Plummer of Cambridge,
Mass., visited his wife and little daughter,
who were stopping here last week....J. E.
Hall suffered severely last week with a
sore in his throat_A. F. Major is moving
to Freedom-

They

granted as follows:
Cook. Winterport. $8 to
W. Peabody, Newburgh, $8
\V Martin. Camden, $12 to $16.
been

1

Slimmer colds

season.

row,

will speak before the reguf the Nature Club Monday
.st 14th. He will treat of some
\

County Correspondence.

CUT PRICES IN

LOW SHOES.

Windermere Park.
Dr. and Mrs. Bilof Freedom have been spending two
weeks
here.
Mr.
B.
A.
Perkins
aud Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs, H. P. Marr.Mr. E.
H. Nickerson and family of Portland are Mrs. Charles J. Perkins of Portland were
their guests. Mr. and Mrs. G. Bellows and
spending a few weeks in town-Miss Lena Master
Charles were here for a few days....
Cuuningham and Mr. Henry Aldrich of Mrs. M. S. White of Belfast
spent last TuesMalden, Mass., are guests of Miss Louise
here-Mrs. Gorham Clough of Rock.
Cunningham_Mrs. Fred Miller and son day
Miss
Faunce
and
Mr. and Mrs.*
Mary
Frank of Chelsea arrived Monday night_ land,
Mr. and Mtb. Robert Woodbury Waldron, W. B Swan of Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. Gray
Mrs. M. J. Downes and Mr. Wm. Gilleatt and Miss Darithea of Waterville, Miss Winn
of Texas, Mr. and Mrs. Berry and Master
spent a day at Northport last week... .Many
of our farmers have finished haying. The Berry from Montana, Mr. Bagley and friend
of Portland aud many others are guests at
crop is very light_Mrs. Sarah Crockett the hotel....The
fishing is exceptionally
and Miss Alice Young are guests at Elisha
good. Prof. Rochelle of Boston caught a
Parson's.
salmou, weight 2 12 lbs-The cottages are
Liberty. Capt. A H. Pulcifer of New all engaged and many more could bo rented
York is expected to join his family here if they were to be had... .Last Friday night
Tuesday and remain during the month of we were treated to a most beautiful sunset.
August-Mrs. Wisdom and her daughter The sky was a dark orange hue shaded and
Hattie returned to their home at Somerville, interspersed with blue which reflected upon
Mass., and Miss Flossie Mold, returned to the water which also looked the same orange
her home in New York at the same time.... hue. Many persons stood enraptured at the
The young people of the village held their sight. The water of the lake was as smooth
annual masque ball at hall St. George Wed- as,‘glass; it was a sight worth crossing a
nesday evening_Albert Snow and Albert continent to witness... .Mr. Benj. F. Wells
Little, two young men from Boston, are stop- is still at the Park aud is extremely kind in
ping for a few weeks with Mrs. Perkins on taking the visitors about both to admire its
lower Main street_B. F. Clough of Ar- beauties and fishing on the lake.
He has
lington, Mass., and Miss Susie Copp of Au- constructed some very pretty lanes aud
gusta are visiting here_Mr. Stevens and grottoes which are very much admired_
wife and Miss Liila Mero of Pittsfield are Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks are giving excellent
among the visitors here this week.Leon- satisfaction and their fish chowders are
ard Berry has returned from Buffalo, N. Y.. something to be remembered. Altogether the
where he has been superintending a Govern- natural beauties grow' upon one and each
ment job in the interest of the Bod well
day some new' discoveries are made... Aug.
14th is looked forward to aud no doubt a
Granite Co.
large crowd will be here. It is a place one
Monroe. Mrs. Frank Nye and daughter likes to visit and is
sorry to leave.
Lena are visiting relatives in Pittsfield....
Frank Nye, undertaker, in company with
Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Prospect Ferry.
D. A. Nye, has gone to Bucksport to take Brewster and little daughter Clara, who
the place of undertaker Ware while he lias a have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
vacation-Rufus Nealley is comfortable Heagan, returned to their home in Camden
and thought to be improving-Mrs. Horace
last Saturday-Miss Lizzie Wilson spent
Webber, who has been poorly all summer last week in Islesboro.... Mrs. Mary Smith
and dangerously sick the past week, is a lit- is stopping at Wm. Smith’s in Stockton
tle better at present under care of Dr. H. A
Springs for a short time-Arthur Grindle
Holt.... Will Emerj and wife of Massaehu- spent last Sunday with his father, returning
setts are visiting their parents_Eddie to Bangor Monday morning.... E. R. BatehNealley, who went to Bar Harbor with his elder is at home on a short vacation with
horses for employment, has returned and his family-Mrs. Lydia J. Pierce and her
did out find employment_Mrs. Blanche two daughters, Medora and Mary, of PeaStevens has gone to St. Albans to see her body. Mass., are visiting relatives here_
sister, who is very sick... .Mrs. Betsey Col- Mrs. Orilla McManus is at home from Massachusetts and will spend the summer with
son has gone to Camden to visit her daughter, Mrs. Georgie Wiley_Albert Ham and her daughter, Mrs. Auna C. Ilarrimanhis daughter. Mrs. Mary Hatch of Alton and Mrs. Anna C. Harrinian entertained the LaMrs. Agnes Sherburne and little son Wal- dies’ Circle last Saturday afternoon and
ter James of Brownvilie are visiting their evening... .George r. Wescott met with a
accident last Friday.
He was
aunt, Mrs. Franklin Chase_G. W. Mansur serious
and wife of Bangor drove up July 22nd from raking hay with his horse and thinking to
his cottage at Sandypoint, where his family start him along a little faster he put cut his
foot when the horse kicked with both feet
are passing the summer, to spend Sunday
with his sisters, the Misses L. A. and S. A. breaking one v.f Mr. Wescott’s legs below
Mansur. He was pleased to find his invalid tfie knee, lie is attended by Dr. Stevens of
Stockton Springs and at this writing is dosister somewhat improved since he brought
her to her new home here some seven weeks ing as well as could be expected.... Hollis
Billado died at bis home July 24th, after a
ago.
long illness of consumption, at the age of IP
Winterport.
Mr. Frank Simpson was years. He leaves a mother, two sisters, aud
thrown from his carriage Saturday night and four brothers to mo urn their loss. Funeral
seriously injured. He did not recover con- services were held at his home July 2d h,
sciousness until Monday afternoon.
It is
Rev. Wm. Forsyth of Bucksport officiating.
hoped, however, that lie will recover-A The singers were Joe Brewster of Camden,
little daughter was born to Mrs. Lizzie Mrs. Annie Avery and Mrs. Anna C. HarriTorrey, Sunday_Mr. Alonzo Hurd had a nian. The flowers were very beautiful; a
had fall <»ue day last week and was painfully
N. J. Heagan, IP
pansy pillow from Mrs
injured.... Mrs. May Dowley of Fall River pinks from Mrs. G. B. Brown, pansy wreath
an l Mr. James A. Cole of Warren, Mass
from Mrs. Emma Luke, pansy cross from
were united in marriage Saturday evening.
Vannie Ilarriman. wreath of clematis from
The wedding took place at the home of the Emily Ginn. IP
pinks from schoolmates, cut
bride’s sister, Mrs. R. A, Snow, Rev. D. H. flowers from Mrs. Fannie
Batcbelder, Mrs.
H. Davis <;f
Piper officiating_Mrs.
A. A. Ginn. Otis Littlefield, the family,
Houlton is the truest of Mrs. E. S. Thomp- Miss Freda Harrinian. Mrs. F. S. Ilarriman.
son-Miss Hannah Thompson is at home
from Boston for a short vacation.Mrs.
I he Churches.
Fannie Ellingwood and son are visiting her
parents, Capt. and Mrs. N. A. Rich.
Meetings will be held at the Peopl e’s MisCliirles Fernald is home from Boston for a
sion, 58 High street, every Tuesday, Thursshort vacation-Dr.
L. Stavely of
A.
day, Saturday and Sunday evening. All
Washington, D. C., spent a few days in are
welcome
town recently, visiting his uncles, F. W.
and S. P. Kelley-H. M. Thayer of StouRev. R. T. Capen will occupy the Baptist
ington is in town-Mr. Bertrand March of pulpit next Sunday. The subject of the
Portland visited his aunt, Mrs. R. F. Moody. Sunday school lesson will be, “A New
last week_Miss Cochrane of Bangor is Heart." Ezekit-1 36:25 156
The subject of the
the guest of Miss Nellie Morrissey.... Mrs. meeting of the Y. P. 3. C. E. will be ••DriftAshley Dean left for Boston on Monday’s ing/’ Eph. 4:14
boat....Mr. Sheldon, who has been visiting
Services at the Methodist church next
Ins cousin, Miss Blanche Shaw, has returned
Sunday will be as usual: Sermon at 10 45;
to Boston_Mr. Elliott of Brunswick. Ga.,
school tat 12; Epworth League at
Sunday
is the guest of Miss Georgie PlummerThe
6.30; praise ami revival service at 7.30
Mr. Joseph Blaisdell and family of New
<»f
the Epworth League meeting will
York are in town for their annual visit.... subject
he
James
1
leader
Miss
:8;
Nettie
“Drifting.”
Mrs St. Leger, who has been the guest of
Follett.
Miss Eilie Littlefield, lias returned to her
Lome in Boston_Mrs. Josie Mason and
Miss Kate Bickford sang in a tine voice
little daughter spent last week at Northport. and with expression the solo. The Star of
_Mrs. Ellery Bowden is quite ill....Mr.
Bethlehem,
by Adams, at the Universalist
and Mrs. I. J. Durham and Master Horace, church last
Sunday morning, by request.
and Mrs. Leslie Downs left for Boston on We have heard
many favorable comments
Saturday’s boat... .Mr. and Mrs. Bert Kellen on the solo and the young artist richly deof Brewer arc visiting Mrs. Kellen’s parents, serves them all.
Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Spencer-Mrs. C. M.
Rev. Geo. A. Mills of Limerick will
Chase returned from Old Town last Thursday, accompanied by her daughter, Mrs. C. preach at the North church next Sunday
L. Banghart and her infant daughter-Miss forenoon in exchange with the pastor, his
Tim Sunday
Mamie Le Favor of Boston is the guest of son. Rev. George S. Mills
The
Miss Beulah Rankin-Mrs. Abbie Hard- school will be held as usual at 12.
ing Morgan died at her home Wednesday topic of the Y P. S C. E meeting will he
!
illness
of
4:14
The topic of the
many weary “Drifting.” Eph.
night after a painful
mouths, at the advanced age of SO years. prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening
She was a native of Bucksport and married will bn “The soul's need that the body
the late Henry G. Morgan in 1857. She restEx. 20:8-11; Mark 6:30 32.
left a sou, Mr. Seth H. Morgan, and two
daughters of her late husband. Mrs. R. S.
Rundlett and Mrs. Charles Emery, to mourn
their loss. Mrs. Morgan was a very intelligent, companionable woman, a devoted
Christian, for many years a member of the
Congregationalist Church. She was greatly
beloved by a large circle of friends. Funeral
services were held at her late home Sunday
afternoon conducted by Rev. D. H. Piper.
Many friends and relatives were present to
Catarrh of the bowels, bepay their last tribute of affection and the
cause it is most prevalent in
floral offerings were unusually profuse and
the summer months, is called
beautiful.
summer catarrh.
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Remember that cholera morbus, cholera
summer complaint, bilious colie,
diarrhoea and dysentery are each and all
catarrh of the bowels. Catarrh is the only
correct name for these affections. Pe-ruua is an absolute specific for these ailments,
which are so common in summer. Dr.
Hartman, in a practice of over forty years,
never lost a single case of cholera infantum,

dysentery, diarrhoea, or cholera morbus,
and his only remedy was Pe-ru-na.
Those desiring further particulars should
a
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free copy of “Summer Catarrh.”

Address, Dr. Hartman, Columbns, O.
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DINSMORE,

Now is the Time to

Buy

Street, Belfast.

Your Winter's Coal

FIRST QUALITY THOROUGHLY PREPARED COAL.
If'e offer to the citizens of Belfast anti vicinity
following well known coals :

the

Plymouth loin, Lackawanna, Lattimer Lehigh
George’s Creek Cumberland Coal,
Delivered in

PriP-*s at
Wharf.

Delivered
and put ■.

I)U!ii;>Cut
$5 85

Chestnut Coal.$5 00
Stove
5 00
Kgs
5 40
«
Furnace
5 40

$6.00
6 00
5 80

5 85
5 05
5 05

5 80

I.eliigh coal Jo cents per ton higher
A discouut of Joe per ton will be made from the above prices to all customers for Cash settlement within 10 days from delivery of their coal, provided
their orders in ton lots, or more, are placed before September 1st, and are

ready to

receive their coal at our convenience any time before November 1st.

WE GUARAXTEE PROMPT DELIVERY,

CORRECT WEIGHT and CAREFUL DELIVERY

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY,
3m3°

33, 35 and 37 Front Street, Belfast.

Telephone34-2

THE SEA BREEZE.
Vul.

EXCURSION
From

S

iSqq.
—

6th.

WE PRINT ANTTHIN(i.—Leaflets.
^Envelopes.* Flyers,* Pamphlets,*
Cards,* Booklets,* Programs,* Bill
<fc Note Heads.+Posters.+£-c.,+ifce.

staunch, swift sailing ami commodious

...STEAMER

.4 ug. ?.

The pen is mightier than the sword
So many people tl
»k;
ground,
But the thing that makes the world go
Is plenty of printers’ ink.

BAR HARBOR,

unday, August

The

No. 31.

m._
Belfast, Me.,

Belfast, Northport and Castine

to

CATHERINE...

Will go to Bar Harbor next Sunday, and will be
there long enough for the excursionists to visit
the war ships of the North Atlantic Squadron, as
well as to take in the many places of interest in
and around this attractive summer resort. These
vessels all saw’active service in the late SpanishAmeiican war, making this trip more than of
passing interest.
Steamer leaves Boston A Bangor wharf, Belfast,
at 7.30 a. m.,Northport 7.50, Castine 8.40.
u*,.

Pond lillies.
'Vow! Canada.
Green— things.
Summer excursions.
Mid-summer strikes.
Churehe- not crowded.
The kissing hug- are humbugs.
A cheat) cottage at s.>. shore.
Campground. Northport,to let or sell.
A furnished room to rent,
pleasantly .and conveniently
P. 0., Belfast, a few weeks.

located,near

Fare for the round trip 50 cent*,
O. A. CllOCKKTT, M alinger.

OUR

TOLET.

This

SPECIALTIES*
Time,

Campground "i'ymiMiik<M>art
ol your work.
1

A

Freedom

Third

have in stock,
that will

we

33 Main

Sent

j

Mrs. E.

or

Hail.

BRACKETT 4

CO.,

PRINTERS. BELFAST. MAINE.

Notice.
•

Notin' is

a discount, of 4
per
taxes for 1899 paid to
1 shall he at. the Alderman’s Room in Memoiial Building, on and after
August 1st. daily, until further notice, from 8 30
to 11.30 a. m., and from 1.30 to 4.30 i*. m.
C. H. SARGENT, Collector.
Belfast. August 1, 1899.—31

Lancaster,

35 High Street.

hereby given that

cent, will he made on all
me before August 15th.

and
CHIROFGDISx, MANICURING
SHAMPOOING,

Helfast,

Announces to the people of Belfast and
vicinity
that she is practicing her specialty, and all wishing treatment will be satisfactorily treated by disinfected implements and with modern methods
by an experienced chiropodist.
2m24*2m

TO LET.
The GEORGE BIRD FARM at Little River. To
a practical farmer of
good habits, and a good
worker, wiM let on favorable terms. Will sell the
hay now standing on the place. For terms, etc.,
apply to
E O. BURD,
At Little River after Aug. 5tli.

NOTICE. ,Tlie subscriber
herei y gives notice that she has been
duly
appointed administratrix of the estate of

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

CHARLES H. REYNOLDS, late of Brooks,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment

by Express, Stage,

10 Main St.

This is to give notice that 1 have given rny son,
CHARLES A. PROCTOR, 18 >ears old, his time
and that alter this date 1 shall claim none of his,
earniug9 or pay any debts of his contracting.
CH AS. G PROCTOR.
East Northport, Me., July 20. 1899.—3w29*

infantum,

send for

*.

Cottage at Northport, South Shore,
after August 14th. Inquire of
A P. MANSFIELD,
31tf
Belfast, Maine.

Altoona, Pa., says: “I suffered from
dysentery for three years I took Peru-na

“

11

B. C.

J|

1030

2.00

“

broken, but

/•’.

mend it to those sufferI inn- as I was.”

I

“

“

most any

shall close

(or

"

Of

bowel

unequalled

$2.50

“

“

we

"

(Words flat jou hare paid

Mr. Edward Wormack,
Ledbetter, Tex., writes:

I owe my
] erience.
life to Pe-ru-na, and

wear-

CUT PRICES

them.

move

^

by anything’ in my

August

However,

all the low shoes

and shall make

\(

for

until Christmas.

are worn

Mr. John Harting, G33
Main St., Cincinnati, O.,
writes: “My wife and
)
myself took your I'eru-na for chronic diar7 rhopa and it cured us.
! No doctor or medicine
we tried before helped

Pe-ru-na
troubles is

is late—For the

season

LOW SHOES and OVERGAITERS

It surprises many that
bowel trouble is catarrhal.
Dr. Fiartmans
books make this plain.
Write to the Pe-ru-na
Medicine Co., Columbus, O., for them.
They tell all about catarrh and how
Pe-ru-na cures it wherever located.
“I had chroniediarrhcea
for fifteen years,” writes
M r. T. E. Miller, Grand
Prairie, Tex. “I tried
many medicines and
doct ors in vain. At last
Pe-ru-na was recoinmended, and it relieved aa
and cured me at once.”

...

business way the
it is not, as
a

er

UMMER
CATARRH

Stockton Springs. Mr. Alfred Thompseems slowly but steadily recovering
son
from his severe injury received four weeks
ago, having improved sufficiently to be taken,
by easy conveyance, from Mrs. Clifford’s to
his mother’s home in Sandypoint-Mr. J.
G. Lambert is having a clearance sale, his
entire stock of dry goods being offered at a
reduction of ten per cent.... Miss Lucile
Frye of Malden, Mass., was in town last
week, calling on friends aud taking pictures
of her father’s old home on Pleasaut Point,
Mrs. Alice Laucaster and sou of Addison,
and niece, Miss Pettingall of Pembroke,
arrived Wednesday of last week for a short
visit with Mr. aud Mrs. John Lancaster
Mr. and Mrs. Simea, guests of Mr. aud Mrs.
Melvin Colcord, left, Thursday. July 27th, to
return to their home in Everett, Mass_
Mrs. Albert Kelley aud daughter are at the
hotel for several weeks.Mr. Harry Park
returned last Friday from Ocean Point.
Mr. aud Mrs. Luther Glover and Mr. aud
Mrs. Henry Hall, two sons aud maid, all of
Quincy, Mass., arrived Saturday, and are at
Mrs. Avalena Griffin’s.Mr. Clifford Colcord of New York came by train Saturday
night, to spend his vacation iu town....The
Oliver Fletcher descendants have leased the
Farnham cottage for the mouth of August,
and some of the members, iucludiug Mrs.
Albert, Crockett aud daughter, Mrs. Ischback of Charlestown, Mass., Mrs. Will Berry,
sou and
daughter, of Portland, Me., are
already occupying it, while the others will
join them later.... Mrs, Rufus Mudgett, Mrs.
Albert Ames aud Mrs. Rose Sanborn come
Saturday from Kingman, tbe latter for a
two-weeks’ visit_Dr. Herman Hichborn
aud wife of Cambridge, Mass., arrived on
Sunday’s boat for their auuual outing at the
doctor’s old home... .Other arrivals Sunday
were Mr. Walter Kimball and Mr. Geo.
Moulton from Boston.Capt. Elden Shute
went to Vinalhaven Monday to join his vessel.... Mr. Frank Cousens arrived Monday
for a two-weeks’ visit with his family...*.
Mrs. Jennie Bragg, with sou Lester, returned
from East Brookfield Tuesday, to spend
August with his mother.... Mr. aud Mrs.
James Crocker and child of Westboro, Mass.,
are in town the
guests of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Sylvanus Pendleton.. Mrs. Charles
P. Staples arrived Tuesday from New York.
Miss Harriet H. Grant of Portland, Me.,
is visiting relatives in town.... What
might
have been a serious accident occurred in our
harbor Tuesday. Captains A. C. Colcord and
! Ed. Hichborn, who have recently bought
the yacht Jiby
were out trying their new
purchase when the main boom knocked
Capt. Hichbo n overboard. Though the
captain has been a quarter of a century at
sea he could not swim a stroke and but for
the cool
seamanship of Capt. Colcord would
have drowned in less than seven feet of
water.

«

immediately.

ABBIE L.

Brooks, July 11,1899.—3w31

REYNOLDS.

,,

Belfast, Aug. 3,1899.—3w31

House for Sale.
|
I

OF PARK AND

CORNER
Enquire of
22tf

CHARLES STREET 8

MRS. W. H. MOODY,
At A. A. Small’«, 29 Miller Street.

MODERN ROMEO.

A

Economic

Aspect of the Liquor Prob-

Literary

lem.
She had coasted down a steep hill
which turned two sharp corners. She had
an escort, but he was a young man with
discretion and a brake, and while he
would do a great deal to save her he
couldn’t see the pleasure in perishing
with her. So when she whirled round the
first coiner he resigned himself to losing
her and wondered how he would take the
body home. The thought came to him
that the situation w ould be less complicated if she should be dead than if she
should be seriously, wounded, but he put
that idea aside hastily, and hoped that
she wouldn’t sutler much before he
could get aid.
When he cautiously turned the second
corner he saw the victim sitting on a
stump beside the road and tapping the
ground with her foot.
•‘C ome by freight'?-’ she asked scornfully. Her protector dismounted and looked
her over.

"You aren't hurt?” he said anxiously.
"Of course not!
What could hurt
me?”
"You really oughtn’t to do that sort of
thing, you know," he protested. "Nobody ha> any business coasting that sort
of hill."
"1 hope you don’t think that a bad
bill”
He did, and registered a mental oath
that next time he should take a girl wheeling she wouldn’t be aide to ride better
than lie, but he smiled feebly and then
the giii relented.
c ss it is a nasty
sue said,
niii,
swu-t}. “But I'm not afraid of coasting.
They >ay tiie best w .y to teacli a boy to
swim :s :■ throw him into deep water and
let him scramble toi life.
If he finds he
can take care of himself, then he’ll never
be aloud again,
i learned to coast something after that fashion. 1 don’t believe 1
ewed up courage
enough to tiy it deliberately, the way that
you men do.’'
The young man looked less exasperated. ami pre-empted part of the stump.
Her
“How did it happen?*’ lie asked.
band was a nice soft little one. aud he
concluded that it made little difference if
a girl did
iide well.
There were other
things to he considered. On the whole he
thought he wouldn’t change girls for his
next ride.
“We were up at Magnolia,” she said,
‘‘and I had been riding all summer, but
1 used a brake aud back pedaled down
bill, and if the place was a bad one i got
oil and walked. People said I didn’t have
proper pride about wheeling,but 1 wasn’t
taking any risks, and the very thought of
.■casting made my blood run cold. One
h-.y we started for Annisquam, and about
half way there we struck an awful hill.
It was frightfully steep and long, and was
full of gravel.
Then there were springs
in the woods, so that little streams ran
across the road diagonally and had washed deep hollows. At the bottom the road
turned a sharp corner in sand and ran
down almost to the beach, but finally divideo. one path going onto the beach and
the other turning along the shore.
“1 thought at first that I’d get off, but
Tom went ahead.” Then some difficulties
with regard to staging on the stump wore
arranged, and she went on with her story.
“Several swell carriages were coming
up lie hill, and 1 didn't want to look like
a 'train rat. so 1 pedaled ahead and started o "A n.
1 tried to use my brake, but
the wi." died thing wouldn’t work, and
'• tiie time I found that
out 1 had struck
'ae first washout.
My wheel gave a jump
y*ui km w Low—my feet flew off the peds. i :;cw "if the seat, but 1 came down
■n
id
mu away we went.
My,
now we uni
! 1 didn't know what to do
with a. met. so I tried to curl them up
•ut to harm’s way, andgiipped the handle bai
nd wandered who would feel
worst
ah-uit m\ death.
What? Oh, you
see y
idn't know me then, s-.« you
w<";
ii: f ;ut'.v known what you were los_

<

ing.
“The people leaned out of the carriage
watch me go by. and I beard one old
gel.lit m o. s c, M lazy fool. She 1 M-rve.s
but 1 was too fai away by that time to
hear the rest of it.
I suppose he thought
1 was doing m\ iittle stent for fun.
Tom
was ahead of me, and 1 couldn’t turn out
tor anything,
sol screamed, “Look out,
Tom, I'm coasting!’ He said. “.Jerusalciu, and s. rambled to the side of the
load, looking as scared as 1 felt.
He
thought I was doing it all on purpose, too.
My wheei made flying leaps ovei every
iittle stream, and 1 stayed on, but 1 knew
about the sand at the bottom of the hill,
aud thought I could see my finish. It. took
something more than sand to stop me in
m\ mad career.
1 flew around the corner and on down the road, but I
didn’t
have sense enough to turn the second
to

—

corner.

along down tlie path,
the peb!di:> anil stones, and into the

the whc-iover

watei.
1 was
to me nothing

Mijirised

at that. It seemed
but the end of the world
would stop that wheel.
I grabbed the
bicycle and waded out. By this time Tom
was ou the beach
waiting for me.
"Wasn't lie relieved?” asked the young

man

tenderly,

she looked indignant.
"Believed? He howled! lie said when
he took a girl bicycling he was prepared
to save her from some kinds of death, but
that lie wouldn’t swim to her rescue. He
couldn't afford to shrink his bicycle togs.
‘■Now, when I'm going riding with a
man, Tom always advises him to wear his
bathing suit. [Ex.
To Cure

a

Cough

To Cure

a

Cold in One

To Cure
To Cure
Take

in One

Bay
Bay
Sore Throat in One Day
Hoarseness in One Day

Cleveland’s

Lung Healer,

25c

Trial sire free.

If it fails to cure, your
A. A. Howes
money will be refunded.
<Sr Co.
The
now

steamer

building

Gov.

at.

Bingley,
Chester, l’a.,

which
to

is

replace

the lost steamer Portland, on the route
between Boston and Portland will be
ready for launching about the middle of
this mont t.
The hull is now
rapidlynearing completion. The engine of the
steamer is set up in the
shops of the construction company, and will soon be
given
a s:
trial.
Her
trial
p
trip will be from
the builders' yard to New
York, where
she will be turned over to the
company if

accepted.

Bobbed

tile

Grave

startling incident, of which Mr. John
Ohver of Philadelphia, was the subject., is
A

narrated by him as follows: "I was in a
1111 'St dreadful condition.
My skin was almost yellow, eyes sunken, tongue
coated,
paia continually in hack anil sides, no apweaker
petite—gradually growing
day by
day. Three physicians had given me up.
Fortunately, a friend advised trying 'Electric Bitters;’ and to my great
joy and surprise. the first bottle made a decided imI continued their use for three
provement.
weeks, ami am now a well man. J know they
saved my life, and robbed the grave of another victim." No one should fail to
try
them.
Only 50cts., guaranteed, at K. H.
Moody’s Drug Store.
Mr. Freedom N.

Ulrick, formerly of
with Pendleton Bros.,
No. 48 South street, New
York city.
When the war with Spain
broke out he enlisted in Troop C of the
New York Volunteer cavalry. His friends
are now urging
his appointment as a
lieutenant in the provisional army for the
Portland, is
shipbrokers,

now

at

Philippines.

Croup instantly relieved. Dr. Thomas'
Eclectric Oil. Perfectly safe. Never fails.
At any drug store.

Mrs. Col. Richardson

This is the second volume issued by the
committee of fifty learned men who have
undertaken to give us the bottom facts as
to the liquor problem in all its phases.
The first volume treated of legislative asA third will take up the physiolpects.
ogical effects, and the fourth will discuss
substitutes for the saloon in large cities.
It is not pretended by the committee that
the results reached are absolutely free
from error. “The personal equation will,
of course, enter more or less into the reBut the investigation has been
turns.-’
pursued iu the spirit of scientific research
and gieat pains seem to have been taken
to check partisanship and eliminate the
effects of predisposition whether on one
We are favorablv imside or the other.
pressed by the candid, truth-seeking
spirit of the director, Mr. Faruham, and
tile wisdom of the plans adopted for arriving at correct returns. The conclusions
arrived at are of much importance, and w e
lay them,in brief form, before our readers.
Of the poverty which comes under the
view of the charity organization societies
about Z5 per cent, cau be traced pretty
directly to liquor. Of the poverty found
in almshouses 37 per cent, is due to liIu the case of the destitution of
quor.
children not less than 45 per eeut. was
found to be accounted for by liquor habits
of parents, guardians, and others.
The
percentages are doubtless smaller than
some would expect, but the examiners
were charged not to attribute the poverty
to drink unless the connection was direct
and immediate; that is, unless drink led
to loss of employment, or prevented the
person from getting a situation, or unless
lie was known to drink to excess.
The
proportion of poverty that would be eliminated if the moderate drinker spent properly and productively what he wastes iu
drink would, of course, be very much

larger.

The investigation as to the causes of
crime covered 13,402 convicts in seventeen prisons of twelve .States. Intemperance figured as one of the causes of crime
in nearly 50 per cent., but it was a first
cause in only 31 per cent., and the sole
It is the one most
cause in IT per cent.
prolific sources of criminal condition.
Unfavorable environment and lack of industrial training are both resposible when
taken singly for less than half as many
causes as intemperance; but taken together. and when they are in combination, they
are found to be the cause of the criminal
condition of nearly twice as many of our
convicts as intemperance itself. Unfavorable environment comes second among the
causes of crime.
The Negro was made the subject >.*f
special investigation, and the survey established three important facts: (1) That
comparatively few negroes are habitual
drunkards; (2) that intemperance is accountable for only a small part of the
negro’s backward condition; and (3) that
only in exceptional cases is inebriety a
Evibarrier to his steady employment.
dence of an alarming increase in drunkenness is
but
it
is
obwholly wanting,
served that the drink habit has the firmest hold «»u the younger members of the
race.
Negroes are convivial by nature
and delight in the social side of drinkAbstinence from principle is rare.
ing.
Once in a while they get drunk, blit rarely go off on prolonged sprees. Steady
tippling i’i the cabin is practically uiiknown.
The effect of a debauch wears
oif with singular rapidity, and does not
seem to weaken them to the extent of incapacitating them for work.
The saddest chapter in the book is that
which tells of the outrageous manner in
which the Indians have been, and are being destroyed, by the fire-water of the
whites.
The Indian drinks solely for the
effects produced by liquor: he lias no social pleasure in it, he simply wants to get
drunk.
He is utterly powerless in the
presence of liquor, helpless before the
temptation. And those who should protect him are largely ial.se to their trust and
connive with his enemies for his ruin.
And so long as the Indian Bureau is a political machine, where the henchmen of :
the party, often drunkards themselves, |
are provided with a place,
very little good \
is likely to
>e
accomplished. The law ^
bus been wholly inadequate and is very.
unely enforced, its enforcement often
the merest farce, and vain appeals have
been constantly made both to Congres*
and the President to do something.
The ;
first adequate law dealing with the sale of ;
liquor to the Indians was passed by Con-j
gress Jan. 30, 1>'»T, but whether it will be !
enforced any better than those preceding!
it, is very doubtful. A change in the sys- j
tern is greatly needed.
The most interesting chapter is that
which deals with the social aspects of the
saloon in great cities.
The reports on 1
this come from workers in social or college settlements such as Hull House,
Chicago, the South End House, Boston, I
the South Park Settlement, San Francisco,
and the Kingsley House, Pittsburg.
The j
report on the Chicago saloons, that is,
those of the nineteenth ward, given by
Mr. Ernest Carroll Moore, is the longest ;
and most startling.
The saloons there, i
he says, do not stand for intemperance, j
Nowhere is drinking the principal tiling.
One sees there a well-behaved little group j
of meu who play cards together, read, 1
In
smoke, and drink a glass of beer.
short, it is the workingman’s club room, |
with intoxication as rare an incident as in |
the club rooms of the rich.
The saloon- I
keeper is the poor man’s friend, trusts
him, lends him money, is generous with I
gifts of fuel, food, and clothes, is a social
and political power, makes hut little; I
“profits have been reduced to a minimum,
and more saloon-keepers than any other
class of tradesmen fail in business.”
The
report from New York is much to the
same effect,
as
especially
regards the
Hebrew, Italian, and German saloons, it
being fellowship and not intemperance
that is sought and obtained.
The beer
hall is a family resort.
The Irish saloon
Stands in greater measure than the others
for immoderate drinking, but it is
passing,
and the German model is more and more
copied. In Boston the Irish saloon predominates and excessive drinking is common.
With few exceptions the saloons
provide no seats, and loitering after the
drink is finished is not encouraged.
Instances are mentioned where through a
desire to maintain good order the sale of
“A
liquor is intentionally cut down.
sedative is not infrequently given, unknown to the customer, to lessen the morbid craving
There is a firm that has the
curious business of manufacturing such a
sedative, which it sells in large quantities
to saloon-keepers throughout the
city.”
air. raruliam is disposed to think that
we are making some
in
the direcprogress
tion of moderation through the substitution of beer for distilled liquors, and
through the increasing stand taken against
alcoholic drink both by the labor unions
and by the employers of labor, through
self-interest. The conditions of modern
business life more and more necessitate
sobriety on the part of the workers, if
accidents are to be prevented and positions
of trust secured.
The volume makes no attempt to give
or to estimate the total economic loss to
the country through the liquor traffic. Indeed, it scrupulously refrains from bringing the smallest railing accusation against
it, and at some points might almost seem
to have been prepared by an apologist for
it,bent on minimizing the ordinary view of
its evils.
Certainly the conclusions in regard to the connection of drink and crime
do not agree with those recently received
from more than one thousand jailers by
the New Voice, nor do they agree with
the estimates frequently given by judges
of long experiences. The extremely moderate tone adopted, as of one indifferent

j

j

[LETTER

TO

MRS.

PINKIIAM

NO.

72,896]

“You have saved my life, snatched
from the brink of the grave almost,
About eighj and I wish to thank you.
1
teen months ago I was a total wreck,
physically. I had been troubled with
j leueorrhoea for some time, but had given
hardly any attention to the trouble.
At last inflammation of the womb
and ovaries resulted and then I suffered agonies, had to give up my profession (musician and piano player),
was confined to my bed and life became
a terrible cross.
My husband summoned the best physicians, but their
benefit was but temporary at best. I
believe I should have contracted the
morphine habit under their care, if my
common sense had not intervened.
One day my husband noticed the advertisement of your remedies and immediately bought me a full trial. Soon
the pain in my ovaries was gone. 1 am
now well,
strong and robust, walk,
ride a wheel, and feel like a girl in her
teens.
I would not be without Lydia
E. l'inkham’s Vegetable Compound: it
is like water of life to me. I am very
gratefully and sincerely your wellwisher. and I heartily recommend your
remedies. I hope some poor creature
may be helped to health by reading my
story.'’—Mrs. Col. E. P. Riciiabdson,
Rhinelander. Wis.
1 me

j

Notes.

In the

One of the cleverest of recent stories of
life in India is "The Gospel of the Air
Ball” in The Living Age for July J'J,
which describes the unexpected consequences which followed the introduction
of football among native Indian troops.

SAVED BY MRS. PINKHAM.
j

News and

Hammock.

Swaying, swinging.
Swaying, swinging,

Goes the hammock iu the shade

Dreaming, singiug.
Dreaming, singing,

In it lies a little maid.
All the leaves, with
joy astir,
Wave and dicker over her;
Underneath, the clover fleet
Xod and nod. and kiss her-feet.

The July Vick’s treats of a variety of
subjects of interest to the florist and
gardener, including the following: "Garden Notes,” "Flowering Vines,” "Ornamental Improvement of Farm Homes,”

Some

departments give much timely matter.
L)r. Arabella Kenealy’s "ltejoinder”

Dreaming, singing.
Dreaming, singing.
O'er the happy face a shade.

and "The Baltet Pruning Tables.”

The

to

one

calis the little maid

;

Tlie Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has
i„.on
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature ,,f
« and has been made under his
|„ r.
sonal supervision since its infam-v
Allow no one to deceive you in tip.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Substitutes are hut l.\.
periments that tritle with and endanger the health ,,f
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment,

See! the leaves above bend
low;
Will she stay, or will she go?
Ah ! the clovers lithe and fleet
Are not swifter than her feet.

Mrs. Ormiston Chant in the discussion
of “Woman as an Athlete,” in The Living Age for July 22, is not only interesting as a bit of keen writing, but it communicates important physiological facts
which, if generally understood, are at
least very widely ignored.

Swaying, swinging,
Swaying, swinging.

Back she comes, the little maid

Dreaming, singing.
Dreaming, singing.
Tenderly the leaves give shade.

An

interesting paper describing “Housekeeping in Spain" opens the July number
of the American Kitchen Magazine.
Julia
Davis Chandler contributes a timely and
helpful paperou “Light House-keeping.”
Pamela McArthur Cole writes of “Mistress Elizabeth,” a lady of the olden time.
Other instructive articles are “Sea Cookery,” “A German Kitchen,” “Hints to
the Housekeeper Who Has Summer Boarders,” and Turkish Sherbets.” The paper
on “Seasonable Dishes for July," as well
as
Mrs. Lincoln's regular department,
gives a choice variety of timely recipes.

Swaying, swinging.
Swaying, swinging,

Ami the clovers love her much.
See they crowd and try to t.«uch
Hand or waist or hem of gown—
Maid that minds without a frown!

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a substitute lor Castor Oil, Paregoric, On,,,
and Soothing Syrups, It is Harmless and Pleasant, u
contains neither Opium, .Morphine nor other Narem
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrlnra and W
Colic. It relievos Teething Troubles, cures Constipate
and Flatulency.
It assimilates the Food, regulates Hi,
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural si<
t.

b waving, swinging

Swaying, swnging.
Kook her gently, breez--s soft!
Dreaming, singing,
Dreaming, singing.
Hustle lightly, leaves aloft!
C1

>ver

blooms, that love her much,

Pray stand hack and do

not touch.

For au hour a love-wateh
keep :
Little maid is fast asleep!
Willis
fAnnie
McCullough, in August St.
N icholas-

The Children's Panacea-The Mother’s Friend.
The July Art Amateur is brimful of instructive articles and beautiful illustrations.
The household departments, parOutclassed.
ticularly, present many helpful suggestions including “Arrangement for a BedShe. looks at me with proud dmdaiu I claim
room in Summer,”
and “Windows and
her love no more;
Window-seats for Summer,” and “Notes I ride the same old wheel that 1 have ridden
or studiously
i
impartial, is, however, in ou
The
articles
on
art
emheretofore;
Embroidery.”
one aspect a feature of strength, and we
to cheer me with her
She
used
brace
“Flower
“How
to
Deas
we
Painting,”
laugh,
thing the influence of the book on the
together sped
whole will be wholesome.
The two vol- sign From Nature,” “Drawing From ReAlong the crowded boulevard \\,-h heaveu
From Nature,”
umes to come will be awaited with great i production,” “Sketching
just ahead.
“Simplicity in Table China,” “The Art
interest.
[Zion's Herald.
of Mineral Painting,” and “Pastel PaintWe used to ride otT side hy sole dong the
shaded ways
The color study and the black and
•Economic Asvkct of the Liqvoh Problem. ing.”
That led us through the parks, and oft -ne
By John Horen. An investigation made for w hite designs are very attractive.
gave me words of praise;
the Committee of Fifty imder the direction
1 he famous
of Heury W. Farnbam. secretary of the
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Mr.
all
indebted
thereto
are
Saturdays
Wednesdays
requested to make payThis never
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
Marshall’s stable in Belfast; other days at my ment immediately.
of boarders at N<». ot> t’ld'L
fails. Sol d by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists
farm in Waldo. Terms $10.00 to warrant.
EUNICE
J.
HARDING.
J
lyl7
Belfast, Me.
reasonable.
WM. H. BECKWITH
Unity, July 11, 1S99.
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Use For Over 30 Years.
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Examination of Teachers.

svith the “Rough Riders.”

BOSTON BLEND COFFEE

Ytnericiin Flag was First liaised on
(,.t,.red Spanish Fortification,
La Motte, formerly Major
; y
io the regiment, continues in
st. Nicholas his story of the
and describes the first rais\ merman llag above a captured
liratiou.
'.ock on the morning of June
died States transport “Yu,1 herself lying off the little
She
me of Paiquira, Cuba.

squadrons (eight

two

Mth

It is a satisfaction as well as a novelty to be able to buy the
best
quality of Central and South American Coffee at a fair price—such
IS BOSTON BLEND, and it is so distinctly stated on the label.
GOOD AMERICAN Coffee is what is now generally sold AS
MOCHA AND JAVA, at 28c. to 35c. per pound.
Trash is sold at
15c. to 20c. per pound simply because it is called Mocha and Java—
nobody would buy it unless deceived by the name.

j

INCOMPARABLE

United States Yolunt w liich regiment 1 was sur}.allies of regular infantry;
•rations and ammunition for

1

Lust

igorly watching the action
:m*n-of-war that, scattered
hundred yards from shore,
a way with rapid-lire gnus
>n the beach that might he
uboring a soldier of Spain.
:
this work satisfied the
that no very obstinate op
he made to the landing <»f
then we began to disem-

We pack it in one ami two pound cans, call it BOSTON BLEND,
and sell it for 25c. per pound.
We sell the GENUINE Mocha and
Java at 34c per pound, and no one sells it any less.

1

\

our

gnv«*r

eight pounds
receipt ••! .<2

in
id

probably
either
>>r

•>;>

thousand men
Gen. Wheeler was ali.
oe and to Colonel Wood he
_ned a camp-ground, which
< eeded
to make ready.
saw him. General Wheeler
that, so far, no American
01 "light ashore.
Now, I had
unong the various articles
rderly trumpeter who had
•at with me was the silk
It had
Ai
Alia squadron.
: b\
the ladies of Phenix.
beautiful piece of silk, and
a aicd with ribbons.
Reing
is cover with some teut•liaraeter had not been
1 repotted to the general
in- of our fags had come
lie
ed t" send P to him.
wished to plant it in a conus a matter of sentiment,
.j the men who had not yet
ive the ships.
i, duties at this time. 1 volike this llag and plant it
b »iise, ‘.'i fortiu, as it is
'paninrds. which crowns the
eastward, overlooking the

Blend.

pound

Kansas

A man is in love with two
ferent women all the time.

Safety

u

by

story he will tell

or

You can make ynurs-dr iiappiei
ting some one else do he kicking.

by

is

the

I lie trouble with wash lothes for
that they always need washing.

be
let-

men

"When a woman takes r. inn-rest in
very young man, he thinks it is love.
When

pick

i

a

out

a

of fifty marries, lie should
woman who is a g .<><j nurse.

man

a

\\ lieu a girl of ten is
o'
\
means
that she is also a nurse girl w:: hots', pay.
It is hoped the E nd unde: stands the
boys, very few people in tics world seem
to.

■

One tiring people can't millers;an 1, and
that is how those they ii.ite dv* s \v.* 11 in
life.
Is!' many candidates are running around
that half a man’s time is taken up inlying
to them.

Everything

go to suit you. and
«is,it is foolish to g rumble

auuot

since you know
so much.

now, isn't the kissing bug the
two legged creature we build

Honestly,

j ordinary
1

jails for:1
Dull children are more agieeable than
those who are impudently smart, and do
better in life.
A woman who can make good jelly, is
greatei than a woman who can make a

good speech.
A woman may be a “good woman” in
the church, and still be of no use to her
home or husband.

huge ilagstaf at one corner
If there are no dies on
it may be
ingle, and 1 at once thought that the credit is not due you
to your activity,
>n
but there
a

that;

llag

hoist the tlag by,
plenty of line lying

rove

was

to

1

j

could climb
shoes and gaiters, and
the pole, carrying the line
itt

Wright

nor

my disappointment,
r the top. to see that there
•l
pulley through which I
-ini
A Spanish llag had
it
fit
had been nailed to the
had left it dying night and
at

was

hipped

T-o

pieces.

down the pole,

■

Platt

.and. standing up

breastworks,

un-

one

on

waved

but to t he screens

When the wolf finally arrives at a man's
door, the animal is not nearly so terrify-

ing

as was

expected.

We have n*diced that the praise for a
horse comes from those who have no intention of buying any.
If you

live

a

natural,

common

sense

life, you will be abused, but you wiii be
happier, and li\e lunge;.
The

day

of fairy tale transformations is
every man kuovs ..f somethings
that turn him into a worm.
not

over:

it

The test of a thoroughly good MethoIts appearance was1 dist is that he never
gets ton ubi nr too
a great
demonstration on stiff to
get down on his knees.
i1 ret.
Nearly very ship
It is always a great shnek to a woman
--tie, and the cheers of the
i'd even above this vast toot- to hear a preacher express a desire to go
t<> Paris; his hinging should be to \isit the
Platt—who had stolen my Holy land.
■;ist showing the dag—to come
One of the most, uncomfortable things
means of a pole placed against
in life is the ease wit!! wh eh everything
I now climbed up to the roof
out of order, from your liver to
your
Platt, from the inside, with gets
water pipes.
roke a hole through the very
Was ever a man evicted from a house
roof, and Sergeant Wright
he ensign, I hoisted the United for failure to pay rent on a pleasant day?
ver the first Spanish fortificaIt is aiways reported that the eviction
i captured.
takes place in a driving storm.
•:

air.

•■

Late Col.

be

Ingersoll.

of the
Ingersoll was
\ individualized of the famous
'tieiica.
He was a patriot, a
m worker and a true American,
sympathies were strong and
ve.
The brilliancy of his gifts
•it

one

■

uur

were

phenomenal.

But,

Some literary society should decide what
constitutes success in life.
Is every one
who fails to get rich enough to pay off the
mortgage on the old home, a failure?
At every wedding there is disappointwhen the groom feels in his
pocket,
and finds the ring.
Every one hoped he
wouldn t Pnd it, in order to enjoy a sensation
ment

devoted many years of his life

The groom at a wedding doesn't know
discussions, he will not rank it, perhaps, but his bride’s mother has
'heologian. His lectures on the \ her hands near her husband’s coat tails,
re prose
poems rather than expecting him to rise and forbid the mararguments. In balancing the riage.
•i a sentence and
clothing it in
ri he kissing bug can be identified by the
’hat thrilled, Col. Ingersoll has
At least, since a
mils
the
masters of fact that it has no eyes.
i
among
11 is verbal felicity was wonder- certain girl claims that one of the bugs
presence aud delivery were
His humor was exhaustless
most skillful in giving it exVet there are just as many
■ I’d
church members as if lunot questioned history and
While perhaps the most
;,"i fascinating of skeptics, he
he others in a failure to shake
ons of Christianity.
He was
bt a man of genius, and there
•i his life and character that
inhered with lasting admiraV"uis Globe Democrat.
NSK
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SYSTEM
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\

■et

gently, when costive

nanentlv

i:

overcome

or

Dili-

habitual coc-

awakeu the kidneys and liver
activity, without irritating or

dispel headaches, colds or
Syrup of Figs, made by the CaliSyrup Co.
to

'•m.

’•

z

s

a

•'!io
new
5

-ink?”

fine machine!” said the
had been examining Mr.
bicycle. What’s the length

^•■ignson

answered for him.
eleven and three-quarters,”
eyeing her husband dreamily.

Tribune.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.

,
■

Kind You Have Always Bought

kissed her, it has been decided that the
must be blind.

bug

Half the

ed

States

Messrs.

in the world seem to be
inventing appliances to make a woman’s
work easier, and half the women are employed in roasting the men because they
have to work so hard.
men

rlre worm is beginning to turn.
It is
i said that town people can now drive out
into
the
country, arriving at their desti|
; nation in time for spring chickens to be
and
not get an invitation to stay to
; killed,
dinner.

inspectors

of

steam

Crandall and Savage,

vessels,
and the

clerks in the Bostou office have been bard
work

carrying out the provisions of a
by the last Congress, which

law passed

requires
the

beliew.
will

Craft.

Sailing

Boston Inspectors are Busy Milking Examination. Strict Observance of tlie New Law.

at

The Episcopalians think they
the Pink Tea people in heaven.

of

.'since the middle of June the local Unit-

three dif-

Everyone occasionally marvels at
good luck of the shift loss.
The cheaper the man. the tougher

■

•Is

MASS.

Humor.

It is easier to quit some bad habits than
it is to continue them.

v

c
general accepted my
ha\ ing found the fag and
v
rumpetor to cai ry it:. 1
steep side of the hill,
sergeant named Wright,
:
in o the bushes alone,
along as guard.
Wright
ami Piatt (the orderly
v e.i each other
j
oirry-a it h its
j.oh- and trim;■
1 e a\ \.
It took us about
•limb the hill.
All the
u’livreii pieces of shells,
ivy's work of the morning,
-os entire
shells, both, lying
which ran zigzag up the
>p we found the well-made
house in the centre of a
.o
by stone breastworks.
I ad been begun to lay ,.ut
defensive works hero;
i: us had
evidently abandoned
with great suddenness, for
msoiiptions were scattered
pegs with tape stretched
pieces of paper with rough
ncils, drinking-cups, cans,
showed that something had
workmen to <jult very soon
ist; and the nice little round
sides of the fortiu suggested

Wit and

(From the Atchison Globe.]
A fanner can get a rain this year
sa\ing he needs it.

an

inspection and certification of

all

sailing vessels.over TOO tons, and
examination and licensing of masters

the

and
first mates of such vessels.
This has
about doubled the work of the local
officers.
The law requires these officers to visit
and inspect these vessels in much the
same way as steam vessels are examined,
and requires the inspectors to satisfy
themselves that every such vessel so submitted to thtir inspection is of a structure
suitable for the service in which she is to
be employed, has suitable accommodations for the crew, and is in a condition to
warrant the belief that she may be used
in navigation with safety to life.
iSectious 4,44* and 4, 1:'.') of the old law
also changed, and now r«* » i
Sec 4,44*.
The boards of local inspectors shall license and * i ;ssityth<' masters,
chief mates, and second and third mates,
if in charge of a watch, engineers and
pilots of all steam vessels, and the masters and chief mates <4’ sail vessels of over
TOO tons, and all other vessels and barges
of over 100 tons burden carrying passenIt shall b
unlawful to
ger."' for hire.
employ any person, or any person to serve,
as a master, chief mate, engineer, or pilot
of any steamer, or as master or chief
mate of any sail vessel of over TOO tons
who is not licensed by the inspectors; and
any one violating this section shall laliable to a penalty of >100 f.»* each offence.
*cc. 44-*
Whenever any person applies
to be licensed as master <4 any steam vessel, or a sail vessel of over TOO tons, the
inspectors shall make dilligent inquiry as
to his character, and shall carefully examine the applicant as well as the proofs
which he presents in support of his claim,
and if they are satisfied that his capacity,
experience, habits of life and character
are such as warrant the belief that be can
be safely intrusted with the duties and
responsibilities of the station for which
he makes application, they shall grant
him a license authorizing him to discharge such duties on any such vessel for
tiic term of live years; but such license
shall be suspended or revoked upon satisfactory' proof of bad conduct, intemperate habits, incapacity, inattention to his
duties, or the wilful violation of any provision of this title applicable to him.
■

Immediately upon the enactment of this
inspectors started iu outlie

law the local
new

eit

service, and are endeavoring to cany
its provisions.
The local office iu the

!

out

worn

M

Civic government, theory and practice of
teaching and school law.
ine certificates issued will be of four
grades and of four periods of duration.
Grade of certificate will be based on rank
in examination, on facts stated in the Preliminary Examination report which must
be filed in this
department before August
lo by every teacher taking the examination, and on statements submitted by
such persons as teachers give for references.
Duration of certificates will be
determined by actual teaching experience,
minimum rank in examination, and certain facts given in the Preliminary Examnation report.
The highest grade will
authorize the bolder to teach in any Free
High or other public school for which
employed. Duration of certificates will
be for life, or for five years, three
years,
or one year.
The advantages accruing from the possession of the State certificate are several
and important.
First, the holder Is not
required to take au annual local examination for a local certificate.
The law expressly provides that the State certificate
“shall iie accepted by school committees
America’s Crop for 1899.
and superintendents in lieu of the
personal examination” otherwise required.
The outlook for wheat and corn in the
Second, these certificates are coming to United States is
better, on the whole,
be held by school boards, not
only as
evidences of the technical fitness of the than was expected a few weeks ago.
possessors, but ot that quite as essential Translated into quantity, the most recent
fitness found in ambition to excel, in well
report of the Department of Agriculture
grounded self-reliance, and in personal indicates a yield of about 500,000,000
pride in and love for their work; for no bushels of wheat and of 2.121,000,000
teacher who does not possess those imbushels of coin.
The figures for wheat
portant general qualifications will take the
agree with estimates of most of the aupains to procure a State certificate. Third, thorities. but those here cited for
corn,
the certificate in itself is the completest
and which are given on the basis of the
and most reliable testimonial which the
computation made by the statisticians of
possessor can present when applying for a tlie New York Produce
Exchange, are
new position.
On its face it shows tlie somewhat above those
arrived at by other
rank of its holder in scholarship as found
experts. The lowest estimate, however,
by fair and impartial tests, and in profes- does not
bring the corn crop below the
sional qualifications as judged by at least
2.000, (MX),000 line.
two competent persons having personal
All this is highly encouraging to AmerOn its back it bears ican farmers.
knowledge thereof.
The wheat yield, as here
a
complete statement of tile bidder’s given, has never been exceeded in the
scholastic training, special and general
United States except in lspl, when it was
reading, teaching experience, preferences
000 bushels, and in 1878, when it
for special lines of work, and names of 912.000.
was 075,000,000.
The corn crop has gone
those who are her sponsors and stand
above the 2,000,000,000 line in 1889, 1801,
ready to recommend her. It furnishes, 1895 and 1890. The corn yield in all those
in short, just the evidences of an appliexcited surprise.
This year’s crop
cant’ s litness which intelligent school years
may go up u» the figures of any of those
boards wish to have.
Fourth, in most years except 1890, when the production
cases, and to teachers of the right spirit, was
2,585,875,105, as figured by the Dethe examination and certificate gained will
partment of Agriculture after the crop
serve as a stimulus and a
to
comguide
was gathered.
The most optimistic estiFew teachers are mates thus far made do not indicate a
pleter preparation.
equally qualified in all subjects of instruc- crop in 1899 quite up to the 1890 mark,
tion, or are not lacking in some essential hut it
may break the record for all t.;
general qualification which it is within other
years.
their power to attain.
The examination
Foreign crop reports, as just outand certificate disclose and emphasize
; lined by the Department of Agriculture
these defects in fitness, and few will rest in
i
Washington, make the situation pecusatisfied till they have made efforts for liai
I
l> encouraging to the American farmer.
their correction.
Russia is the chief rival of the United
All actual or prospective teachers desirStates among Europe’s exporters of wheat.
ing to take this examination must regis- Russia’s wheat
crop of 1899 will be from
on
or
before
forwardter,
August 15, by
85.000. (XX) to 120,000,000 bushels short of
to
this
Prelimiing
department complete
the yield of 1898.
This year Russia will
nary Examination reports, blanks for have hardly enough wheat to
supply its
which will be sent on application.
borne needs, and will not export any of it.
W. W. Stetson,
France’s wheat crop will be slightly above
State Superintende nt oi Public Schools.
the average, Prussia’s and Austria’s will
be about at last year’s figures, which
Burdock Blood Bitters gives a man a clear were not battering, while the crop in
head, an active 1 rain, a strong, vigorous Italy and Spain will be below last year's
hi d) —makes him tit for the battle of life.
| mark. Taking Europe as a whole, the
> wheat
crop will be considerably below
This will enlarge the maran
There was
old gentleman in Bangor, 1 that of 1898.
Me., whom an iron fence agent tried hard i ket for the United States’ product. While
to make buy a railing for his lot in the ! the American consumer will probably not
1
cemetery where he had four wives buried. have to pay much more for his food than
“No,” he answered to the agent; “if tbe\ 1 lie did last year, the American farmer is
sure of a market abroad for all bis surcan't stay still let ’em run.”
St. Lewis Uiobe-Democrat.
; plus.

than any-

quicker

nerves

else will, as it
nerve
It
lood.

thing

is

a

genuine

refreshes as
nothing else will, and quenches
the thirst in a marvelous man-

j

is the place of examinition for masters and mates, while the
vessels themselves are examined wherever found.
The inspectors find it rather
lard work getting hold of the vessels for
examination. Sailing vessels have to move
about quickly from place to place in order
to earn their salt, and while the inspectors are going on one wharf to catcli a
eraft, that vessel may have moved to another wharf or have been towed into the
stream.
As may be imagined, the law does not
meet with much favor from vessel owners
and vessel masters.
It is said that it was
enacted solely with a view of exposing
weak vessel construction on the great
lakes, but as it now appears there is no
exemption for coast craft, all having to
come iu under the new law alike.
It was anticipated that w hen the examinations of the masters and mates came to
be
carried out many of these seamen
would fall by the wayside, aDd there was
much opposition among them at having to
undergo examination,but up to date their
fears have proved groundless, there having been about a half-dozen out of the
entire coastwise and lake skippers and
mates to fail, and those that have been
“found”
lost their certificates
have
through failure to pass the color blind
test.
In this district but one officer—i
mate—has failed, and he was badly color
blind.
A reading of the law shows that vessels
must be suitable for the service iu which
they are employed and that they can be
used with safety to life.
This applies to
the hull, rigging and sails, but nothing is
said of the necessity of an inspection of
boilers and engines, in these days as much
a part of
the equipment of a first-class
Not
vessel as her anchors and chains.
only tire boilers may go without inspection,
but any one may run them, no license for
such service being required.
This omission is claimed to be most
serious, and while no part of the law is
favored in this district, the failure to call
for the inspection of boilers and eugines
is freely criticised.
[Boston Herald.

Both died of “heart trouble.”
tions.
The World thinks heart trouble means
simply stomach trouble. The overloaded
stomach gives the heart too much to do.
It endures the extra exaction put upon it
until the strain becomes too great, and
then it suddenly ceases action, and death
We recall an instance where a
comes.
man lived to advanced age by simply bearing these facts in mind. The late F. W.
Bird had a weak heart for more than thirty
He used to say: “The trouble is
years.
not in my heart. Physicians have told me
It is iu my
it is, but I know better.
He always acted on this conBtomach.”
viction, and his diet was of the most ab$100
stemious character. With this precaution,
Dr. E. Detchon’s. Anti Diuretic
he lived to be over eighty years, and did
May be worth to you more than $100 if you not die of heart trouble then. [Boston
have a child who soils bedding from incon- Herald.
tendence of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
“Necessity knows no law.” It is a law of
once.
$1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Nature that the blood must be kept pure,
and Hood’s Sarsaparilla does it.
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iyl7

of Moxie
the next time you are worn and
tired.

Secretary Alger

of

Druggists everywhere
by

war

healthy, happy and rosy by giving it True’s Elixir. Worms
ho bth in i.ouisnnds of children ami their presence is in-r
rim's I.i xir expels worms and cures all t he complaint
cnildren, Feverishness, t’..btiveness. Indigestion, Sour
etc;. -Made of pure, harmless, vegetable ingredients.

/KHPJ

TRUE’S ELIXIR CURES

|

cause

i.i

suspected
common

btomacli,

MAINE._

on the

Kidneys, Liver
Bowels

and

,tANSES

,

THE

SYSTEM

..^EFFECTUALLY

DI

Jf

OVERCOMES

j^rpS ^ f' 2^1,

Habitual
UAL >’iB‘tion
PERMANENTLY
'1

Swan!
JOBtihliS OK

GRAi ra,
FEED,
SEEDS and

Drink Habit, Nervousness and Melaueln
by strong drink.
W H (.1 \ K WTFF FOl It ItOXFS
to cure any case witha positive w rltton guarantee or i-iuud the pemey, and P de-n
d.:
appetite for intoxicating liquors.
THE TABLETS CAN RE GIVEN WITHOUT
KNOWLEDGE OF THE PATIENT.

strong drink

nSB!«ttMfff£tre
Buy

GENUINE

THE

MAN F O BY

(AUftRNIA[TG,yRVP<S
fOtt SALE BY AU

M

OR066ii.T«i

Ptt« SOt PER BCniL

rhionc.trr’. Kunllo!-. IMamund

Pennyroyal

llrun«.

pills

<>nlr Genuine.
Orlitlnal and .1.
EFOIES AFl

A
fOA
AlWATF
DfufeUf (or OMkemrt MO
Brand in lied ■»
s.Aled slth bluo ribb..!:. Take
aubstitu- V
•Kno other Reftu* dangerous
and Imiutinn. At Ilrnge,.i.. of Mud la.
And
In BtainpB (or pArlicularB. teatUnuoUlB
retaru
••Hellef for Ladle*." >n Murobj
Mull
10.000 Testimonials. Wmtnt PapiX.
SAFE.

kr»o,‘j
Bboie..
Aion"
Bold by

';»«

CieinlcalCo..M»dl^
flCh.“Be"ier
Druggists.

nilL.AUA.,

all Local

A«

H. H. LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE.

25c.
Old

WILL GIVE YOU THE

Reliable Yankee Blade

oneyear as a monthly. Established in 1841, it is
the oldest story paper in America, and has de*
lighted thousands of homes. Send 25c. to the

Yankee Blade,

Brooks,

Me.

July 24.
being made

Importers of

k. H.

dealers in

cure or

A man always picks the best man he
know's as a standard when he measures
his neighbor, and the worst when he
measures himself.
[Chicago News.
No such thing as "summer complaint”
where Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry is kept handy. Nature's remedy for
every looseness of the bowels.

i.i

11

■

n

refund

■i'i, i

MOODY, .Sol. Agen, Belfast. Me.

/i 7 t'r )ttf

>♦

St., fielf-ist. Me

TELEPHONED.

It.'

PATTERN

A FREE
'toot

Impotency,Nipht Emissions and

ora

soiectkm

to errterj tabceat* a jxau.

Gnlj SU

scriber.

abuse,

or

excess

MS CALL’S,

and indis-

A nerve tonic anti
lilood builder. Brings the
pink glow to pale cheeks and
restores the hie of youth.
By mail ftOc per box; <> boxes
lor $2.50; with a written jruaras
tee to euro or refund the money.
cretion.

MAGAZINE
A LA WES' MAGAZINE.
A

a.».Vtor>« dressmaeing

by

LADIES

MS CALL

DO YOU KNOW

BAZAR

i~ tie original and only FRENCH
safe a: 1 reliable cure on rhe inarr-k-e
Rriae. sl.UU; sent by maiL
\ Genuine sold only by

Agent.

Uelfast.

(No-Scan-Attomawi
"nty rc> >1* 15 ct» MM*--*OM Wi^.'ver
Ask for Iheta
Solti m tuMjriy nvxr sat*
Aiui town, or Wt nwui /row

“laim

THE McCALL CO„
1 3B

fa Sells “E.f.”

The

Bitters
I have sold “L.
Sirs,
for twenty years. They ar<- the most
—

we

have in the store.
Geo. \Y. Smith.

She recommends ‘E.T.”
Bangor, Me.
I have recommended
Dear Sirs,
F.”
Bitters
for Dyspepsia,
L.
your
and shall always do so.
Mrs. Esther Perkins.
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She Knows from

experience

Eliot, Me.
I have taken your
L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters, and can recommend
them very highly.
Mrs. S. C. Nason.
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And now on suggestion t<. the Court that Burtor.
C. Paul, the defendant, .it the tin.f service >f
j tlie writ, was not an inhabitant of
I
this State, ami
had no tenant, agent or attorney within rl,e Mine.
! that his goods or estate have'been attached hi
i this action, that he has had no notice of said suit
and attachment, it is Ordered, that notice
me
pendency of this suit be given to the said defendant. by publishing an attested copv of tins
Order, together with an abstract of the idaintitf's
writ, three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast, in the
County of Waldo, the last publication r.. be not
less than thirty days 1 efore the next term f this
Court, to be holden at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the third Tuesdav -d September. 1899, that said defendant may 'then and
there appear, and answer to said suit."if
;<!u
<■

see cause.

( ABSTRACT

Dr. T'llmun’s Monthly Hoc ulator liar-brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical sejon
that will so <nurklyand
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and m< st obstinatecas.-s
No other
are relieved in a days withe, it fail.
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence, and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. 1 reln velumdreds of ladies whom 1 neve'- see. Write for
further particulars.
All letters truthfully
answt red.
Free confidential advice in all
matters of a prh ateor delicate nature.
Hear
in min l tins remedy is absolutely safe un ier
every possible condition and will positivcly
leave m. after ill effects upon the health. Hy
mail securely scaled, s-j.uu. Dr. K.M. TOLLMAN CO.. 17" Tremoxit 8t.. Hostou, Mass.
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I)LIN, Clerk.

WKH

A. D. 1899. at l h.and 2mn. in the afternoon.
Ad damnum S2<>< u
Writ- returnable to and entered at rh«
Term.1899.
Writ dated February 27th. A. D. ls.eu
Pltf.'s Attorneys. R 1-. A J. K. l-i.n: u. Bellast, Me.
A true copy of the Order of Court w ;; 1 u;,-;
of the writ.
3w3u
Attest :-TI I. LSTON WAD LIN (. b- k
a

Brown,

jFoggs
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Meats, Poultry, Vegetables, Beei,
FORK.

LARI),
HAM,

WEST,

AN I) ALL KINDS OK
RAM K IN ITS S KAN ON.

^Veterinary % Surgeon.-*

JOHN A. FO(i(i.

Graduate and Medalist

Office and

OK

An action of assumpsit upon a promissory
de,
given for one hundred dollars with interest! «: ued
January 9th, A. I). 1896.
d'
Date
real estate attachment February 27th,

For Women.

s

nee.

!

AttestTILESTON W

Ontario

a

WALDO 88.—Supreme Judicial Court.
April Term, 1899.

35c. a bottle.
Avoid Imitations.

DR. W. L.
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Stylish, Reliable, flimpte. I>t(V

DR. F ELIX LE BRUN S

R. H. M00l>\
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date, K: 'tv if.tca.1 and A ^-Guteij
Perfect-Ft it a* Paper Pattern*.

A. Howes & Co.. Belfast, Ale.
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household huus ftttto* <:tc Subscribe to Gay. or, .Head u lot
copy
Lad> ageata wau:«4 »Ml lor terms,

NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
Sold

beautiful r«lc*

f—m

wi.ru

Clinton & Jackson Sts., CHICAGO, ILL.

Elaborate preparhere for the Sham-

A Frightful Blunder
Will often c ause a horrible Burn, Scald,
Uut or Bruise.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, the
best in the world, will kill the pain and
promptly heal it. Cures Old Sores. Fever
Sores, Ulcers, Boils, Felons, Corns, all
Skin Eruptions. Best Pile cure on earth.
Only 25 eta. a box. Cure guaranteed. Sold
by R. H. Moody, Druggist.

I

L 0 3,1S

wasting- diseases, all effects of self

Voyage.

rock's Atlantic voyage. She will be ketch I
rigged and her hull will be strengthened
by a novel and specially designed system
of screw braces and trusses. Iler hull will
be strapped from end to end with heavy
stays, and screw trusses will then be led
from side to side and screwed out until
they bear hard against the stays. Similar
screw braces will be led from the bilge to
the deck, and when all are screwed up the
hull will be secured against all chance of
working, straining or giving in any direction.
The deck will be protected against
the Atlantic bieakeis she may possibly
encounter by a heavy sheathing of plank- |
ing bolted to the supports below. Wheu
all is complete it is anticipated that she
will he as safe as a liner, and. unless exceptionally unfortunate, she will arrive
in America in such perfect condition that
refitting for racing will be a comparatively
simple matter.

~

rno.ur n.v
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Salt*

quality d

line-q

Blacksmith

SfEiVS f HifikE'rJr.NHQOO
Cures

:m-

Anthracite and

r&rrj
[ boxes and posi-

of ?ln.i.o we will mail you four
tive written guarantee
four money. Single boxes

was

The Shamrock’s Atlantic
Greenock.

GROCERIES,

DR. CHARCOT’S TON 1C TABLETS
the only positively guaranteed reined j. b
<i e

are

States,
lie achieved the greatest results
j in the shortest possible space of time.
It; quick and victorious conclusion, while
he was at the head of his department, is
a fact that stands out most
prominently
and cannot be disputed.
Of course, there
were mistakes.
There are always mistakes, but in this particular war the mistakes were infinitely small compared with
the great results accomplished.”
“Secretary Alger,” continued the Senator, speaking deliberately and with emphasis, “has been compelled to endure a
series of undeserved, not to say brutal assaults.
He did not deserve the harsh
things said of him, but he bore them bravely, standing manfully under the abuse
which might otherwise have been thrown
at the President.”
There will
“Time will vindicate him.
be a reaction in his favor.
1 say these
all
the
more
because
Secrereadily
things
tary Alger and I have not been in the
1 am
same way of thinking in our party.
no apologist for him and don’t want to be
drawn in any controversy, but may I
never hesitate to do justice to any man.”

ations are

...THE...

Strong Drink is

in

Acts gently

'W1

It has been n standard household remedy for-17 years. Restores health
nW
to adults, a.'-s immediately on the blond, cures diseases of the mm-eus
Ig
e bowels and stomach,
lining
«
Prici
cents.
gives t m and vig
Ask jour druggist fur it. Write for book Cliiidr. u and their Diseases”—free.
DR. J. t. TIU’K A- t (>., Ai ni RN.

Defended.

Discussing Secretary
Washington.
Alger’s retirement from the Cabinet he
says: “Secretary Alger was Secretary of
War during the conduct of the most successful war in the history of the United

nffiL

s'SifiLf

m

*

who

All

glass.

or case.

be made

secretary of
under the Harrison administration, is

Virginia

sell Moxie bv the
the bottle

A SICK CHILD
Can

:

West

glass

a

Grocers deliver Moxie

Senator Elkins

Washington, JulyL'*;.

Try

ner.

1

postoflice building

When some good people see a man in
A Health Warning.
trouble, they believe in letting him fight
it alone, in order that lie may come out a
The New York World finds in the simi.Nobler, and a Better Man; Pure Gold, lar deaths of Koswell P. Flower and Col.
i with tiie Dross Burned Away, and all that Ingersoll a warning against overeating and
inadequate exercise. Both men, it says,
j sort of business.
“led sedentary lives.”
Both had a great
Both had large
deal of supertlous tiesh.
AUGUST H LOWER
appetites and apparently superb diges‘•It is a surprising fact,’’ says Prof. Houton, “that in my travels in all parts of the
world, fur tlie last ten years, I have met
more people having used Green’s
August
Flower than any other remedy, for dyspepsia, deranged liver and stomach, and for
constipation. I find for tourists and salesmen or
for persons tilling office positions,
where headaches and general bad feelings
from irregular habits exist, that Green’s
August Flower is a grand remedy. It does
nut injure the system hy frequent use, and
is excellent for sour stomach and indigestion.”
Sample bottle free at Poor &
Sou's, Belfast, and A. B. Sparrow, Freedom.
Sold by dealers in all civilized countries.

.

wearisome and nerveexhausting as a hard day s shopping.
Women, exhausted after shopping, apFx
preciate Moxie. It restores their
so

MQXies

If n«»‘, wo will prepay exi*ress upon
to any address in New England upon
Mocha and Java upon receipt of $3.40.

cans

can of r»*al

a

■

i-

i*mnd

BOSTON,

rturn.

than

lt»>ston
two

«

ten

COBB, BATES & YERXA GO.,

>d ami Roosevelt and 1
:he help of the eommandthe “Vixen,” allowed to
more

soils

one
a

.

is

Nothing

arithmetic, geography, English grammar,
U. S. history, physiology and hygiene,
elementary science or nature studies,

The American Continent is today producing Coffees that are
of exquisite flavor, and by careful investigation and numerous tests
we have succeeded in combining three varieties in such
proportion as
to make a drink that will please ninety-nine out of every hundred
Coffee lovers.

e

TIRED
SICK

The annual examination of teachers for
State certificates will occur Friday, August 25, 1899.
The places at which examinations will
be held will be so arranged as far as practicable that every teacher taking the examination can leave home in the morning,
take the examination in full, and return
the evening of the same day. Public announcement of the places selected will be
made in due season, and special notice
thereof will be sent t<» all teachers registering before August 15.
The subjects in which teachers will be
examined are reading, writing, spelling,

MARION K.

Howes’ Block. HighSt.,
Comer Main,

Veterinary College.

ItROIVN

RELFAST, MAINE.
«

Pburmacy at Belfast Livery to.

Idencc and IIosiHal 17 Congress street.
Office

Teleph

ti t

8 2.

Residence

Telephone 21

GEO. F. EAMES, M.D,D.D. .S,
The Nose and Throat.
IN o. 349

Newbury

Street

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)
MASS.
BOSTON,
Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours
by appointment only.
October, 189a—ly45

j

Hue farm

m

Ground, 135

Xorthport,

two miles from
Camp
land, nice buildings, large
apples last year. Good soil,

acres

orchards, 350 bbls.
ueter

failing

water.

easy terms.

Will be sold very low anti
4Gtf

_39

FOR
ana

three and

formerly occupied

lars inquire of

51. V. HILL,
Miller St., Belfast.

SALE,
one

on

HOUSE

half acres land on High St.,
by J. W. Jones. For particuOWEN G

.WHITE.

SEARSPORT
Capt. H.

B.

SHlt" NEWS.

LOCALS.

Whittier and family

are

in

Royal rs*

Miss Elva Sargent is visiting friends at
Portland.
from

large party
Swan Lake, Tuesday.
A

here

picnicked

at

t

Capt. Isaac N. Harriman'died here Aug.
i!d, aged 82 years.

Makes the food

Capt. William H. Blanchard
few weeks at his old home.

is

E. N. Qnimby of Laconia. N. H
tered at the Searsport House.

delicious and wholesome

AMERICAN

Capt. T. I). Nickerson liad a bee hive and
bees stolen from his backyard one day quite

spending
is

are

Mrs. Julia Nickerson has returned from
and is visiting her daughter.
| Melrose, Mass.,
Mrs. H. P. Towle.
Mrs. John Ward, Mrs. Horace Smalley and
Ed. Hogan of Belfast were in town last week
visiting Mrs. H. T. Scribner.

Lucy Sargent is visiting her uncle,
Charles Sargent at Norway.

Miss

Josephine Wright of Braintree.
Mass., is visiting J. B. Ames and wife.
Miss

William Watters returns to his home
Lynn, Mass., this. Thursday, afternoon.

Capt. A. N. Blanchard aud his brother.Banning Blanchard, left for New York Monday.

of New Haven. Ct. Being separated years
ago Mrs. Cox and Mrs. Nickerson have not
met for 38 years and the surprise is happily

Miss Alice Chase, accompanied by two
friends from Brooklyn, arrived by train Fri-

COUNTY

W. C. Tuttle will reopen his studio Tuesday morning, Aug 8, for the week.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Smithton. Our blacksmith, C. C. Sylves
ter. has moved to McFarland Corner-Miss
Carrie Wentworth has gone to Rockland to
work_The farmers in this vicinity are

A new hoarder has arrived at the SearsIt is a boy aud weighs 9
port House.

pounds.

About twenty yachts sailed
Gilkey's harbor last Saturday after !
Hunnoon down the bay. around Seven
dred Acre Island, returning by the west bay
channel. The wind was so light that but
Islksboro.

out of

about all doue haying. They report a light
crop, but grains and hoed crops are looking
line, apples rather scarce, but hope to have
enough for home use. Blackberries are going
to be plentiful-Jed Plummer and family

John M. Ni rris ami wife of Milford,Mass.’
ooc ipying the Norris house for a few
weeks.

are

and Mrs. Harry Seaborne of Fort
Fairfield are the guests of Mr. aud Mrs. N.
Bon 1ston
Mr.

little interest was taken. The sail will
be repeated under more favorable circum.Rev. Hugh Ross Hatch, pastor of
stances.
the Baptist church, Wolfville, N. S., is spending his vacation here at his old home, and
preached at the Baptist church last Sunday
evening to a large audience... .Capt. H. A.
and wife were thrown from their
very

..

from Lynn, Mass., spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Bragdon... .Mark Jackson, who
Neil Staples, Harry Ellerton aud Andrew j has been helping cut the hay on the sheep
Pendleton, Jr., are spending their vacation I ranch. Is at home.
at the Harbor.
East Searsmont. Mrs. Herbert NickerWe are pleased to announce that Jere
son of Somerville, Mass., is in town visiting
Grady ami his well known Company will ap- her sisters. Mrs. Leroy Marriner and Mrs.

pear

I'nion Hall Aug. 21st.

at

Miles Brewster-Mrs. John Cummings
and daughters Sibelle Cummings and Mrs.
Robert MacKenna of New York City are at
their home for the summer.Mrs. G. Arthur Tapley of Revere, Mass., and her two
children. Thorpe and Thelma Tapley. are at

Stevens and daughter Helen of Milford.. Mass,, are the guests of Mrs. A. T.
Whittier and Miss Ada E. Ridley.
Mrs.

Charles Ames, wife and son Robert M.
v ho have been visiting Mr. Ames parents,
left for their home in Dixfield last week.

E. P. Mahoney s for several weeks.Mrs.
John Cunningham and two boys went to the
Campgrouud July 29. They will spend the
month of August at their cottage.

Harold and Raymond Norton returned
to-day, Thursday, from a five week's visit at
South Penobscot.
They report a fine time

Farmers are nearly
done haying and report only half a cropMr. Harry W. Lowe of Bangor visited his
sister, Catherine Lowe Littlefield, last week.
Prospect Village.

the farm.

on

G. Curtis. B. F. Merritt, F. E.
Curtis. George Curtis and Merle Crosby
went iiuwn the bay last week in yacht Jeanette for a short fishing trip.

Capt.

fi.

O. Hatch and Mrs. Ella M. Little! field were summoned to Morrill last Friday
Mr. F. W. Bruce, wife and daughter Helen
to attend the funeral of their nephew, Mr.
returned home to Palermo Saturday. Mrs.
Harry F. Cross, who died in Taunton. Mass.,
B s brother, James I>. Stevens, accompanied
and Mr.
j hospital, July 18th. Mr. H. L. Gould
them for a fortnight's outing.
Frank Patterson of Boston, who have been
Mr. W. A. Hadlock and sons made the
spending their vacation with I. F. Gould,
trip from Boston to Searsport on their bicy- will return this week by boat. .Mrs. N. F.
cles.
Leaving Boston at 4 p. m. Saturday Garrity and family of Bangor are the guests
of Mr. K. Killmau-The S. B. I. will meet
they arrived here at p. m. Monday.
..Mr. C.

|

afternoon in the Grange Hall.... Every
among the beautiful mountains blueberrying, bringing home bushels and bushthis

Monroe has added to his bicycle
combination tandetu, which will be
n
doubt highly appreciated by the young
im*n ami young ladies of this vicinity.
C

H.

livery

one is

a

work for C. H.
Littlefield, will go to California next week
to work for Dr. Durgm.
els...

Frank G. Dutch arrived by City of BanMr. Dutch is located at 482
Tuesday
Tri-m-iiit street. Boston, opposite the Castle
F' -iar. 1 :.-‘atre.
He aiso has a branch shop
at Nantucket.

g*

letters in tlie Searsport office
E cg.-ne Jacobs, care Sob. Fortuna; M.
Lear ; Marion Webster; Mr. T hoi ice

Ahvt
ar*-*

I.

Bil-

Innis,

who is to

The funeral of Harry Cross,
only son of John and Ida Cross, was held at
the church lasf Fridav at 11 a. m Rev. A.
A. Smith of Belfast officiating... Miss Ruth
(Hidden of Liberty is a guest at I. I). White's.
....Mrs. Samuel Adams of New Haven,
Conn, arrived last Saturday on a visit to
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J
R. Meats_
Morrill.

ii

Lough-How; postals. Frank Randall;

Mr. K

I

liard Roberts.

Mr. Alvin Knowlton, who has been employed
Rev. J. E. Adams, I). D
t Bangor and
in Lawrence. Mass., came home last week
Rev W. C. Adams < f Island Falls
occupied on a visit to his family.... Mr. Horace Brown
the pulpit of Cong'l church \n ith Rev. R. G. of Lawrence.
Mass., is visiting relatives in
I
Harbutt last Sunday morning and assisted
| town.Lewis Wiuchenback and Allen
in the opening exercises.
j Daggett have sold their room in the Morrill
Miss Marion Bullard of
West Newton. ! society cottage at Northport to Mr. Alvin
Mass., will be the guest of Mrs. A. M. Ross Jackson of Belfast-Haying Is practically
for the r unainder of the summer, wild
her over and half a hay crop is the word. The
mother. Mrs. G. P. Bullard, and sister question is asked “what shall we do with
Clara are in Europe.
stock and no hay to feed them?”.... Miss

|

Among the arrivals this week are Mrs.
B. Ford, J>r. P. P. Nichols, Alexander

Mvers,

Marshal

Ebon

Sawyer,

Mrs.

Edward Lappin, Mrs. Peter Ward and chit
dreu. C. A. Snell and wife. Uzubia Decro
Friends here of Edward Marshall, the war
correspondent, of the New York Times, who
visited I>r. P P. Nichols here m 1897, will
earn that the paralysis occasioned
regret
by tlie wound lie received in Cuba has resuite*. u the amputation of one of his legs.
Marion Bullard proved herself to be
a fisher
no m-an abilities; as after Frank
Whitcomb, Jr., had Io9t a large trout by the
break;ng f Lis line she secured the same
trout, recovered and restored to V hit-comb
his ! st hook and line and found the trout
weighed four and one-half pounds.
Miss

bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. Johnson. ..Mr.
John Cornforth cut his thumb quite badly
with a scythe a few days ago-Mr- and
Mrs. Pease, who have been engaged in the

here, have moved to Massachusetts. Mr. Thurston will carry on the
business alone....Mr. Leo Whitaker of
Troy was the guest uf Mr. Wilber Hunt Saturday night-Mrs. Alice Higgins is passing a few days at her old home in Freedom.

laundry

The ladies of the Cong'l society will give
an afternoon tea ami musical at Union Hall
this, Thursday, afternoon. The following
ladies will take part in the program: Mrs.
J. P. Butman. Mrs. G. B. Putnam, Misses
Nan Godfrey, Grace E. Field, Hallie Roulston.
Refreshments will be served from 6 to
8 o’clock.

.Raspberries have been very plentiful and
are ripening fast....The hay
crop is nearly or quite harvested and in a
very good condition-Mrs. F. L. Philbrick
has lately shipped i*2 dozen of eggs to LakeFarm, Massachusetts_Mr. F. L.
Philbrick sold a veal calf last Saturday for
which he received §11.50_Mr. Ezra Carpenter of Brooks was in town last Tuesday.
-Harvest Moon Grange will resume its

view

weekly meetings next Saturday. Hillside
Grange will meet Aug. 0th and partake of a
harvest

feast.Mr. Howard Littlefield
passed last Saturday and Sunday in Sears-

George Nichols, who is spending his vacation in town, met with what was supposed
to be a very serious accident last
Friday.
He was trying to extract a shell from a ride

port.
Troy.

exploded filling his face and eyes
with powder. He consulted doctors Hopkins and Johnson, who soon found that the
sight was not injured, and he is now doing
which

well.

printing the History of
tlie Twenty-sixth .Maine Regiment have decided it inexpedient to print a second edion

The first edition is so small and there
is such demand for the books it becomes
very important that comrades who desire a
copy send their names with one dollar to J.
tion.

W.

Black, Searsport, Me

as he is instructthe order received and
early applicants will get books uutil the edition is exhausted.

ed to

enter names in

The itinerary arranged by Dr. Hopkins
for his trip to Philadelphia to attend the 33d
encampment is proving so popular that
large numbers are going and the doctor is
liable to have so respectable a crowd he will
be in position to command rnauy favors at
the hands of so liberal a management as that
at the Baltimore and Ohio R. R.
The doctor
as on former occasions when he has conducted parties of this kind proposes turning
these advantages to the benefit of his party,
thus making this one of the best managed
excursion going from Maine to Philadelphia
NORTH

SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Misses Lillian and Lucy Ryan of Belfast
were in town last Sunday.

business

blackberrhs

Rev. W. W. Ogier, President of the Maine
State Epworth League, has extended a very
pressing invitation to the organist and choir
of the M. E. Church of this village to be
present and conduct tbe singing one day
during the State Convention to be held at
Northport Campground, Aug. 16 and 17. It
is not fully decided at this writing whether
they will accept the invitation or not.

1m-' committee

Dodge
buggy last Saturday

having collidPyam Hatch.
Mrs. Dodge was severely hurt and bruised,
but the physician said that no bones were
broken, and that the injuries were not serwith

ed

[

a

team

evening,

driven

by

ious. Both horses cleared themselves.... A
number of friends of Miss Roselvena Hatch
had a picnic last Friday, taking dinner in a
shore.
grove on the Loranius Pendleton
North Stockton Strings. It was reported that Evangelist Johnson was to preach at
the Robert’s school house last Wednesday
evening and quite a party from Prospect vil-

lage, Clark’s Corner and this place started
but finding there was no meeting the
company went to Mr. Freemen Partridge's
and spent the evening singing hymns.
Will Sparrow of Searsport has bought the
house and part of the land of the George
Partridge farm, formerly the Henry McCaslin place_Nita Page has the scarlet fever.
.Little Gertrude Partridge had the chicken pox in an exceedingly violent form about
a month ago and is still quite ill-Mr. and
to go,

...

Mrs. C. O. Hatch were called to Moutville
Friday to attend the funeral of Mr. Hatch’s
nephew. Harry Cross.Mrs. MirandaTenis visiting friends
ness of Providence, R. I
iiere after an absence of forty-two years.
Mrs. Sarah Crockett and Miss Alice Young
of Portland are visiting friends here.Mr.
W1P Jacobs called on friends at Sandypoint
last week_Mr F. Percy Partridge visited

|

Robert Knowles, an old resident of Troy, died on the 20th inst., after a
brief illness of pneumonia. Besides a widow
three sons and five daughters are left to
Five of his children are
mourn tlieir loss.
residents of California, one of Lewiston and
two daughters are in Troy. The funeral occurred Sunday afternoon. Rev. L. A. Luce
officiating-B. F. Harding left Tuesday for
Boston to assist his son Clyde R. Hardiug,
who has entered the restaurant business for
himself.Beniah Hardiug has gone to
Whitefield to visit a niece, Mrs. Esther
Achorn_Mr. and Mrs. John Harper of
Lewiston were in town Sunday to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Harper’s father, Mr. Robert
Knowles-Mr. D. H. Dodge of Jackson
was in town calling on friends Sunday.
Messrs. Albion and Frank Piper are making
a bicycle trip to Rockland this week... .Mrs.
Lurena Langley of Boston is visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Harding.
Mr.

Fred Bagley who has had so long an illness,
is gaining slowl y. He is not yet able to go
out.Myrt Bagley and Ned Fernald went
to Newport on their wheels Saturday, returning Sunday_Miss Luna Ferguson visited iu Plymouth last week-Miss Katherine Harding and her mother, Inez M. Harding, were in Pittsfield last week....Miss
Erdine Pierce, who is always rendering
someone a kindness, took Mrs.Clarissa Bates
and Mrs. Caroline Piper out riding the other
day. It was Mrs. Bates’ eighty-sixth birthThe old
day and Mrs. Piper is ninety.
ladies enjoyed it very much, but not more
than did Miss Erdine.

to

son.

New York, July 25. Ar, sch Nathaniel T
MARRIED.
Palmer, Pensacola; 26, ar, sch Isaiah Hart,
Perth Amboy for Bangor; Rabboni, PhilaAllen-Ulmer.
In Makerville, St. George
delphia; Jessie Lena, Brunswick; 27, ar, July 23, Clarence E. Allen and Grace Ulmer,
both
Bark Fred P Litchfield, Bonaire; sld, sch I of bt. George.
Armstrono-Newbekt.
In Belfast, July 28,
Mary Ann McCann, Perth Amboy for BanRev. G. E. Edgett, Leon P.
gor; A. W. Ellis, Ryder, Rockland; 28, ar, by
Armstrong of Belschs Penobscot, Norfolk ; Anna Pendleton, fast and Miss Bertha N'ewbertof Belmont.
Hopkins-Perry. In Camden, July 21, Harry
Willie
L
Wilsch
Newton,
Bruswick; sld,
Stephen Hopkins of Peoria, 111., and Edith
mington, NC; sld,sch Paul Seavey, Perth Churchill Perry of Camden.
Amboy for Camden; 29, ship A G Ropes,
Hutchings-Ginn. In Orlaml, July 24, Ralph
Rivers, San Francisco; 30, ar. schs Henry T. Ginn of Bucksport and Miss Blanche >1 HutchWhitney, Welch, Bangor; Wm. Butuiau ings of Orland.
Kallooh-Hooper. In Tenant’s Harbor St
Lowell, do.; F C Pendleton, Sawyer, New
George, July (23, Obadiah (1. Kalloe.k of RockHaven; sld, sch Adelbert Ames, Philadel- land,
and Jennie E. Hooper of St.
George.
phia,
Lothrop-Kallocii. In Rockland,
20, HerBoston, July 27. Ar, sch I.) D Haskell, bert A. Lothrop of Cambridge, MassJuly
amt Helen
I)
H
sch
A.
Rivers,
Kalloch
of
Colcord,
Rockland.
Elizabethport; sld,
Small-Crocker. In Searsport, July 2U, at the
Lewisburg, C B; 31, ar, schs, Sarah W LawM. E. Church parsonage, by Rev. H. W.
Norton,
rence, Coleman, New York ; Emma W Day,
John Small and Miss Faustena Crorker, both < f
Lady
Antrim, Camp- Stockton
Crockett, Wiuterport ;
Springs.
bell, Rockland; Fannie & Edith, Ryder,
Williams-Low. In Rockland, July 25, F. S.
New York.
Williams of Barre, Vt., and Sarah E. Low of
Philadelphia, July 25 sch Grace Davis, Rockland.
Dodge, Kennebec; 29, sld, sch Joel F Sheppard, Carter, Quincy Point; 29, ar, sch Henry
DIED.
Crosby, Stubbs, New York, 31, ar, sch R F
Pettigrew, Morse. Bath; cld, sch Aunie M
Allen, Bangor.
Allen. In South Thomuston, July 2 I. Elvira (1.
Baltimore, July 26. Ar, sell Senator Sulli- (Norton), wife of John 1’. Allen, a native <d R;i«*kvan, Crockett, Charleston; 28, sld, bark lifTe’s Island, St. George, aged 7b years, 5 months,
28 days.
Doris, Klages, Vera Cruz.
Bowden. In Bluehill. July 21, Mrs. Elizabeth
Portland, July 27. Ar. sch R Bowers, Bowden,
aged bb years, 3 months, in days.
Young. Brunswick. Ga; 30, bkne Mabel I
Clark. In Penobscot, July 24, Freeman S.
Meyers, Boston; sld, sch W C Pendleton. Clark, aged 25 years, 1 1 months, 20 dajs.
I)ver.
In South Braintree, Mass., May 31,
Webber, Damariscotta.
Bangor, July 26. Cld, sch Aunie R Davis, Mary Jane Dyer, daughter >f Joseph and Lucinda
Woodman, formerly of Liberty, aged by years, 1
Hodgdon, New York; 28, ar, sch Wiuslow month
and 3 days.
Morse, Boston.
Lamb. In Camden, July 1 y, Mrs. Frances C.
Newport News, July 25. Ar, sch Frank Lamb, a native of Matinicus,
aged 77 years, d
Palmer, Bangor.
months, d days.
I’ll ELI’S. In Portland, July 23, at Maine GenNorfolk, July 25. Sld, sch Penobscot,
eral Hospital, Frederick T. Phelps of t'amden,
Dodge, New York.
Bath, July 26. Sld, schs Young Brothers, aged 55 years.
Pakkek. In Worcester, Mass., July 2b, Charles
D.
Eliza
J.
PendleSnow, Washington,
C.;
aged 55 years.
ton, Fletcher, Baltimore; 29, ar, sch Emma Parker,
Smith. In Rockland, July 23, Roberta M.,
S Briggs, Osborne, Philadelphia; sld, sch
daughter of Fred A. and Annie F. Smith, aged 8
Yale, Coombs, Baltimore.
years, 1 month.
Port Amboy, July 27.
Small. In Stomngton, July 14, Eliza P., wife
Sld, schs Lucia
Porter, Bangor; Paul Seavey, Camdeu; 29, of William Small, aged 79 years, 8 mouths, 5
days.
sld, I K Stetson. Trask, Bangor.
Woodman.
In Liberty, July is, Henry D
Providence, July 26 Sld, sch Melissa A Woodman,
aged 72 years, 7 months and is days’.
Willey, Brunswick, Ga to load for Portland.
Brunswick, July 27. Sld, sell Sailie I’On,
Belfast Price Current.
Boston.
San Francisco, July 26
Cld, ship RoaCORRECTED WEEKLY FOE THE JOURNAL.
noke, Amesbury. Liverpool.
Produce Market.
Prices Paid Producers.
Rockport, Me., July 28. Ar. sch Herbert
ton.
o OUalO 00
E, Shute, Boston; ar, sell H S Boynton Apples, P bu, ft.,75al00|I Hay, p
dried, p
Oaf, 1-2
4,a5|
|Hides,
p It,,
R
GrinChester
Lawrence,
Cooper, Boston;
30a 1 jo I Lamb, p lb,
Beans, j.ea,
12
nell, do; 30, ar, schs Silas McLoon, Morrill,
tnmlium, 1 3110.14 Of La id'Skins.
25a35
Boston ; Antelope. Piper, do; Herald. Veazie,
6
y e!' weyes, 1 50 a 1 60 Mutton, p lb.
15,018j Oats, p bu, 32 lb, 35 45
do; Ella May, Cooper, New York; sld, schs Butter, p ft.,
6a91 Potatoes,
60
Miantonomah, Small, Boston ; W C Noreross, Beef, p ft.,
40(a45 Hound Hog,
5
Barley, p lm,
Lane. do.
101 Straw, p ton,
Cheese, p lb,
6 00 a 7 00
Wilmington, N C, July 29. Cld, sch Lina, Chicken, p ft.,
10a
17
Turkey,
Jb,
p
18j
C Kaminiski, Ray, New York.
Calf Skins,
50 a 75 Tallow.
1 1-2 a3
14 a 15 Veal, p lb,
OaT
Hyaums, July 29. Ar, brig Katahdin, Mar- Duck, p ft.,
17 Wool, unwashed,
It
Eggs, p doz,
shall, Baugor.
Ida 11 Wood, hard,
3 50o5 00
New Haven. July 29. Sld, sell F C Pen- Fowl, p th,
13a 15 Wood, soft,
3 50o4 00
Geese, p lb.
dleton. Sawyer, New York.
Pet ail Price.
Retail Market
City Island, July 30 Passed, bound south,
schs Henry Whitney, Welch, Bangor; Wm Beef, corned, p lb, 7as Lime, p bid.
90«1 00
Butter salt, 14 lb, 18(ri2o ( hit Meal, p lb,
4a 5
Butman, do.
<
4s
lm,
4 o5
miens,
C0rn,
p
p lb,
Vineyard Haven, July 29. Passed, sell A
W Ellis, Ryder. New York for Rockland; Crack. (I Corn, p lm, 4s < »il, kerosene, gal, 9;ol0
Corn Meal, p bn,
3o4
4sj!Pollock, p lb,
31, ar, sch Mark Pendleton, Bangor for New Cheese, p lb,
14alr'lI Pork, p tb
7a8
York.
Cotton seed, p cwt, 1 *jr.j! Plaster, p.bbl,
112
Ellsworth, July 31. Ar, sell, Nellie Grant, Codtisli, dry, p ft. 5aSj HyeMeal. pib
3
1- 'shorts, p i-wt,
Carnberries, p qt.
90a95
bodge, Boston.
5 1- Jof,
Delaware Breakwater, Ju y 30. Passed Clover seed.
infill Sugar, p lb,
4 50« 4 75 'Sait, T. I p bu,
35
Flour, p hid,
ship E. B. Sutton, Carver, Philadelphia for G.
11. Seed, bu. 1 5< a o< iSwcet Potatoes,
5
San Francisco.
!What Meal,
3
Lard,
~s.u.9
p
p,
Fernaudma. July 30. Ar. bark Herbert
Fuller. Nash. Philadelphia.
FOREIGN

Large package of the World’s best
cleanser for a nickel. Still greater econMade only by
omy In 4 pound package.

THE N. K. FA1RBANK COMPANY,
Chicago, St. Louie, New York, Boetoo, Philadelphia

Great Clearance Sale of
•WRAPPERS.
All wrappers from Si.6? down

included under

only

Many of these goods

are

is the name given
Lake City
to the cluster of summer cottages, which
have, in recent years, been built along the
southern shore of Megunticook Lake. It is
Camden’s rural reone of the loveliest of

Suits and Skirts,
Is still

good, they

are

going at half

mountains, and has excellent facilities for

There
stone

The

Inforinatio.» Contained in
Statement is Invaluable to

12 50
10 00

“

“

“

“

5 00

9 00

“

“

4

other points pine and fir trees.
starts from a
knoll and the ball is driven across a valley
to the link at the foot of another knoll and
around the course. The links vary
so on
slightly in length and average over 250 yards
each. The grounds are well patronized by a
number of enthusiastic players. A small
club house has been erected on the grounds
for the convenience of the players and

teeing ground generally

spectators.

*

R. Norton has finished
haying in Winterport lor Richard Parker.
....Leroy Nickerson of Stockton Springs
visited at his old home at 0. K. Nickerson’s
last week.Charles Clark is visiting
Prospect.

Amos

friends in Stockton Springs-Raymond
Howard has gone to Winterport to work on
a farm.... Prospect Grange is going to have
You will
a fair and it will be a good one.
hear more about it soon-W. M. Jellison,
who has been at work in West Winterport.
has arrived home... .Frank Holt was hit by
a car, and a young man with him killed, in
Worcester, Mass., last w’eek. The news is
meagre here about how much the young
Holt was hurt.Miss Cora Douaver
has arrived home from Belfast, where she
has been at work_Haying is about done
here and two-thirds to three-fourth of a crop
Some strange things have
is harvested.
about farms. There is a
come in our day
farm here that in our boyhood days cut hay
enough to feed four oxen, a pair of steers,
cow's and young cattle in numbers from 15
This year’s cut will barely
to 20 head.
winter one cow.
Nearly the whole farm is
left, not worth cutting. This farm has long
been neglected and not w’orked, but an easy
running six-foot machine now in use can do
wonders in a smooth field, but it is useless
to try the old pioneer’s method. Tom Mace
said his hay was worth mowing, but it
was not worth raking.. .The blueberry crop
has been the best and everybody has all
they want for the picking. Some smart
young women can pick a half bushel easy
while a stout man is tired picking a pailful
of ripened and green ones mixed... .Dr.Bert
Larrabee is at home from college... .Miss
Cora Clark, who has been at home
visit, has returned to Belfast.

on

a

lielt tst

this article which hi

bargains

a number of specialh
in this line at prices rangiiu.

We have line ol Ladies' Bi
as tine as am 2sc. line
n
ket. We are overstocked
sizes and shall sell the entii

People.

15c. per

endorses, who is anxious

Other bargains

to

to

1

f

rom

‘*7,

Bought

prices ranging from

at

$2 CO at SI. 50

me.

1.50 at
1.25 at
1.00 at

not

the commencement.

pairs for

2

10c.

Bet ore 1 had finished

^Dou

75c.
63c.
50c,
35c.
33c.

1 00
1.00
.75

tail to seo them

t

LOOK OUT FOi< A Lil(i AO. NLA I

H. A. 5TARRETT,'iainS

Harnesses

$33,000
D >:

Safe

deposit boxes for
JSS

SALE,

Our
and

State Prison Western
I

make

a

specialty

(^"Prices

to suit

&3T*Repository

of Prison

ever

Carriages
w

rear

Those

rivilege

Belfast.

I-1

NOTICE.
Special attention given to the

vault is

rent at
a

$3.

$5 $0.50 and

vear.

unequaled in Eastern Maine
.tire

renting boxes can have *the exclusive
taking their boxes to and from the

of

vaults.

The fall

of Windsor Hotel.

term
mence on

of

this

Academy.

institutution

will

cure <>l..

...

Fidelity Injection Method.

principalsliip of

X. K. FI

4, ami 7 to 8

LLER,

FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presA. D. 1886.
December,
of
this
6th
ence,
day
>

A. W.

GLEASON,
Notary Public.
internally and acts

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
;
|ySold by Druggists, 75c.
4w30
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

AS

E. F.

A.

bleach.

< li iin

li

s|.. I.

WHITCOMB..

R

Mr. Fuller will he assisted in the school by Miss
WILLIAMS and Mrs. A. STEPHENS- »N.
Aside from a first class English course the
student may have the advantage of a practical
business education under the commercial departThose desiring to fit for college will receive
thorough instruction m the classics and other
necessary studies.
Special effort will be made to make The courses
of a high grade, and second to no similar school
in the State. It is believed that n--where can a
better education be received and at so small expense as at Freedom Academy.
For further information, address
30
Dr. A. J. KILLINGS,
Chairman of the Ex. Committee of Academy Ass.

p. m.

Notice of Forec*
U’llKUKAS, EE(i EN E

I

>
toil, in the < emu
weal: li
.Mnssachu-et:
dated the nineteeinh 11....
1 S94 and re. orded in th>- v\
.d Deeds, Book 24 1
I'.m
the undersigned, a certain
situated iu the tow noli
Waldo and State of M.i
lows
Commencing at la..
Fish, "ii the road leading ':
called, in Appleton to the <
in Liberty, and running a
hert Light, formerly <d
thence on the iYleadow Brand stones to land tone.but now of II. Bliss, dr
range line to land ol <
thence running eastern
James Fish to the main
to land of Albert Light,

containing eighty-three
the buildings there*.n.

all

of

State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and
every case of Catarrh that, cannot be cured by the
use of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.

no

THE HAND LAI

TUESDAY, SEPT, otli,
under the

Work,

C. A. MTKA UN's,

E. L. STEVENS,
Office Johnson Block, Belfast, He.
Office hours from 1 to

All Hand

com-

ment.

RUPTURES
....BY THE

and

new

POSI TS.SGL ICIT K D

UNEXCELLED in security against
burglary in the country.

Freedom

ork.

the times.

H. C. MARDEN,

being paid.

ohio. City of Toledo, l s‘
Lucas County,
J
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that ho is the
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co
doing business in the City of Toledo, County and

SURPLUS,

*

j

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

.AN i>.

I have the FINEST line of Carriages
shown in Belfast.

1

63c.
50c,
40c.
29c,
25c,

st
at
at
at
at

JlaundhyJ

Carriages
FOR

u.

The time has come to close out the
of Shirtwaists and get ready for f all
shall sell all our waists at from 1
less th tii regular price.

1 have been so lame from it that 1
do my work without getting on my
At night it was impossible to
hands and knees
sleep for any length of time. They relieved me

fort

could

pair,

SHIRTWAISTS

Mi. S. B. Day <>t 1!»8 Middle street, Portland,
Maine, engineer of the Maine Savings Bank
Bi. ilding, says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills are a valuable remedy and I cannot urge their use too
strongly for any <-ne suffeiing tnun kidney complaint. My back was a great source of discom-

The Freight Circular of Browu
& Co., New York, for the week ending July
There appears to be more inquiry
for large vessels in long voyage trades. Case
oil shippers are seeking to obtain tonnage
for far Eastern destinations, and though
reluctant to meet advanced rates, they are
confronted by decidedly stronger expressions
upon the part of owners, with general reserve manifested in the offerings of forward
vessels. During the week 22 1-2 cents has
been paid for a ship (wood) to Japan, and 22
cents (also wood) to Hong Kong.
The
Colonial lines are also desirous of anticipatand
are
their
necessities,
ing
prepared to
meet present market rates, say the basis of
16 6 to Sydney and 17 6 to Melbourne, but
most owners are asking some advantage
upon these quotations for tonnage in prospect. Barrel petroleum rates are maintained
steadily in view of the limited offerings of
suitable vessels; the demand, however, is
ouly moderate. Lumber tonnage for the
River Plate continues in request, and with
no increase in the offerings, the market has
retained a strong and buoyant tone. Barge
and medium vessels from St. John to Buenos
Ayres can obtain $9.5>(h&$10, while from the
outports $10 50 has been secured in two
instances. From Boston the rate is regarded as $9, and from Portland $9.50ft $10.
Gulf quotations remain $13 50/£$14 for large
aud medium vessels. Lumber tonnage from
the Gulf to Brazil is also wanted, with bids
submitted of $14 to Rio Janeiro, and $14 50
to Santos.
Other South American freights
are quiet.
To Rio Grande do Sul a schooner
of 311 tons accepted $1 10 per bbl.
West
India and Windward charters have been
quite numerous during the week, and the
demand is now of a less urgent character.
Rates, however, are maintained upon a
generally steady basis in view of the limited
Coastwise lumber toutonnage offerings.
uage is inquired for, but vesssls are offered
sparingly, which fact serves to give the
market a firm appearance. There lias been
an improved demand for colliers to the East.
Rates hence have ruled steady, and from
Philadelphia somewhat higher figures are

j seal. [

m

We shall offer

When the gentleman whose statement appears
below, who has im monetary or other interest in

29 says:

State

5O

UNDERWEAR.

gor, 65c.
Freights.

~~~

CASTORIA.
j* The Kind You Have Always
B»«t the

6 25

All of our suit jackets are lined throughout with
All wool skirts, nice material, only $2 5O.

this

option Philadelphia loading 1 2 cent extra. the treatment the urinary difficulty disappeared
Ship Win II Smith, 75,000 cases, New York I the backache had gone and at present I am able
to Hong Kong 22c.
Ship Abner Coburn, to attend to my duti* s, nut inconvenienced
by
75,000 cases, New York to Japan, 22 l-2e. j
New
York to San Fran- any trouble.”
Ship I F Chapman,
Call on Kilgore A: Wilson, the druggists, for
cisco. general cargo, $7.50.
Sch Henry Crosby, Philadelphia to St. John, P. R.. coal, just as conv incing proof in Belfast.
$3 00 and port charges; also Turks Island to
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
Portland, salt, 7 3 4c.
Sch Jessie Lena, box at all dealers, or will be mailed
by Foster
Brunswick to Gibara and Vita, 2 trips. $2,Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. V., sole agents for the
600 each and port charges. Sch Lucia Porter,
Perth Amboy to Bangor, coal, 65c.
Sch United States.
are many natural hazard’s formed by
Remember the name—DOAN'S—and take no
Paul Seavey, Perth Amboy to Camden, coal.
fences and hollows covered with 70c. Sch I K Stetson, Perth
Amboy to Ban- substitute.

alders and at

The

these

see

■

Spoken. July 24. ship Henry B. Hyde
tor New York, iat 24 53. N ; 1-m 66 44 W ;
111
all well. June 27, Iat. 26 S, Ion 82 W, ship
William H Conner, Erskiue, New York for

forward and 25 6 feet aft.
Notice is liefeby given of the establishment of the following additional aid to naviMuscle Ridge Channel,
Maine.
gation :
Mosquito Island Byll Buoy, red, established
in
96
feet
low
24.
1899.
at
mean
July
water,
500 feet N 1 2 E from south point of Mosquito
Island.
Bearings of prominent objects;
Marshall Point Light, N W by W 8-4 \\.
Eastern Point Mosquito Island, N E 3 4 E.
Charters. The following charters are
reported; ShipS P Hitchcock, 85,000 cases
oil. New York to Japan, 22 l-2s23 1-2 c;

price,

$15 00 SUITS NOW $7 50

do his acquaintances ami fellow residents a good
Hong Kong.
Boston, July 27. The largest cargo of coal turn, publishes in this paper his experiei ee with
treats and is every year receiving new acever brought to this port by a schooner is
Doan’s Kidney Pil s—that gentlemen must have
cessories. During the past year, cottages now on the
way here ill the big five-tu; ster
and sufficient, reason for doing so. The fob
have been built by F. O. Clark, Dr. Samuel John B Prescott, which left Baltimore good
| lowing should disj el and doubts which may have
Tibbetts, C. K. Miller and others. A cottage Tuesday with 4.515 tons in her hold. When existed in the reader’s mind on this
she left port sin; was drawing 25 feet of water j
subject
is uow being erected for E P>. Thorndike of

Canton, Mass near Moliueaux Mills. Lake
City commands a fine view of the lake and

at these f.u
windows.

our

Our assortment of

HOSIER\

marine miscellany.

Camden.

only half price

See them in

New

Prospect recently.Mr. W. M. York.
Ar sch Sarah 1) J
Matanzas, July 26
Jellison and Miss Lulu Cole <>f Prospect
llawson. Murphy, Boston.
were in town calling on friends one day last
Ar sch b G Haskell,
Sagua, July 27.
week.
Richardson, Philadelphia.

are now

prices.

two

67c. and 98c. *

■Jf

PORTS.

Sid ship Luzon,

POWDER.

Something New!

w

Iliogo, July 17.

WASHING

Mr. aiol Mrs.

In Stonington, July 15, to Mr. and
Mrs.
Maynard L. Bray, a daughter.
Carlson. Hi Stonington, July
20, to Mr. aud
Mrs. Jahan Carlson, a daughter.
Cousins. In Brooksville, July 18, to Mr. and
Mrs. Grover Cousins, a daughter.
Marsh, inNobleboro,
July 21, to Mr. aud Mrs
George P. Marsh, a son.
Segar. In North Brooksville, July 22, to Mr
and Mrs. Frank L. Segar, a son.
Wells. In Vinalhaven, July
21, to Rev. and
Mrs. H. J. Wells, a (laughter.

PORTS.

DUST

friends in

boating and for taking the gamey black bass
and other fish.Among the interesting
Minnie Wood came home from Belfast sick
and picturesque features of Camden life are
last Saturday ant! is under the care of Dr.
the golf links, located on Chestnut Hill,
T. N. Pearson.
just back of the summer residences of LawThorndike.
Mr. Hall from Aroostook I rence F. Abbott and J. F.
Hooper, extendcounty is thinking of buying a farm in town. ing to the shore of Lily Pond in Rockport.
....Miss Donovan of Searsport passed iast
They are considered a very good course,
week at N. A. Littlefield’s-Mrs. Alice
having nine holes, extending over 2oOU yards.
Woodman of Bangor is the guest of Mrs.
The grounds were laid out by Mr. Findlay,
Lila Higgins-Mr. and Mrs. Bert Stevens
! the Boston expert, and were opened for
in
Pittsfield
22d
visited friends
and
July
The situation is
play on the 4th of July.
23d_Mrs. Flora Hunt was the guest of
very fine commanding an extensive view of
Mrs. Mabel
Pilley last Thursday_Mr. the mountains, and the character of the
Omar Johnson of Massachusetts is visiting
ground is admirably adapted for the game.

W.

Nicho.s,

Sumner, Mias

Rev. Enoch Fowler are pleased to see him
upon the street again_Mrs. Jennie Abbott
of Camden is at the Nevens House... .Victor grange conferred the third and fourth
degree upon five candidates July 2Gth.

enjoyed.

day.

Ellen

Barker of Camden was the guest of Mrs.
Jane. Thayer last week... H. M. Ripley and
wife left on the Saturday’s boat for their
home in Worcester... .Mr. and Mrs. Ivory
Ripley of Rockland were guests of A. L.
McCorrison last Sunday... .The friends of

Mrs. G. A. Flowers has for guests her son,
Rich, and Miss Ella May Johnson of
Belfast, also her sister, Mrs. A. Cox of Massauippi, Canada, and Mrs. M. D. Nickerson
W. A.

Dr.

Mrs.

Searsmont.

Mary Sumner, Messrs. George and Chester
Sumner of Lincoln, Neb., are guests of Mrs.
A. T. Muzzy_Miss Maud E. Muzzy, A. M.,
arrived home last Friday-Mr. Benjamin
Fowler of Bangor is visiting his father in
this place....Mr. Horace Gliddeniscritcally
ill_Drs. Kilgore and Wilson of Belfast
were in town last Sunday.... Mrs. Henry

recently.

regis-

Prof. Johu Clark ami James A. Colson
rusticating at Little Deer Isle.
Mr.

more

pure

Brooksville, July 13,
a

Bray.

July 27. Sch. P M Bonney, Burgess,
Vinal haven.
July 28. Sch. Sadie Willcutt, Pendleton,
Boston.
July 29. Sch. Mary L. Crosby, Trim, New
York.
July 31. Sch. Levi Hart, Pendleton, New
York.

Harbor last Saturday.

west

a

Absolutely

In

George A rey,

ARRIVED.

M. Plummer and wife left for South-

B.

AREy.

PORT OF BELFAST.

town.

GOLD

BORN.

ground

Piano for Sale.
_

good, square piano, used but very little, will
be sold at a bargain to close an estate. May be
seen at late residence of Margaret A. Stowers, deceased, at Sandypoint, on application to Samuel
French.
R. F. DUN TON, Adm’r.
July 17, 1899.—6w29
A

A TEN CENT CIGAR
™?FIVE CENTS.
POOR <& SON.

Book-keeping, Shorthand, Typewriting, Commercial Law, Penmanship, Banking, etc.
Elegantly equipped rooms and hank. Terms
very low. Ke-opeus first Tuesday in September.
3m30

•

said j>r« n icondition of said mortgage
still remains broken, now
the breach of the condition
Closure of said mortgage.
Bangor, July 1 2, 1
< 1A
3w29
now

on

For prospectus, address
11. A- HOWARD,
Rockland Commercial College,
Kockland, Maine.

Furnished for

TO LET.
Two tenements, No 6 Miller St. EnGEO. vv. BURKETT.
quire of

occasions.

halls, p.i:>

Address

JOSKI'llIM
M ABY
26tf

Mi t

Bin till.

!>'

»"■1

1'

